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~Foreword
TIle 1990s began with a great surge of hope.
Democracy swept across Eastern Europe and
the Soviet Union. TIle Berlin Wall came
down. Germany was reunited. One-party
systems were on the retreat in Aflica. A new
era of human rights and political freedom
seemed to be dawning.
These hopes wer brutally dashed when
Iraq tnvaded Kuwait. But the world by then
was already a new world-a world free of the
East-West divide. l1le international community, through the United Nations, joined
force to condemn and repul e the aggression. Now a long and costly rehabilitation
process must take place. And it is our historic
and moral obligation to draw tlle correct lesson from the recent past: it tal<es years, decades, generations of people to build development. It may take only seconds to destroy
it all. Development needs peace.
The framework for strengthened international cooperation in suppOrt of global security exists in the United Nations. It can
provide the plat[0ll11 [or member slate to
build a new world-a world of peace and
development. We now have the opportunity
to rediscover tlle exciting promise of the beginning of the 1990s and to recaptme the
peace dividend that was tragically lost in the
hifting sands of tile Gulf region.
Human Development Report 1991 holds a
mirror to tile world events of the past year. It
is about the sensible reallocation of resomces
to serve humanity better by involving as many
people as possible in tile creative use of tllose
resources ratller tllan only a few vested interests. It is about participatory development
where people are placed at the centre of all
decision-making. It is about human freedom
where the creativ energies of the people are
unleashed to generate economic and ocial
opportunities for themselves and for tlleir

societies. And it is about the process of human development whose main aim is to develop and use all human capabilities.
The Report, for tlle first time includes a
human freedom index. Though freedom is
hard to quantify or to measure, no measure
of human development can ever be complete
without its inclusion.
l1le Report also examines the availability
of financial resources for inlplementing human goals. And it comes to a radical conclusion: lacl< of political commitment, rather than
lack of financial resources, is usually tile real
cause of human neglect. There are far too
many examples of wasted resources and
wasted opportunitie : rising military expendilures, inefficient public enterprises, numerous prestige projects, growing capital flight
and extensive corruption. Most budgets can
accommodate additional expenditure for
human development if priOlities are recast.
But that is an important "if'. Entrenched
power structures can frustrate enlightened
refonns. TIlat is why this repmi identifies not
only the \vide scope for restructuring public
sector budgets, but also a political trategy to
engineer such changes.
While the focus of the Report is on public spending for human development, tlle
synergistic relation between tlle private and
the public ectors becomes clear. If markets
function well and if there is an enabling policy
framework for plivate initiative and broadbased, participatory development, people are
in a position to meet their own needs. Participatory development is tlle key to economic
growth and human development.
The real cllallenge in the 1990s is to
translate the human development concern
from a concept mto reality. The patll ahead is
to design sound country sU'ategies for human
development, to trengtllen the data base for
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planning and monitoring and to highlight the
human development concern in aid allocations and policy dialogue. The Report makes
several concrete suggestions for this purpose.
As was the experience with the first Report, the 1991 Report has also emerged from
United Nations systemwide cooperation. I
am personally grateful to ail the specialized
agencies and other organizations in the UN
system, including the World Bank and the
IMP, for their willing and gracious support
for the preparation of this report.
Human DeveLopment Report 1991 has
been prepared by a team composed ofUNDP
staff members and eminent outside consultants. It was compiled under the guidance
and leadership of Mahbub ul Hag, fmmer
Finance and Planning Minister of Pakistan,
in his capacity as my Special Adviser. I con-

gratulate the team on the excellent contribution they have made to the international development debate.
The validity of a report such as this depends on its independence and intellectual
integrity. ll1e views expressed in this repolt
are those of the team, and are not necessarily
shared by UNDP, or its Governing Council,
or other member governments of UNDP.
I am confident that this Report will contribute to a spirited dialogue on the restructuring of national budgets and aid
programmes, and will place human priorities
at the very heart of the development dialogue. UNDP stands ready to offer all necessary support to developing countries to
translate their human development priorities
into action programmes.
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1 May 1991
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~Overview

The lack of political commitment not of financial resources, i often the real cause of
human neglect.
That is the main condu ion of Human
Development Report 1991. The Report is about
financing human development. A single
powerful idea run tlu'ough it-that the potential is enormous for restructuring national
budgets and international aid in favour of
human development. The Report concludes
that much cun-ent spending is misdirected
and inefficiently u ed. If the pLiorities are set
tight, more money will be available for accelerated human progres .
TIle concept of human developmentintroduced in the first of mese R pOtts last
year--established that me basic objective of
human development is to enlarge the range
of people's choices to make development
more democratic and palticipatory. These
choices should indude access to income and
employment opportunities, education and
healm, and a clean and safe physical environment. Each individual shoLud also have the
opportun.ity to participate fuJly in commwuty
decisions and to enjoy human, economic and
political freedom .
People's priorities are not fixed for ever.
They change over time as circumstances and
a pirations change. And they must all be tal<en
together-with no single dimen ion pursued
at the expense of any otller. Many policymakers frequently concentrate on just one
dimension-income. But this concentration
is at best an oversimplification and at worst a
gro s distortion of reality.
Men, women and children mu t be tile
centre of attention-with development woven around people, not people around development. Moreover, development must be
participatory, and for thi·, people must have
me opportunity to invest in the development
()\"LR\'! [\,'

of t1leir capabilities-in their health, education and training. They must also have me
opportunity to put meir capabilities to useto be fully involved in all aspect of life, to
e;xpress themselves freely and creatively.
Thus construed, development will help
enhance everyone' individual and social
pace-\vim two caveats. One is that me
e sence of society is not unrestricted satisfaction of individual choices, but the respect for
everybody's potential, possibilities, needs and
intere ts. The second is mat options for tbe
pre ent generation should not be increa ed
by compromising me options for future generations. In bort: development must be sustainable.
The first Human Development Report
tressed that human development i clearly
possible. This much is evident from me
progres of the past three decades. Judged by
Udl ba ic indicators as life expectancy and
adult literacy, development has had uccesses.
Average life expectancy in the developing
countries increased by 16 years, and adult
literacy by 40%. True, a quarter of tbe people
in the developing world still lack many basic
necessities. But if development prioritie are
properly set and political conuuitment i followed by action, me remaining agenda is
manageable.
Human development require economic
growm-for without it, no sustained improvement in human well-being is pos ible.
But while growtll is nece SillY for hLmlan development, it is not enough. High growth
rate do not automatically translate into higher
levels of human development. And firm policy
acti n i required to forge a clo er link between economic growth and human development.
Just as economic growth j nece -illy for
human d velopment, human development is

The potential is
enormous for
restructuring
national budgets
and international
aid in favour of
hUI1'lan
developme1tt

.lu:t as eco1lomic
growth is l1eCeSSa1')'
for human

development,
IJllman

deuelopmel1t is
critical to economic
growth
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critical to economic grO\vth. Th two-way
l.in.k must be at the hean of any enlightened
policy action.
TIle 1990 Report argued that the developing countries have the resource to meet
many of their development goal . Ths Report takes the debate a stage fwther by
showing the potential for restructuring national budgets and foreign assistance to meet
human needs.
Those needs are still ubstantial-above
all in developing countries, as thi year' review of the tate of human development
points out:
Poverty-Over one billion people live in
absolute poverty.
• Nutrition-Some 180 million children,
one in three, uffer from serious malnutrition.
• Health-One and a half billion people
are deprived of primary health care. Nearly
three million children die each year from
immunizable diseases. About half a million
women die each year from causes related to
pregnancy and childbirth.
• Education-About a billion adult cannot read or write. Well over 100 million children of primary school age are not in school.
• Gender-Di palities between men and
women remain wide, with female literacy still
only two-thirds that of males. Girls' primary
enrolment rates are a little over half that of
boys', and much of women's work still remains underpaid and undervalued.
People in all developing regions hare
these problems, but the most urgent problem tend to cliffer. In Latin America, South
Asia and the Arab States, poverty i reinforced by the very unequal elistribution of
a et. The squeeze of external debt servicing on the re ources available for human development is particularly severe in Latin
America. In Afiica, almost two-thirds of the
people lack access to afe water, and fewer
than half the children attend primary school.
The problem of ab olute poverty is increasingly concentrated in Africa. Even in Ea t
and South-East Asia, where overall economic
growth has been fast, half the people still lack
access to safe water and basic health care.
In the industrial countries of the North,
average income is much higher than in the
outh, and almost everyone has access to
ba ic social services. But human deprivation

and eli tress have not eli appeared. Indeed,
the analyse for the industrial countries and
the developing countries show many points
of sinUlarity, although the extent and character of deprivation are different:
• Poverty-Over 100 million people live
below the poverty line in the industrial market economie . If the USSR and Eastern
Europe are included, the number i at least
200 million.
• Unemploytnent-lJl ten industrial countrie , the rate is between 6% and 10%, and in
another three it i beyond 10%.
• Gender-Female wage are, on average,
only two-third those of men, and women'
parliamentary representation is but a seventh
that of men.
• Social/abn'c-In many industrial countries, the ocial fabric continues to unravel
fast-old cultural and social norms are clisappearing, with nothing cohesive to take their
place. The all-too-frequent result is isolation
and alienation. There is evidence of high rates
of drug adeliction, hornele'sness, suicide, divorce and ingle-parent homes.
Human development i a unifying concern-for both the developing and the industrial countrie . So, too, is the que tion of
development's sustainability. Each generation
mu t meet today's needs without incurring
debts it carmot repay: financial debts, by
overborrowing; social debt , by neglecting to
invest in people; demographic debts, by allowing unchecked population growth; and
envirolUllental debts by exhausting natural
resources.
Last year's Report introduced the human
development index (HDI)-a more realistic
statistical measure of human development
than mere gross national product (GNP) per
head. The HDI merged income with life expectancy and literacy to give an overall figure
and ranking.
Ths year, a series of refinements to the
HDI improve and extend the original concept in the follO\ving areas:
A new HDI rankzng-Knowledge is now
measured more broadly, not just by adult
literacy but also by mean years of schooling.
Moreover, income beyond the poverty level
is no longer con idered to make no contribution and thus is given not a zero weight but a
progressively climinishing weight.
O\'I.R\1L\\'

The modified HDI leads to many interesting conclusions. Among the industrial
countrie , Japan still enjoys the highest rating, and Romania is at the bottom. Among
the developing countries, Barbados leads the
HDI ranking, with Sierra Leone in the lowest
position.
For 26 countries, the human development index rank is 20 or more places lower
than the per capita income rank, showing
that they have considerable potential to improve their human development levels by
spending their national incomes more wisely.
• Gender dispanties-Separate HDls have
been prepared for women and men for 30
countries having enough information. They
show that gender disparities are wide in most
developing countries. In Kenya, the female
HDI is only half the male HDI. In the industrial countrie , gender disparitie have narrowed (especially in basic education}-but
they are still wide in tertiary education, labour
force participation and wage rates. In Japan,
the share in national income that females
earn is only 26% that of males.
The gender-sensitive HDI, developed on
the basis of the female and male HDIs, confirms previous findings. Gender discrimination is a worldwide problem. It is especially
harsh where resources are scarce-in the
poorer developing countries. But even countries like Japan and Switzerland ee their HDI
values plummet when gender disparities are
taken into account.
Income distn'bution-For COWl tries with
wide gaps between rich and poor, national
averages are misleading. So, HDI estimates
sensitive to income distribution have been
prepared for 53 countries. These indicate
that the value of human development
achievements dinlinishe greatly when they
are unequally shared. The HDIs in several
countries-including Nepal, Brazil and Cote
d'Ivoire-clrop by more than 10% when adjusted for income distribution, and a fifth of
the countries drop by more than 5% when
similarly adjusted.
• Human progress-An attempt to measure
changes in human development over time
(between 1970 and 1985) show' that many
of the least developed countries in Africa
made good progress in human development
during 1970-85, even when their per capita

()n R\'I1 \\

G P growth rate was low or negative.
• Human /reedom-A human freedom index (HFI) j presented for 88 counaies. Although much further research is necessary, a
first, tentative conclusion can be drawn: high
level of human development tend to be
achieved within the framework of high levels
of human freedom.
The signs for fwther progress are encouraging: Half the countrie (14 of 38) that
ranked low on human freedom in the mid1980s have since made important strides towards democracy. Human development
tands to gain from this. Its very objective of
increasing people' choices could not be
achieved without people actually being free
to choose-what they want to be and how
they want to live.
All these improvement make the HDI
more useful and give a better understanding
of the patterns of ocio-economic progress.
But they are still only first step in a continuing process of refinement. There is some way
to go before the HDI can be confidently
used to interpret realiry and make key policy
decisions.
Returning to the major theme of this year's
Report-the financing of human development-the main conclusions are as follows.

1. Economic growth for human
development
The best way to achieve human development
is to promote more equitable economic
growth and more participatory development.
During the 1980s, countrie throughout
the world increasingly relied on private initiative and market me hanism to promote faster
economic growth and improve quality of human life. The moving agents behind this
growth are manifold. Anlong the more important are the many small businesses that
provide income for the rapidly growing labour
force, stimulating private savings and enabling
investments to increase people' producti,·ity.
The best way to promote human development is to increase the national income
and to ensure a clo e link between economic
growth and human well-being.l1lis approach
is exemplified, in part, by the recent experience of newly industrializing econonli s of
East Asia. Their effi ient, broadly ba,ed and

High levels
of human
development
tend to be
achieved within
the framework of
high levels of
human freedom

The main task is to
invest in people,
liberating their
initiative
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employment-intensive economic growth was
backed by social services for those who for
various reason were unable to earn their
own living.
The need for economic growth, private
enterprise and participatory development is
also exemplified by the experience of the
countries of Eastern Europe, which engaged
in high public spending and ignored the need
for mobilizing private initiative, while lin1.iting economic and political freedoms. They
have since changed. Now their policies focus
on privatizing tate enterprises promoting
small and medium-size enterprises and attracting foteign investment.
Growth is particularly needed where it
has been lacking. For many of the least developed countries, su tained human development cannot be envisaged without a broad
range of actions to increase people's capabilities and opportunities. This invol es not only
mobilizing and developing human capacities
but also investing in order to expand and
diversify the economic base-and eliminating the barriers to equal Opp0l1unity. The
emphasis should be on creating proBt incentives for farmers and small enterprises-and
on rural development, infrastructure building and sustainable development.
Without such action, no human development can be sustained in the longer run.
Economic growth has to reach people, and
people have to contribute to growth. Both
nationally and internationally, economic
growth with human development will, in the
longer term depend on achieving a better
match between economic OPP0l1llnities and
people's needs.
Today, 77% of the world's people-in
the South-earn only 15% of the world's
income. For them, the external shocks and
deteriorating terms of trade have been devastating. In the highly indebted middle-income countries and in Africa, the terms of
trade have worsened by almost 25 percentage points over the past decade. The plight of
the least developed counuie in trade is even
worse-with their share in world exports declining by two-thirds, from 1.5% to 0.5%,
between 1965 and 1988. Nor are their pro pects bright, given their lack of economic
diversity and their weak capacity to react to
(positive and negative) external shocks and

changing international markets.
These serious trends need urgent attention. The main task i-to invest in people,
liberating their u1.itiative. Another is to open
global opportunities-to increase the productivity and competitiveness of developing
cOlmu'ies especially the least developed.
2. Optimizing human expenditure
Adequate income-earning opp0l1llnitiesand properly directed public spending on humlill priOlity needs-are essential components
of the path to human development.
Not all countries may be able to emulate
the employment-ultensive growth of the newly
u1dustrializing economies of East Asia. Many
countries face' slow or stagnant economic
growth. And many may find it difficult in the
short and medium term to correct inequitable patterns of income distlibution through
such mea mes as land reform. Population
pressure on scarce developmental OppOltll11.ities and social setvices would continue even
if more determined efforts were made to
check population growth.
Policy action is required to meet all these
challenges-through private and public
spending.
People should, above all, be enabled to
spend on social etvice. Data on private
spending on human development are carce.
But for the coUllU"ies having information, private social spending often exceeds the public. And the fIgures on private spending do
not even reflect the ul-kind contribution of
household members, particularly women, to
hLilllan development.
While private spending on human development is quite important in both developing and industrial countries, the public sector
often plays a critical, complementary role,
especially where U1Comes are low and basic
human needs would othel:\.\rise remain unmet.
But public action in Supp0l1 of human development can take several forms. It can be
policy action aUlled at activating plivate initiative. It can be the provision of public finance to subsidize privately run setvices. Or
it can be public finance for publicly run
programmes. Whatever the approach or mix
of trategies adopted, past development experience shows that markets alone cannot
OVI.RVIE\X'

ensure good human development· and neither can overextended public sector pending,
because it is not sustainable.
3. Restructuring national budgets

Nearly $50 billion a year-about 2% of the
GNP of the developing countries-could be
released for more productive purposes. Much
of this could come from freezing military
e),.'penditure, which absorbs 5.5% of the GNP
of the developing world. In some of the
poore t countries, this spending is at least
twice that on health and education-as in
Angola, Chad, Pakistan, Peru, Syria, Uganda
and Zaire.
Added savings could come from:
• Halting capital flight-Eor the Philippines, capital flight was equal to 80% of its
outstanding debt between 1962 and 1986. In
Mexico and Argentina, an amount equal to
at least 50% of the money borrowed in the
pa t 15 years has flown out again.
• Combating corruption-In Pakistan, the
illegitimate private gain from one' public
position i unofficially estimated at 4% of
GNP. Estimates of corruption are even higher
for many other countries.
• Reforming public entetpril"es-The losses
public enterprises make in Cameroon, for
example, exceed the total oil revenue of the
government.
• Reducing intemal policzl1g-Increased attention to human development could, in many
countries, reduce socio-economic disparities,
crime, political pressures and the need for
policing.
All these issues are very much in the
hands of the developing counuies, which have
to make more sensible use of their funds-and stop preventable losses from their debtsU'apped economies.
But one major element of re trueturingexternal debt-i largely outside their control. For many countries, external debt now
exceeds their total GNP-including Laos,
Egypt, Bolivia and Mozambique.
Debt repayments take a large share of
government budgets. The Philippines spend
36% of its central budget on debt ervicingcompared with 22% for social services. Jordan devotes 39% to debt service and 18% to
social services. Mexico spends 20% on debt
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selvice and 18% on social services.
These high percentages give some indication of the funds that reducing the burden
of external debt could release. But another
issue is equally pressing: internal debt.
Internal debt, money owed by a government to its citizens in its own currency, has
not received much international attention.
Yet the internal debt now exceeds the external debt for many countries-including India, Pakistan, Malaysia, Singapore and the
Philippines,
Developing country governments could
take many steps to ease the internal debt
burden: reducing budgetary deficits, lowering interest rates, swapping debt for equity in
public enterprises, introducing a withholding
tax on interest yields and indexing capital
values in exchange for reduced current interest payments. But each leads to many painful
choices.
Countries that restructure their national
budgets need a clear strategy and a concrete
plan of action. They have to analyse the institutional and political obstacles to refonnand design realistic proposals for overcoming
them.
Such policies and strategies should not
be confined to developing countries. The rich
countries, too, have made puzzling decisions
on the allocation of national resources. Some
of them steadily reduced their spending on
social priority areas during the 1980s. True,
the private spending on human development
in these countries is considerable. But
complementary public funding could have
helped tackle urgent social problems, ranging from homelessnes to drug addiction, &'Oill
pollution to the decline of public transport
systems. Achieving the proper balance between private and public spending-and
wzthzlt public spending-is critical for many
industrial countries in tackling the accumulating social and human agenda.

Nearly $50
billion a year can
be released in
developing
countries for
more productive
purposes

4. Reallocating social expenditures

To develop a sound basis for analysing public
pending on human development countries
should monitor four ratios:
• The public expenditure ratio-the percentage of national income that goes into
public expenditure.
5
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• The social allocation ratio-the percentage of public expenditure earmarked for 0cial services.
• The socialpnority ratIo-the percentage of
social expenditure devoted to human priority
concern .
The human expenditure rallo-the percentage of national income devoted to human priority concerns.
The human expenditure ratio i the
product of the first three ratios. A powerful
operational tool, it allows policy-makers who
want to restructure their budgets to see clearly
the available options.
If public expenditure is already high (as
in many developing countrie ) but the social
allocation ratio is low (as in Indonesia), the
budget will need to be reassessed to see which
areas of expenditure could be reduced. MilitalY pending, debt ervicing, prestige projects
and 10 s-making public enterprise' would all
be lil<.ely candidates.
If the fir t two ratio are comparatively
high but the ultimate human development
impact i low (as in Paki tan), the ocial priority ratio must be increased. For the poore t
countries, this is lil<.ely to involve aLTanging a
better balance between curative ho pitals and
primaty health care, between universities and
primaty schools, and between focusing attention on the cities and on tJle rural area,
where the majority of poor people live.
If the problem is a low public expenditure ratio (as in Bangladesh), rai ing tJlisand therefore raising revenue-could be an
es ential part of the strategy.
Careful examination of the human expenditure ratios for many developing countries suggests several policy conclusion :
• TIle human expenditure ratio may need
to be at least 5% if a country wi hes to do
weU on human development.
•
Countries can achie e this in different
ways both efficient and inefficient. An efficient option is to keep the public expenditure ratio moderate (arowld 25%), to allocate much of this to the ocial sector (more
than 40%) and to focu on me ocial priority
areas (giving them more than 50%). An inefficient option is to wimdraw a large pan of
national income into the public sector, to
depress private investment and initiative and
to restrict economic growth and re ource ex-

pansion. In several cases total public expenditure can be cut (perhaps encouraging mar
private investment) and y t the government
can spend more mon y on hwnan concerns.
• Governmem pending need not be extensive if GNP growth i high and ramer
equitable---or if the private sector and nongovernmental organizations ( GOs) are extremely active in ocial pending.
• High government pending with low 0cial priOlities i me worst case. If over 25% to
35% of national income is channelled ilirough
tJle government budget, and yet less than 2%
of GNP goes into human priority concern
(as in Brazil, Thailand and ierra Leone), thi
is the worst of all po sible worlds. The public
sector is huge, yet the majority of the people
do not gain.
•
everal countrie have moved beyond
basic prioritic . Mauritius, ri Lanka,
Singapore, Argentina and ilie Republic of
Korea may have onJy a moderate human expenditure ratio when the prioriti scan idered are ba ic one . But they already have
high level of human development and can
therefore shift meir focu to social services at
the higher levels.
The human expenditure ratio should become one of me principal guides to public
spending policy. But a high public expenditure ratio can be avoided. When re oW'ces
are tight, greater attention must be paid to
allocation priorities and efficiency in pending. It is wrong, however, to confuse a plea
for greater efficiency wiili indifference to
economic growth or the mobilization of additional resow·ces. It is ultimately the actual
level of human expenditure per head that
really counts. But the best argument for having more resourc S go to hlmlan development is to pend the exi ting resources weU.
5. Cost savings and efficiency
Most countrie could u e exi ting resources
more efficiently-by adopting more decentralized, participalolY approache to development, by making prudent economies and
reducing unit cost, by charging many user
for the benefits they receive and by encouraging private initiative in boili
financing
and delivery of acial services.
Many cou.l1tlies have adopted measures

me
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along these lines. There now is an international body of experi nce from which everyone C,ill learn omething relevant to their
own circum tance . Here are ju t a few of
the Ie sons.
• Involving the community-A community
self-help water programme in Malawi-in
which the govermnent provides equipment
and training, and the community provides
labom for construction and maintenance and
local leader are involved in planning and
design-benefits over one million people.
Involving NGOs-It is often taken for
granted that the provi ion of social elvices is
the government's responsibility. This need
not be so. TIle urrent trend is towards
greater involvement of private organization
in the provision of services. The trend is toward choices and away from standardization, toward maller-scale and away from
centralization. NGOs are impOltant in all
this. The Bangladesh Rmal Advancement
Committee (BRAC) schools in Bangladesh
provide primary education aooually for only
$15 per pupil. The cost has been kept down
in 'evera] ways-among them, involving village leaders and parents, using simple classrooms and allowing some instruction to be
given by teachers who have 1in1ited training.
• Tmproving management-Simple management change in the principal hospital in
Malawi could lead to avings of two-fifths in
recurrent non- alary expenditure '.
• Using double-shift schools-Zambia has
used double (and even triple) shifts in classrooms to reduce it capital costs in education
by almost half.

•

Concentrating

011

basic drugs-Average

medicine consumption in developing countries \Va 5.40 per head in 1985. Yet basic
and essential drug need co t only '1.00 p r
head, and an even more basic list could be
provided for $0.25.
Food Subsldies-An important social service in many developing countrie, , food subsidies can be a vital tool for transferring income to the poor and for improving their
nutritional status. The challenge i to target
the subsidie 0 that they support the nutrition of the poor most efficiently. There are
u'ade-off , of cour e: the more mUTowly targeted a programme, the greater the ri k that
some of the most vulnerable may be missed.
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ub idizing ba ic commodities that are mai.n.ly
consumed by the poor, providing free chool
meals and distributing food throug11 health
clinics can be very effective and efficient.
Cheaper teclJllology-A pump and wellconstruction project in India now allo\Vs
people to pump water from a deep well for
capital costs of less tllan $1.00 a year per
u er.

Limited funds can be stretched by exploiting these idea and others. The potential
for achieving both greater efficiency and
greater effectivene s i clear when one look
at the costs for me same services in different
countries.
Another approach to reducing costs for
the public sector is to charge users for the
services they receive, User charges have produced mixed results in developing countries,
so far recovering only a modest proportion of
cost . Their ucc
or failure often depend
on the sector in que tion. User fee for tran POlt and communication appear to have fewer
disadvantage man user fees in the social
ector.
In most African counu-ies, user fees have
recouped less man 5% of government expenditure on healm-ilie hig11er performers being Ethiopia (12%), Mauritania (12%) and
Ghana (15%). In most Asian countrie , fees
have recovered less than 5% of primary education costs. Only in secondary and higher
education are the recovery rates beyond 10%.
One problem is that even modest charges
can exclude users from the services. 0, many
~overmnents prefer to offer primary health
care and prinlal)' education free-partly as a
public good, partly to enhance equality of
oppOl1Llnity, but mainly to meet the ba ic
needs of meir citizen .
The re\'iew of development experience
how that the following principles are useful
in designing human development programmes:
Pl'lillary education-Primal), education is
a basic hunlan right and should be provided
free. There is also a case for providing public
secondary education free. But tertiary education is a different matter: it is expensive and
covers only a small propOltion of the population, generally from the upper income groups,
User charge may therefore be appropriate
here-if tlley al'e combined witll a sy tem of

Food subsidies can
be a vital tool for
transferri1tg income
to the poor
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For aid donors as
a whole, the aid
human expenditure
ratio is 0.026% of
their combined
GNP

loans and scholarships for the needy.
• Health care-Access to primary health
care should be W1lversal and free. Governments should aim to make savings in this
area by adopting an es ential drugs programme, based on competitive bidding on
the open market-and on making the distribution system more efficient. They should
nevertheless charge for certain kind of ho pital treatment.
• Water and sanitation-Cros -subsidie
should be introduced, with poorer neighbourhoods paying less for their services, and richer
areas more.
• Local use ofrevenue-If charges are made
for any service, the revenue should be used
to benefit priority service, especially at the
comrnwlity level, so that people can see an
improvement in the services they pay for.

6. International aid
Aid programme offer great potential for restructuring. The pay-off could be enormous.
If only one-third of today's aid were comnlitted to hwnan priority areas, the aid allocation
to the e areas would increase fourfold.
Aid budgets, like government e}:penditure, can be analysed through four ratios:
• The aid expenditure ratio-the percentage
of a donor's GNP going to development aid.
• The ald social allocation ratio-the percentage of each donor's aid that goes to the
ocial sectors.
• The aid social prion'ty ratio-the percentage of social sector aid committed to human
priority areas.
• The aid human expenditure ratio-the
product of the three foregoing ratios, and
thus the percentage of a donor's GNP going
to hwnan priority areas in recipient countrie . For aid donors as a whole, this is a tiny
figure-Q.026% of their combined GNP.
The arithmetic is simple. The official development as istance (ODA) for all countrie currently represents 0.3% of their combined GNP. Of tllis, 23% went to social
sectors in 1989, and of the social sector
spending, 37% went to hwnan development
priority areas. In education, only 7% went to
primary schooling. In health, only 27% was
for primary health care. And in water supply
and sanitation, only 19% went to rural areas.

The e averages naturally conceal signi6cant differences among donors. The Nordic
countries devote over 0.9% of tlleir GNP to
aid, and their aid hwnan expenditure ratios
range between 0.05% and O.l1%-many
times the overall average for donors. The
USA, by contrast, commits only 0.15% of it
GNP to aid. And much of thi goes as defence support to Israel, Egypt, Turkey, Pakistan and the Philippines. As a result, its aid
hwnan expenditure ratio is only 0.01%.
Some people argue that it does not matter if aid itself mis e priority targets, that any
aid will permit the recipient government to
release funds to spend elsewhere. Plausible
in tl1eory, this is often wrong in practice.
For many poor countries, aid constitutes
such a high proportion of their development
budgets that aid priorities inevitably become
development priorities. In Burundi, aid provides 56% of the total expenditure on health
and education, and the proportion is also
high in Chad (53%), Uganda (48%), Somalia
(38%) and Ethiopia (35%).
Finance mini ters of developing countries are, in any case, unlikely to re pond well
to such arguments. They are reluctant in the
be t of times to undertake social expenditures-which offer little immediate financial
return and which demand recurring expenditure long into the future. :Ministers can hardly
be encouraged to increase ocial pending if
donors are also reluctant to finance recurring
expenditure-and prefer instead to give
money for capital-intensive schemes that just
happen to require machinery and technical
assistance from tlle arne donor countries.
Of all the categories of development aid,
technical assistance is the ripest for reassessment. Africa receives $6 billion in technical
assistance each year, and the figure is rising.
While Asia received less tl1an $5 of aDA per
person, Africa receives over $22 per person.
Yet Africa still has some of tl1e lowest hwnan
development levels in tl1e world.
The problem is tl1at too much is often
being spent on foreign expertise and too little
on building up local institutions and mobilizing national expertise.
If tl1e main focus of technical assistance
were to build up national capacity, thi would
do more tl1an reduce tl1e costs of as i tance.
It would also release millions of dollars for
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more productive purposes. And it would, no
doubt enhance the effectivenes of aid.
The Development Assistance Committee (DAC) of the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD)
could become the focal point for re tructuring aid budgets. Its Secretariat could contribute much by thoroughly analysing the impact
of exi ring aid priorities on the human development levels of recipient countries. It could
also help by publi hing regularly the aid social
allocation ratio, as well as the aid social priority
ratio, for each donor.
Improved data availability and greater
budgetary tran parency will be critical to
shifting e}[ternal assistance towards human
development-especially during periods of
aid tagnation. They will help strengthen the
arguments of those who want to natTOW the
gap between policy priorities and budgetary
priorities.
7. Political strategy
However large the cope, restructuring for
human development is likely only with a
workable political strategy.
If resources are poorly distributed the
cause generally is political. Protected interests and power structures-military e tabli hment , urban and rural elites, corrupt bureaucracies-all can cau e maldistribution.
Restructuring can, therefore, take place
only if political pre sures ar'e successfully mobilized in its favour, There is no primer for
seriou policy-makers committed to a fundamental resnucturing of their economic and
political system; they normally find their own
route. But experience suggests orne general approaches that can foster a gradual,
reformist programme.
• Encourage democratic freedom-If a ociety is free, in./:1uence does not always require
affluence. Democracy i a valuable ally of alL.
111e poor have thus often done well in countries with multiparty systems and free elections. A Latin American example is Costa
Rica. In Africa: Botswana and Mauritiu .
Invoke common interests-Ba ic social
service like primary health car-e have many
advocates, and spreading the message is generally the key to even wider acceptance. Once
it is fully recognized how cheap many options
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are, and how they can benefit the whole 'ociety, most opposition melts away. Immunizing a child against the ix leading child-killing
disea es costs only "0.50 a year and oral
rehydration again t diarThoea cost only $0.10.
• Compensate powerfulgrollps- ometime
the reallocation of resources to the poor can
only be accompli hed by offering weetener
to the rich. Many food subsidy schemes, for
example, have been allowed to reach the notso-poor to make implementing the whole
programme politically palatable-as at variou times in Morocco, ri Lanka, Colombia
and Egypt.
When tough policy measures are taken,
they often need to be accompanied by some
compensatory action. L1 Ghana in the late
1980 , adjusnnent wa accompanied by a
variety of compensatory interventions, including public work and health and nutrition progral11l11e .
• Empower weakergrollps-The best way to
achieve this is to decentr'a!ize decision-making and to allow people full participation in
planning and implementing progranm1es that
affect their Iives-a demonstrated by such
community organizations as the Carvajal
fow1dation in Colombia, and by the Sixmovement in West Africa.
Channel credit to the poor-Acces to
credit is another means of access to power.
Credit is too often denied to the poor in
developing counLLie -even though it is ar1
easy way to offer support, ar1d even though it
is less likely to run into pouLical opposition
than other forms of assistance because it engages the poor in the productive process.
Su h upport ha done much in Ghana,
Rwanda, Cameroon and the Philippines.
• Allow a free press-TI1e media can be a
powerful ally to more participatory development-and to the poor. Some 'ugge't that
you cannot have a famine in a cow1try with a
free pre . The rea on i that an uncen ored
pre s make it much more difficult to conceal
dramatic ocial problems.

Restructurin.g
for human
development is
lihely only with a
workable political
st1'ategy

Coordinate extcmal premtres-External
dey lopment partnel can often rai,e en itive political is ues, such as those surrounding land reform or military expenditures.
Some donors might be reluctant to do 0,
preferring to forge an alliance with the government rather than with the people. But
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Developing
countries can save
over $10 billion a
year by merely
freezing their
militm'y
expenditure at
CUI'rent levels

structural refonn could provide an opportunity to take a more positive role. If donors
were to pre s for the e kind of reform, they
would probably discover many allies in the
developing countries-and achieve changes
much greater than the marginal improvements
they u ually settle for. TIle recent focus of the
IMP and the World Bank on military expenditures is a case in point.

8. National compacts for human
development
Governments can base their plans for the
next decade on comprehensive and realistically costed national strategies for human development.
The Report suggests a four-point agenda
for such strategies:
• A human development profile-which
spells out past achievements, continuing human deprivation and di parities and future
goals.
• Identified and casted targets-to put human development into practice. These targets should be accompanied by alternative
approaches that have been reviewed and
costed-and that show what is financially
and politically feasible over a specified period.
• Budget restructunng plans-to maximize
the human expenditure ratio and strengthen
the ca for additional re ources nationally
and internationally.
• A viable political strateJ!J-to help develop a national consensus on, and public
support for, economic and social reform.

9. A global compact for human
development
The world community can establish a global
compact for human development--one that
puts people at the centre of every issue.
We are a global community in every ense.
Not just economically interdependent, but
sharing a common environment-and exposed to common risks of war and social
dislocation. Con ider the damage that will be
done if we do not fully accept thi . Global
trade and economic growth will suffer. The
environment will be further degraded. Wars
will break out to settle unresolved ten ion .
10

Millions deprived of economic opportunity
will migrate in earch of a better life.
A global compact for human development should be based on the recognition of
the need for a new human order. Each issue
should be analysed for it impact on people,
designed around the following central components:
• Realistic human goals for the year 2000Human goals for the year 2000, based on the
national human development strategies suggested earlier, would include universal primary education, primary health care, fa.nUly
planning, safe water for all and the elimination
of serious malnutrition. The additional costs
of these goals are estimated at around $20
billion a year. Just as important though, will
be economic ta.rgets--particularly the expansion of productive, remunerative and
sati Eying employment opportunities.
• A peace divldend-Most of the additional
costs could be met from cuts in military
spending. If industrial countrie were to reduce their military spending by 3% a year,
this could provide $25 billion a year. And if
developing countries merely freeze their expenditme at current levels, this would save
potential future increase of over $10 billion
a year. With these and other resources, the
developing and indu trial countries could
agree on a notional sharing of the additional
costs of human development in the 1990ssay, in a ratio of two-thirds for the developing
countries to one-third for the industrialized.
• Aid, a mutual commr'tment-Donor
countries can reassess their aid priOlities and
commit themselves to the support of human
development. For countries keen on advancing human development, the way could be
open to a new and productive era for official
development assistance--one based on a
mutual commitment to human development.
Requests for aid should include plan to cut
back military budgets and to increase the
human expenditure ratio. Donors could offer human adjustment assistance to smooth
the potentially difficult ocio-economic transition.
• Debt, trade and foreign investment-A
favourable international economic environment is es ential for advancing human development and sustaining it through economic
growth. For this, it i necessary to resolve the
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international debt crisis, to restore adequate
capital flows on acceptable terms to the developing countries, and to create an open
world trading community, in which exports
from developing countries have greater access to the markets of the industrial countries.

•

•

•

Human Development Report 1991 lays the
foundations for a fre h set of priorities. It
explains how they can be chosen, how they
can be assessed-and why we can afford to
pay for them.
Future reports will build on this foundation. The aim will be to refine further the
concept and the methods of measurement-
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and to distil more practical experience from
many countries. Another aim will be to do
more research and analysis on participatory
development and to examine the global dimensions of human development, looking at
familiar international issue from a human
perspective.
The final me sage of thi year's Report is
one of hope. If the obstacles to human development lie in the paucity of re ources, in
insuperable techn.ical barriers, the task would
be hopeles . We know instead that it is too
often a lack of political commitment, not of
resources, that is the ultimate cause of human neglect. If we can mobilize the political
ba e for action-nationally and globallythe future of human development is secure.

If we can mobilize
the political base
for action, the
future of human
development
IS secure

Il
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CHAPTER 1

~ Measuring human development
~ and freedom

Human development is moving to centre stage
in the 1990s. For too long, the question has
been: how much is a nation producing? ow
the question must be: how are its people
faring?
The real objective of development is to
increase people's development choices. Income is one a pect of these choices-and an
extremely important one-but it is not the
sum-total of human existence. Health, education, a good physical environment and
freedom-to name a few other components
of well-being-may be just as important.
A realistic view is that growth in income
and an expansion of economic opportunities
are necessary preconditions ofhwnan development (figure 1.1 and box 1.1). Without
growth, the social agenda proposed in this
Report cannot be carried out. Although growth
is not the end of development, the absence
of growth often i . But growth should not
merely be some aggregate number projected
into the futme, for the quality of growth is
important. The aim should be growth that is:
• Participatory-allowing for private initiative and broad-based people's involvement.
• Distrtbuted well-benefiting all people.
• Sustainable- ince raising future production may demand current sacrifice .
Growth is certainly needed, especially in
the South, where development levels are low.
In all countries, developing and industrial,
the growth issue should be one of quality
rather than quantity, one of more equitable
di tlibution rather than mere expansion.
The relationship between economic
growth and the social concerns expressed in
this Report is complex. While growth is neces ary for human development, most type
of human expenditure will, in twn, accelerate growth. A healthy, well-nourished, welleducated and sk.illed labour force i the best

foundation for growth. Japan, Singapore and
the Republic of Korea invested massively in
people-an investment that yielded its fruit
in rapid growth.
This kind of investment in the social sectors can have two valuable purposes. It can
SUppOit a strategy of growth with equity-or
it can correct an inequitable growth trategy.
There is no conflict between growth and
human development-though there may be
a conflict between those who would allocate
resources to the rich and those who would
direct them to the poor.
While the concept of human development, as presented in the first Report, was
widely accepted, it may be further elaborated
along the following lines.
People must be at the centre of human
development. Development ha to be woven
around people, not people around development. It has to be development of the
people by the people,for the people.
• Development ofthe people-every society
must invest in the education, health, nutrition and social well-being of its people, so
that they can play their full role in the country's
economic, political and social life. With more
empha i now being placed on the market
and on technological progress, the development of people will make an increasingly
critical contribution to economic succe .
• Development by the people-through appropriate structures of decision-making,
people must participate fully in the planning
and implementation of development strategie . These trategie should provide sufficient opportunities for income and employment growth, 0 that human capabilities are
properly used and human creativity i given
its fullest expression.

•

Development for the
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BOX 1.1

The issues raised by the 1990 Human Development Report

The fir -t HUll/an Development Report, published last year, defined human development
as the proce of increa ing people's choices.
It focused equaIJy on the formation of human
capabilitie- (through investing in people) and
on the use of tho e capabilities (through creat·
ing a participatory framework for inc me and
employment growth). ntis new defInition dif·
fers from other conccpts of developmelll.
ome have een human de\'elopment as
"human resource developm nt". But inve. ting
in people, or human capital formation, i. only
one a pect of human dev Iopment. It leave
out aU discussion of participation--developmem by people and development for people.
Others have presented human develop·
ment as a sectoral issue---investment in education, health and other social ervices. But
human development is al 0 l\ multi ectora!,
macroeconomic policy concern. Its ultimate
objective is to en ure that economi growth
tran.latc· into improved well·being of the
people.
This view has led some critic to allege
that human development strategies do nOL give
enough allenrion to economic growth. Nothing could be further from the truth.
The .five main conelu 'ion of the first Re·
port show that the basic message was not a
disregard for economic growth, but a renewed
concem to translate this growth into human
live.
1. It i wrong to uggest that the development process has failed in most developing
countries in the last three decades.

Judged by basic indicators of human development, it has succeeded beyond any reasonable
expectations. Average life expecrancy ha' increased by 16 years, adult literacy by 40% and
per capita nutritional levels by over 20%. And
child mortality tates have been halved during
thi period.
Developing countries have achieved in 30
year what it took industrial countries nearly a
century to accomplish. 111e income disparity
between rhe orth :Ind the South is still very
large: the outh's per capita income i only 6%
of the North's. But in human term', the gap is
closing fast. Average life expectancy in the
South is 84% of the orth', average, adult literacy 61% and nutrition measured by daily
calorie supply 80%.
Tl'Lle, the past record of the developing
world i uneven-between various region' and
countries, and e\'en 'i\rithin countries. True
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also, the do ing of human gaps between the
North and the outh has been witnes ed only
in the basic human indicators (such a life
expectancy, adult literacy and infant and child
mortality) and not in higher levels of educaLion and health carc, or in scit:\1cC and tech·
nology. True, in addition, there remains a
large unfinished agenda of hun1an development-with one-quarter of the people in developing countries -cill deprived of basic human necessities, rrtirtimum income levels and
decent social services.
But the overall policy conclusion is clear.
The de\'elopmcnL proces, does work. International development cooperation bas made a
difference. And the remaining agend'l of human development IS manageable in the 1990s
if development priorities are properly cho ·en.
lt is certainly a me age of hope, though not
of complacency.

2. It is wrong to suggest that economic
growth i unnecessary for human devdopment.
No sustained improvement in human wellbeing i pO' ible without growth. But it j
even more wrong to suggest that high economic growth rates wi]] automatically translate into higher levels of human deve!opmel1l.
111 y may, or they Dlay nor. It all depends on
the policy choices the countries make.
The world offers too many uncomfortable example. of a \\ide divergence between
income and human d,~velopmentlevel.. Adult
literacy in audi Arabia. for example, is lower
than in Sri Lanka despite the fact that its per
c~pita in orne is 15 times higher. Child mortality in Brazil is four times higher than that in
Jamaica, evcn though its per capita income is
t\vice that of Jamaica.
\'{lhy such ",ide divcrgences between income and human development levels? The
answer lies in di uibution: of income, of land.
of credit, of 'ocinl services and of job opportunities. If a better link is to be created between income and human development, it is
mandatoty to adopt policies that distribute
these t:conomic a set anci oppolturtities more
equitably.
3. It is conceptually and practically wrong
to regard poverty alleviation as a goal di tinct from human development,
Most people are pOOl' beeau e they have neither land, nor capital, nor credit, nor the op-

porrurtity of a decent job. Nor do they have acces
to adequate ocial en'ice. The only long·ternl
remedy is to invest in poor people, particularly in
their education and training, and to bring them
into the mainstream of development. Poverty
hould not be regarded as a residual of e onomic
growth-to be treBted epamtdy, \\ithour modifying the growth strategies themselves. Governments hould nOL tackle poverty after economic
gro\\,th. They hould adopt economic growth
models that have the elimination of poverty as one
of their prime objectives.

-4. It is wrong to insist that m.arkets alone can
deliver balanced pattern of economic growth
and human development.
111ere must be a judicious mix of market efGciency
and social responibility. Even in many free-enterprise industrial nations. 15-20% of G P is being
recycled through the budgets to 'upport a social
safety net that offers unemployment and welfare
benefits.
In developing countries, where poverty and
income di tribution are much \\'orse tlnd ocial
services are less ad quate than in industrial coun·
tries, there is a greater net:d for a careful b'llance
bet\veen private and publi ector roles. The
present situation i topsy-tUl'\'Y in many developing ountries. The government often intervenes
inefficiently in the productive processe' of agriculture and industry (where it hardly belongs).
Then it pends inadequately (J--l% of GNP) on
health, education and the other social !Vices,
which hould be its primary respon ibility.
Public spending i , in fact, misallocated in
many developing countries. And some of it is unwisely targeted on what the private ector can do
best rather than on what the public ector must
do. This situation must be rever ed. It is al 0 important that social afety net' are fujly protected
during periods of rapid growth or social transformation Otherv.ise, there may b .erious political
upheaval to disrupt the development process.
5. It is wrong to suggest that developing coun·
tries do not have sufficient resources to take
care of their human development goals.

In reality, considerable potential exist - for re trueturing existing priorities in their national budgets.
Many , ignilicllnt changes can be made without
necessarily increasing budget expenditures. It is
quite possible to balance budgets without unbalancing peopl ' lives. It was this conclusion whid1
prompted the 1991 Report to have "flnancing human development" as its theme.
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provide opportunities for aU. Only then will it
be truly human-oriented. This would also include providing essential social safety nets.
111us it is that development increases
people's choices-with two caveats. First,
enhancing the choices of one individual, or
one ection of society, should not restrict the
c1loices of another. 11us caUs for equity in
human relationships. Second, improving the
lives of the present generation should not
mortgage the choices for future generationsthat is, the development process must be
sustainable.
Refinements in the human development
index

Last year's Report went beyond defining human development by proposing a way to
measure it. The human development index
(HDI) combined national income with two
social indicators-adult uteracy and life expectancy-to give a composite measme of
human progre s. It was fully recognized then,
as now, that ule concept of human development is much broader than its measurement.
TIle HDI concentrated on just three of the
many and changing essential choices that define human development. But this wa just
the start of a process, and trus year's Repolt
suggests some refinements.
The basic simplicity of the original human development index has been maintained,
since it i a reuable measure of socio-econoruc progress (technical note 1). Its three
components continue to be longevity,
knowledge and decent living standards. But
,ome of the indicators that measure these
three components are now better defined
(technical note 2). Educational attainment is
measured by a combination of adult literacy
and mean year of scllooling. Thi acknowledges the inlportan e of high levels of skill
formation-and greatly helps in differentiating countries near the top of the ladder, particularly the industri.al economies. The idea
of diminishing returns to income is now better captured by giving a progt'es ively lower
weight to income beyond the poverty cut-off
point, rather than the zero weight previously
given. TIlat zero weight was found to be too
dra tic an adjustment, panicularly for higher
income societies.

TIle modified human development index shows that, of the industrial countries,
Japan still enjoys the highest rating while
Romania is at the bottom (table 1.1). Of the
developing countri.es, Barbados leads the HDI
ranking, with SielTa Leone at the lowest end
(table 1.2).
Since the la t Report, 13 countries have
changed their rank by nine places or more.
These changes do not reflect any spectacular
change in actual p rformance witllin a year.
They result from a more refined and sensitive
HDI and from improved availability of data.
Countries that have slipped by nine places or
more include Cambodia, Chile, Ethiopia,
Iraq, Laos and Uganda. Those that have improved by nine place or more include Congo
the Dominican Republic, Nan1ibia, Oman
and the USA.
Improving the human development index continues to be an evolutionary searcll
for a more satisfactory yardstick of socioeconomic progt'ess, The HDI extends our
understanding beyond the GNP measureby reflecting, if still too dimly, how economic
gt'owth translates into human well-being.
There are, for example, 26 counui.es whose
HDI rank is 20 or more places lower than
their per capita income rank, showing that
they have considerable potential to improve
their human development levels-by spending their incomes better and planning their
investment pt10litie more \visely. Fourteen
of tl,ese countrie are in Africa-Angola,
Benin, Cameroon, Congo, Cote d'Ivoire,
Djibouti, Gabon, Guinea, Mauritania,
Namibia, Senegal, Se. chelles Sierra Leone
and Sudan. Ten are Arab States-Algetia,
Bahrain, Iraq, Kuwait, Libya, Oman, Qatar,
Saudi Arabia, United Aral Emirates and
Yemen. And two are in Asia-Brunei and
Iran.
The wide divergence between their
rankings in GNP and in human development highlights the distance they have yet to
travel in translating economic gt'owth into
improvements in the lives of their peopleso that their levels of human development
are comparable to counnies with similar per
capita incomes.
The human development index advances
our understanding of socio-economic
achievement. But it till doe not capture aU
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TABLE 1.1

HOI ranking for industrial
countries
1990

1990

HOI
rank

HOI
value

Japan
Canada
Iceland
Sweden
Switzerland

1
2
3
4
5

0.993
0.983
0.983
0.982
0.981

Norway
USA
Netherlands
Australia
France

6
7
8
9
10

0.978
0.976
0.976
0.973
0.971

United Kingdom
Denmark
Finland
Germany
New Zealand

11
12
13
14
15

0.967
0.967
0.963
0.959
0.959

Belgium
Austria
Italy
Luxembourg
Spain

16
17
18
19
20

0.958
0.957
0955
0,954
0.951

Israel
Ireland
Greece
Czechoslovakia
Malta

21
23
24
27
29

0.950
0.945
0.934
0.920
0.917

Hungary
USSR
Bulgaria
YugoslaVia
Portugal

30
31
33
34
36

0.911
0908
0.899
0.893
0.879

Poland
Albania
Romania

41
49
58

0.863
0.821
0.762
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the dimensions of human choices. It is a
national average that conceals important difference in the regional, local, ethnic and
personal distribution of human development
indicators.
Some of these differences are enormous.
In Sub-Saharan Africa, for example, only an
estimated 26% of rural dwellers have access
to safe water, compared with 74% for those
who live in mban area . Life expectancy for
the bottom income group in Mexico i 53
years, compared with 73 years for the top
income group. The female literacy rate in
Pakistan is less than half the male literacy

rate. In the poor orth-East of Brazil, infant
mortality rates were more than twice those in
the rest of the countIy in 1986.
These example show that efforts must
be made to disaggregate the human development index so that it can present a living
profile of the socio-economic condition of
people. That is the long-term agenda, and
considerable effort are under way in basic
research and data collection. One encouraging fact is that the human development index
lends itself to disaggregation.
Some distinct improvements in the HDI
have been included in this Report, beyond

TABLE 1.2

HOI ranking for developing countries
1990
HOI rank

1990
HOI value

1990
HOI rank

1990
HOI value

Barbados
Hong Kong
Cyprus
Bahamas
Uruguay
Korea, Rep. of

22
25
26
28
32
35

0.945
0.934
0.923
0.920
0.905
0.884

Libyan Arab Jamahiriya
Ecuador
Peru
Saint Vincent
Dominican Rep.
Samoa

76
78
79
80
81

0.665
0.655
0.644
0.636
0.622
0.618

Singapore
Chile
Trinidad and Tobago
Costa Rica
Brunei Darussalam
Argentina

37
38
39
40
42
43

0.879
0.878
0.876
0.876
0.861
0.854

China
Jordan
Philippines
Nicaragua
Oman
Mongolia

82
83
84
85
86
87

Venezuela
Mexico
Antigua and Barbuda
Mauritius
Kuwait
Qatar

44
45
46
47
48
50

0.848
0.838
0.832
0.831
0.827
0.812

Lebanon
Guyana
Tunisia
Iraq
Iran, Islamic Rep. of
Maldives

Bahrain
Malaysia
Dominica
Panama
Suriname
United Arab Emirates

51
52
53
54
55
56

0.810
0.802
0.800
0.796
0.792
0.767

EI Salvador
Botswana
Solomon Islands
Gabon
Indonesia
Viet Nam

South Africa
Jamaica
Brazil
Colombia
Cuba
Seychelles

57
59
60
61
62
63

0.766
0.761
0.759
0.757
0.754
0.752

Grenada
Saint Kitts and Nevis
Thailand
Belize
Saint Lucia
Saudi Arabia

64
65
66
67
68
69

Turkey
Fiji
Syrian Arab Rep.
Paraguay
Korea, Oem. Rep. of
Sri Lanka

70
71
72
73
74
75
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1990
HOI rank

1990
HOI value

Zambia
Cameroon
Pakistan
Ghana
Cote d'ivoire
India

118
119
120
121
122
123

0.351
0.328
0.311
0.311
0.311
0.308

0.614
0.614
0.613
0.612
0.604
0.596

Zaire
Haiti
Comoros
Tanzania, U. Rep. of
Lao People's Oem. Rep.
Nigeria

124
125
126
127
128
129

0.299
0.296
0.274
0.266
0.253
0.242

88
89
90
91
92
93

0.592
0.589
0.588
0.582
0.577
0.534

Yemen
Togo
Liberia
Rwanda
Uganda
Senegal

130
131
132
133
134
135

0.242
0.225
0.220
0.213
0.204
0.189

94
95
96
97
98
99

0.524
0.524
0.521
0.510
0.499
0.498

Bangladesh
Equatorial Guinea
Malawi
Burundi
Cambodia
Ethiopia

136
137
138
139
140
141

0.186
0.186
0.179
0.177
0.175
0.166

Honduras
Vanuatu
Algeria
Guatemala
Swaziland
Namibia

100
101
102
103
104
105

0.492
0.490
0.490
0.488
0.462
0.440

Central African Rep.
Sudan
Bhutan
Nepal
Mozambique
Angola

142
143
144
145
146
147

0.166
0.164
0.159
0.158
0.155
0.150

0.751
0.719
0.713
0.700
0.699
0.697

Myanmar
Lesotho
Morocco
cape Verde
Bolivia
Zimbabwe

106
107
108
109
110
111

0.437
0.432
0.431
0.428
0.416
0413

Mauritania
Somalia
Benin
Guinea-Bissau
Chad
Djibouti

148
149
150
151
152
153

0.140
0.118
0.114
0.088
0.087
0.083

0.694
0.689
0.681
0.667
0.665
0.665

Sao Tome and Principe
Kenya
Egypt
Congo
Madagascar
Papua New Guinea

112
113
114
115
116
117

0.399
0.399
0.394
0.374
0.371
0.353

Burkina Faso
Niger
Mali
Afghanistan
Guinea
Gambia
Sierra Leone

154
155
156
157
158
159
160

0.081
0.079
0.072
0.069
0.066
0.064
0.048
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the refinement in the components of the HDI
swnmarized earlier.
First, it has been possible to obtain, for
30 coul1ni.es, separate female and male estimates of life expectancy, adult literacy, wage
rates and mean years of schooling. Separate
female and male HDIs for these countries
show that female-male disparities are very
wide in many developing countries (technical
note 3). The female HDI is only half the
male HDI in Kenya, two-thirds in the Republic of Korea and over three-quarters in
the Philippines.
In industli.aJ countries, greater equality
between women and men has been achieved
in many basic human indicators-although
large disparities persist. In Sweden, the female HDI is 90% that of male, and in Italy, it
is 79%. One way of reflecting gender disparity in the country s overall HDI is to construct a gender-sensitive HDI-applying the
disparity between the female and male HDIs
to the overall HDI. After making this refinement for the 30 countries having the necessary data, the HDI values for all 30 decline
(figure 1.2 and table 1.3). If gender disparity
is considered-and it must be if human development is the development of all-Japan's number 1 HDI ranking among the 30
countries, for example, drops to number 17,
more than halfway down, and Finland moves
up, from nWllber 12 to number 1.
A second improvement in the HDI has
been to make it more sensitive to the distribution of income within a country (technical
note 4). Actual or interpolated Gini coefficients (measures of distribution) were obtained for 53 counnies-and used to compute human development ll1dices modified
by income distribution (table 1.4). The ranking of some countries with fairly unequal
income distributions (Australia, Canada, New
Zealand and Portugal) slips significantly, but
improves for countti.es with better income
distributions (Belgium, Colombia, Italy, the
Republic of Korea and the Netherlands). The
compilation of this modified index once again
drives home tl1e point that a country's human development adu.evements are greatly
dinUnished if they are not shared by all its
people (figure 1.3).
A third refinement of the HDI has been
~m attempt to measure human progress over

15 years (1970-85) by compiling the HDI on
a comparable basis for 110 countries (figure
1.4 and technical note 5). Looking at the
HDI over time, we can see tremendous
progress co-existing with low absolute levels
of human development. Niger, Mali and the
former Yemen Arab Republic trebled their
HDIs duti.ng 1970-85, but the levels remain
quite low in tl1eir achieved human development. Afghanistan Burkina Faso, Senegal
and Somalia doubled their HDls, but are still
among the bottom 25 countries. 'This pattem
shows that it is easier to increase life expectancy and literacy from very low levels. Among
the top countrie ,the percentage growth rates
in literacy and life expectancy are obviously
smaller. But Mexico, Colombia, Singapore,
Hong Kong, Chile and Venezuela still
achieved in1pressive increases of over 20% in
their I-IDI dwi.ng 1970-85.
What is more interesting is the relationship between the growth in GNP and the

FIGURE 1.2

Adjusting the HOI
for male-female disparities
Gendersensitive

HDI

HDI
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TABLE 1.3

Gender-sensitive HOI

Gendersensitive
HDI

Percentage
difference
between
HDI and
gendersensitive
HDI

Finland
Sweden
Denmark
France
Norway

0.902
0.886
0.878
0.849
0.845

-6.3
-9.8
-9.1
-12.5
-13.6

Australia
Austria
Czechoslovakia
Canada
USA

0.843
0.832
0.830
0.813
0.809

-13.4
-13.1
-9.9
-17.3
-17.2

Switzerland
Germany, Fed. Rep'
United Kingdom
New Zealand
Netherlands

0.794
0.792
0.783
0.776
0.770

-19.0
-17.5
-19.1
-19.1
-21.1

Belgium
Japan
Italy
Ireland
Portugal

0.768
0.764
0750
0.688
0.673

-19.8
-23.0
-21.5
-27.2
-23.5

Hong Kong
Costa Rica
Korea, Rep. of
Singapore
Paraguay

0.654
0.612
0.600
0.568
0.486

-300
-30.2
-32.1
-35.4
-27.1

Sri Lanka
Philippines
EI Salvador
Myanmar
Kenya

0.484
0.475
0.395
0.289
0.205

-27.2
-22.5
-24.6
-33.8
-48.5

200

KENYA

a

a. Data for former German Democratic Republic not
included
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FIGURE 1.3

Adjusting the HOI
for income distribution

HDI
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Distributionadjusted
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progress in human development. Some
cowltries have used high GNP growth as a
vehicle for improvement in human development (Botswana Indonesia, the Republic of
Korea, Malaysia and Tunisia). Others have
managed progress through public policy action despite low GNP growth rates (Senegal,
Kenya and Cote d'Ivoire are good examples).
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TABLE 1.4

Distribution-adjusted HOI

DistributionCldjusted
HOI

PercentClge
difference
between
HDI Clnd
distribu ionadjusted
HOI

Japan
Netherlands
Sweden
Switzerland
NorwClY

0.990
0.972
0.963
0.961
0.956

-0.3
-0.3
-1.9
-2.0
-2.3

Belgium
Canada
United Kingdom
USA
FinlClnd

0.951
0.948
0.948
0.944
0.941

-0.7
-3.5
-2.0
-3.3
-2.3

France
Denmark
AustraliCl
SpClin
IrelClnd

0.938
0.936
0.935
0.928
0.928

-3.4
-3.1
-3.9
-2.4
-1.8

Italy
Israel
NewZeClland
Korea, Rep. of
HungClry

0.923
0.923
0.921
0.897
0.896

-3.4
-2.8
-4.0
+1.5

Hong Kong
YugoslClvia
Singapore
Costa Rica
Chile

0.891
0.868
0.865
0.852
0.831

-4.6
-2.8
-, .5
-2.7
-5.3

Portugal
Argentina
Venezuela
Mauritius
Mexico

0.827
0.812
0.793
0.779
0.767

-5.9
-4.9
-6.5
-6.2
-8.4

Malaysia
Colombia
PClnClmCl
Thailand
Jamaica

0.743
0.720
0.705
0.670
0.665

-7.4
-4.8
-11.4
-6.0
-12.6

Brazil
Sri Lanka
Syrian Arab Rep.
Turkey
Philippines

0.652
0.636
0.631
0.629
0,584

-14.1
-4.3
-73
-9.4
-4.7

Tunisia
Iran, Islamic Rep. of
EI Salvador
Indonesia
HondurCls

0.572
0.538
0.508
0.503
0.436

-2.7
-6.9
-3.1
+0.8
-'1.4

Egypt
Kenya
Zambia
Pakistan
India

0.383
0.372
0.325
0.304
0.288

-2.9
-6.8
-7.2
-2.5
-6.2

Cote d'ivoire
Bangladesh
Nepal

0.268
0.170
0.128

-13.8
-9.0
-18.8
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FIGURE 1.4

Tracking the HOI
over time
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These changes in the measurement of
human development-better estimates of the
three components of the HDI, greater sensitivity to female-male and income distribution
differences, and the computation of the HDI
over time to monitor human progress-are
all significant improvements. They add to the
operational relevance of the HDI. And they
greatly increase its contribution to understanding socio-economic progress. But there
is still some distance to travel before the HDI
can be used confidently to interpret reality
and make key policy decisions.

The human freedom index

Human Development Report 1990 emphasized
the importance of human freedom: "Human
development is incomplete without human
freedom. l11foughout histOly, people have
been willing to saaifice their lives to gain
national and personal liberty." That being the
ca e, it was recognized that "Any index of
human development should merefore give
adequate weight to a society's human freedom in pursuit of material and social goals."
Yet the HDI does not include freedom.
The problem is that freedom is easier to talk
about than to measure. In tlUs Report, a start
has been made to reflect one of me most
significant aspects of human life. The result,
however imperfect, at least shows the direction that future work can take.
The many kinds of freedom generally
belong to two broad "dusters". The first
comprises "negative" freedoms, so call.ed because they imply freedom/rom somethingfrom arbitrary rule, from illegal arrest or from
unwarranted attack on person or property.
Whether in village or nations, these freedoms have always had to be defendedoften fought for. And a number of institutions have been developed by democratic
systems to protect these freedoms-including the universal franchise, the secret ballot
and tlle rule of law, which guarantees the
rights of persons and property.
The second duster comprises me "positive" freedoms. These are the freedoms to do
something-to take part in the connnunlty's
life, to organize opposition parties or trade
wuon groups or to go about without being
"a hanled to appear in publick", as Adam
\H.ASURl, 'C HU.\IA DE\'EL PMENT Al D fREEDOM

Smith expressed it some 200 year ago. The
most systematic codification of freedoms is
in the United Nations Universal Declaration
of Human Rights and in the International
Covenants on Civil and Political Rights and
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.
These include many personal right : the right
to life, liberty and ecurity of per on; equality
before the law; freedom of assembly; freedom of thought, religion and opinion; the
right to work, the free choice of jobs; the
right to an adequate standard of livingincluding adequate food clothing, hou ing,
education; the right to pmticipate in community life; and 0 on.
Many people have attempted to cla 'sify
human rights and to measure each countJ)'
against that classification. The systems differ
in their concepts, definition and coverage.
And none has so far gained universal, or yen
common, acceptance (technical note 6).
The one that offers the most systematic
and extensive coverage is the index designed
by Charles Humana. He examined variou
UN conventions and international treaties,
and from them distill d -10 di tinct criteria
for judging freedom. The e include freedom
of movement, the right of a sembly and free
peech, the rights to ethnic and gender
equality, the rule of law, and other democratic freedoms. Humana' ind xi thu more
than a political freedom index, more than a
human rights index. It is a hlllmlll freedolll
index. on tructed for 1985, the index covers only 88 countrie because of the nonavailability of data for other countries.
Applying a sy tem of measurement to
human freedoms will alway be a precariou
exercise. The fir t difficulty is to decide what
constitute serious violations of rights or curtailments of freedom. Does the fact that a
few citizens of a country have had their pa ports revoked mean that the country doe
not, in principle, allow it citizens to leave the
country) Doe the fact that ome critic of
govemment cannot appear on tate-controlled
television mean that the country practice
press cen 'orship and should be marked down
accordingly?
The second contentiou area is the relative importance of different right . I the right
to free assembly more important, or Ie s important, than a free press? Is the right to
11
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ethnic language more ignificant than the right
to vote?
These questions will, no doubt, also arise
in respect of the Humana index. And they
hould be posed. l1lis will encourage more
systematic research and tudie on human
fre dom, which today are very scarce.
One aspect of the Humana index, in
particular, is likely to be an i'sue of contention-the gradation of freedom violations
ranging from "some violations or infringements" to "substantial oppression" and on to
"total denial". Adopting a simpl I' method of
judgement, one that distingui 'he between
"freedom guaranteed" and "freedom viohlted" (a "one"-"zero" approach), gives an
illuminating ranking of countries (box 1.2).
No country among the 88 covered by the
Humana index ob erves td! freedom . Sweden and Denmark top the list with 3 of the
-10 measured freedoms guaranteed to their
people, followed by the Netherland with 37
freedoms. Iraq is at the bottom of the ust;
and Romania and the Libyan ArabJamahiriya
just above it.
But human freedom is a matter that can
change very quickly. And it does. Between
1985 and 1990 many countries have witnessed political change, at time of dramatic
speed and proportions. There are 18 countries that have recently moved toward greater
freedom and democracy. On the whole, the
world today is a much freer world than it wa
only five years ago.
Is there a cOITeiation between human
freedom and human development? Any systematic compari on i no doubt hampered
by lack of information on certain countrie·.
evertheless, for the countrie having data,
an interesting pattern emerges. Countries that
rank high on one indicator also tend to rank
high on the other. No doubt, in the nlid1980 , when Humana collected his information, everal counttie with fairly good levels
of human de\'elopment ranked low on freedom-the Ea tern European countries, such
countries as Argentina, Brazil and Paraguay
in Latin America, and the PlliUppines in Asia.
But they have since made ignificant 'trides
towards greater democracy. The countries
that ranked low on freedom in 1985 and
continue to do so include a number of countrie with low human development level'.
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Hwnan
development is
incomplete without
human freedom
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BOX 1.2

The human freedom index
'n,e goal ofhuman developm nt i to increase
people' choice. But for people to exercise
their choice, they must enjoy frcedomcultuml. social, economi and political.
The World Humorl Rights Guide, by
hades Humana, usc --10 indic:nors to measure freedom:

Therighl to
• tra\' I in own country
•
•
•
•
•

travel abroad
peacefully a sociate and a .'emble
teach ideas and receh'e infotmation
monilor human right· violation
ethnic language

Tbefreedom /rom
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

forced or child labow'
compulsory work permits
extra-judicial killing' or "disappearance "
torture or coercion
capital puni hmem
corporal punishment
wllawful detention
compul ry parry or organization
member hip
• compulsof) religion or . tate ideology in
school'

arts control
• political censorship of pres
• censorship of mail or telephone-tapping

freedom from arbitrary eizure
of personal properry

Tbe persollal ngb! 10
Thl! freedom for
• peaceful political opposition
• multiparty election by secret
and universal ballot
• political and legal equality for women
• sochu and economic equality for ethnic
minorities
• independent newspaper
• independent book publishIng
• independent radio and television
networks
• independent court
• independent trade unions

The Leg,71 n~ht to
• a nationality
being con idered innocent until
proved guilty
• free legal aid when nece sary and
counsd of own choice
• open tnal
• prompt trial
• freedom from police searche of home
without a warrant

• interracial, interreligious or civil marriage
• equality of exes during marriage and for
divorce proceedings
homosexuality between onsenting
adult
• practice any religion
determine the number of one' children
Drawing on the 1985 data in the World HuRights Guide and assigning a "one" to
eaeh freedom protected and a "zero" to each
freedom violated, the country ranking in table
1.5 emerges. Clearly, thi ranking for the
human freedominde.x (HFI) n eds updating.
Adding recent information for only one ofthe
40 aspect of freedom-multiparty elections
by secret and universal ballot-makes for
many changes. Eighteen countries see their
HFI improve.
The world today is a freer '-vorld. An
updated human freedom index based on a
limited number ofobservable and objectively
mea urable key indicators is more than
overdue.

lIIan

TABLE 1 5
HFI ranking of selected countries

....

Country total
of freedoms,
1985
High freedom ranking (31-40)

38
38
37
36
36
36
35
35
35
35
34
34
33
33
32
32
31
31

Sweden
Denmark
Netherlands
Finland
New Zealand
Austria
Norway
France
Germany, Fed Rep. of
Belgium
Canada
Switzerland
USA
Australia
Japan
UllIted Kingdom
Greece
Costa Rica

Medium freedom ranking (7 1 30)

25
24
23
A- 21
21
19
A- 18
18
16
15
14
14

....

14
14
14
13
13
11

11
11
11

Jamaica
Ecuador
Senegal
Panama
Dominican Rep.
Israel
Brazil
BoliVIa
Peru
MeXICO
Korea. Rep. of
Colombia
Thailand
India
Sierra Leone
Nigeria
Benin
Singapore
Sri Lanka
TUlllsia
Egypt
Ghana

AA-

A-

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
7
7

7
7
A

7

A-

6
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
S
5

..

11
30 Portugal
30 Papua New GUinea
Low freedom ranking (0-10)
29 Italy
A 10 Poland
29 Venezuela
.... 10 Paraguay
27 Ireland
A- 10 Philippines
26 Spain
10 Tanzania. U. Rep. of
26 Hong Kong
9 Malaysia
26 Botswana
9 Zambia
25 Tnllldad and Tobago
A- 9 Haiti
.... 25 Argentina
Note' Ranking of countnes WIth the same degree of freedom IS done in accordance with HOI ranking.
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Recent move
towards greater freedom
(multiparty elections held)

AA

....
A-

4

3
3
2
2
1
1
0

Yugoslavia
Chile
Kuwait
Algeria
Zimbabwe
Kenya
Cameroon
Hungary
Turkey
Morocco
Liberia
Bangladesh
German Oem, Rep,
Czechoslovakia
Saudi Arabia
Mozambique
Cuba
Syrian Arab Rep.
Korea, Dem Rep. of
IndoneSia
Vie1 Nam
Pakistan
Zaire
Bulgaria
USSR
South Africa
China
Ethiopia
Romania
libyan Arab Jamahlfiya
Iraq
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Yet, some countries with relatively modest
achievements in human development also
rank fairly high in human freedom: Botswana
and Senegal.
This evidence shows that launching and
promoting human development does not require the sacrifice of freedom-as governments detennined to retain an iron grip have
sometimes argued.
Overall, there seem to be a high correlation between human de elopment and human freedom. The causality is far from clear,
however. In some cases (the Nordic countries and the USA), political freedom seems
to have unleashed the creative energies of
the people-and led to ever higher levels of
income and human progress. In other countries, a sustained investment in people has
eventually given them sufficient power and
confidence to loosen the authoritarian grip of
their rulers and to increase their political and
personal freedom.
The evidence also confirms a central tenet of this Report: that human development
is incomplete if it does not incorporate freedom. The next logical step would therefore
be to merge the HOI and the HFI into one
overall index. TIus, however is not yet possible
in any reali tic fasluon-because of several
difficulties. The most significant one is lack
of data. Even updating the Humana index
po es tremendous difficulties. Yes, we know
that ignificant changes ha e taken place in
many countries between 1985 and today that
affect-in most instances, positively-human
freedom. But there exists no systematic study
that would have recorded all those changes.

:VILA'>l RIN(; 111.:.\11\1\

A new, comprehensive human freedom index is overdue. A second difficulty is political
volatility. The human development index is
based on relatively stable indicators, which
do not change dramatically from year to year.
Political freedom, by contrast, can appear or
vanish abruptly. A military coup, for example,
would cause a udden drop in the index,
even though many aspects of life nlight remain unchanged.
The winds of econonUc and political
freedom that are now sweeping acros so
many lands-from the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe to Africa and across to Latin
America and the Caribbean-will probably
prove to be the best ally of improving the
availability of data on human freedom. Democracy facilitates transparency; it encourage accountability and the rule of law. It
allows reporting of violations and thus improves recording. An objective, reliable human freedom index could be an impOltant
tool of human freedom.

•

•

There seems to be a
high correlation
between human
development and
human freedom

•

Human development offers a different vision of econonlic and political change. Each
Report will further refine botl1 the concept
and measurement of human development.
Each Report will also focus on one important
subject. lis year the subject is public finance.
The Report take a hard look at the way
governments spend their money-and how
they could better spend it to transform human
development from hope into reality.
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CHAPTER 2

~ The state of human development

FIGURE 2.1

Net flow of resources
from South to North
US$ billions
1989

1985

Positive
transfers
1

2

6

1980
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The world has changed in the last 12
months-\\rith astounding advance and major setbacks. Despite this uneven tart, there
is every chance that the 1990s could be the
decade of human development.
Most of the progre s has been on the
political front. TIle breaktlu'ough in East-West
relation , symbolized by the crumbling of the
Berlin wall, continues to reverberate. Germany ha reunited fa ter than anyone could
have hoped. TIle two Yemen, with their
quite different political and socioeconomic
systems, have also united And free elections
have been held in Czechoslovakia, Hungary
and Poland-a well as in parts ofYugoslavia
and the Soviet Union.
Africa has seen formal movements
towards democracy in Benin, Cote d'Ivoire
and Gabon. Namibia became independent
and held free elections for the fir t time. In
South Africa, some step have been taken
towards dismantling the regime of apartheid.
In Asia, Bangladesh, Mongolia, epal, Pakistan, the Philippine' and the Republic of
Korea moved towards free elections. Latin
America has moved away from military dictatorships in recent years, most notably in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Haiti, Panama and
Paraguay. And in the Arab region, Algeria
and Jordan have moved towards democracy.
The easing of Ea t-We t ten ions has had
many important effects. The most direct ha
been in disarmament negotiations, raising the
prospect of a peace dividend that would shift
resources from military to development purposes (see chapter 6). Another aspect has
been the reinvigoration of a genuinely united
United ations-which aided the movement
to independence in amibia, acted as an
election observer in Haiti and Nicaragua and
is participating in a peace plan for Cambodia.
But there have also been major political

setbacks. New forms of violence erupted in
Liberia, Somalia, India, the O\~et Union and
other countrie . Most important, the Gulf war
took a terrible toll on human life and well-being-profoundlyaffecting the long-term prospects for peace and development in the region.
TIle economic costs of this war, crippling
for many countries, include a higher price for
oil, a deepening world recession, reduced
workers' remittance and lost export markets. Within the region, Jordan, Egypt and
many others have been hard hit. Jordan is
estimated to have lost 40% of it GNP
thrOUgll lost trade and worker ' remittance .
Turkey has 10. t million of dollars because of
the shutdown of Iraq' oil pipeline through
ir territory. And Egypt ha lost billions of
dollats in remittances and touri m.
Countrie out ide the region that enjoyed
valuable remittance from migrant labourers
in the Gulf have suffered as those worker
fled the Clisis area and returned to face unemployment and poverty at home. Th
countrie worst affected include Bangladesh,
India, Pakistan, the Philippines, Sri Lanka
and Thailand.
The industrial countrie -patticularly rhe
USA-devored billions of dollars LO this cantlict, re ources that could have inlproved
education and reduced housing shortage and
poverty at home and abroad. The Gulf war i
estimated to have cost $1 billion a day. The
cost of just ten days of war was enough to
immw'lize all the children of the Third World
against vaccine-preventable disea es over the
next ten years.
The fall-out from the cri is, difficult to
assess so far, is certain to affect development
in the Arab States and in many other paIts of
the world for years to come.
On the economic front, many problems
persist. Chief among these, for the developIIIL, IXl1,
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ing countries, i the external debt burden.
This debt is producing a net £low of resources
from poor countries to rich-some 50-60
billion in 1989 alone, resources that countries of the South urgently need for their
development (figure 2.1).
For Eastern European countries, the establishment of the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development represents a
first step towards the solution of their financial problems. But the Third World's debt
crisis now seems to have a lower priority.
Trade is an equally worrying economic
issue for developing countrie . A failure of
the Uruguay rOlmd of GATI negotiation
would mean that the world will rely less on
multilateral agreements, and more on bilateral deals between countrie and trading blocs,
from which many developing countries are
excluded. The major blocs are the European
Community, the European Free Trade Association, the Pacific Rim group (with]apan in
the lead) and the U A-Canada Free Trade
Agreement (being e>..1:ended to some Latin
American commies, notably Mexico).
For cow1tries outside the e blocs the
trade outlook is poor. The developing countries' share of world trade, excluding oil-exporting countrie , fell &:om 15.2% in 1968 to
12.9% in 1988. Protectioni m has been estimated to co t developing countries $100 billion a year in lost revenues for agricultural
product, and a further $50 billion for textile . International trade and finance need
integration, not fragmentation-an open aow
of goods across borders, not the rai ing of
barriers. That openness will allow prosperity
to be created and hared by every nation, not
concentrated in blocs and alliances.
The political and economic events of the
last 12 months have been momentou : some
encouraging orne disturbing, but all pmt of
tl1e current stale ofhwnan development. Two
balance sheets rehri tel' the u cesses in human development, as well a the current state
of human deprivation, for developing and industrial countrie (boxes 2.1 and 2.2). For
the industrial countries, successes in science
and technology, for example are offset by
environmental failures and a deteriorating social
fabric. And while developing countries a a
whole have increa ed foodoutput per per on,
a fifth of their people still go hungry every day.
THL STATE Of HU;vlAi DE\'ELOPME IT

Four issues on the deprivation side of the
balance sheets require the sustained attention of the international community. Cornman to rich and poor countries alike, their
solution will require national and international action:
• Poverty
• Inequality
Hwnan survival
• Environmental degradation
Poverty

FIGURE 2.2

People and income

The global distribution of income still has the
power to shock: 77% of the world's people
earn 15% of its income (figure 2.2).
Expressed in GNP per capita, the average income in the North ($12510) is 18
times the average in tl1e South ($710).
This gap is widening, partly because of
economic growth rates. Economic growtl1 in
the South continued to decline in 1989 and
is predicted to fall ftuther. The other major
factor is population growth. In the next decade, me developing countries' overall population growth rate is expected to be 2% a
year, compared with 0.5% for the industrial
countries. Population growth is usually fastest where poverty is greatest and health and
education selvices m'e weakest-in the least
developed countries, and pmticularly in rural
areas. As a result, the percentage of world
population experiencing negative growth has
in the 1980s been four times the percentage
in the 1970s. However, more tl1an 60% have,
during the same period, experienced grOwtl1
rates of 3% or more (figure 2.3).
There are about 1.2 billion poor people
in the developing countries-a figure estimated to ri e to 1.3 billion by 2000 and
probably 1.5 billion by 2025. Asia has the
large t number of poor people-500 million-but there is a steady concentration of
poverty in Africa. It is e timated that Africa's
hare of the world's poor will ri e from 30%
today to 40% by 2000, overtaking Asia
(figure 2.4). Indeed, .if African leaders m1d
the international community do not take action now, more than half the continent's
popLuation will live below the poverty line at
the end of the decade.
The indu trial countries show, meanwhile,
that higher average income is no guarantee

People

Income

85%

FIGURE 2.3
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BOX 2.1

Balance sheet of human development-developing countries
PROGRESS

DEPRIVATION
LIFE EXPEOANCY

• Ten million older children and young adults and 14 million
young children die each year-most from preventable
causes.

• Average life expectancy increased by over one-third
between 1960 and 1990-and j now 63 years.

HEALTH

• The proportion of people with acce s to health seIVices
has risen to 63%.

• 1.5 billion people still lack baSIC health care.
• Over' ,5 billion people do not have safe water, and over
2 billion lack safe sanitation.

FOOD AND NUTRITION

• Average calorie supplies as a percentage ofrequirements
increased betv.reen 1965 and 1985 from 90% to 107%.

• One-fifth of the population still goes hungry every day.

EDUCATION

• Adult literacy rates increa ed between 1970 and 1985,
from 46% to 60%.

• Over 1 billion adults are still illiterate.
• 300 million children are not in pnmary or secondary
school.
INCOME

• Income per head grew annually in the 1980s by almost
4%-and 9% in Ea t Asia.
• More than one person in four in the 1980s lived in
countrie with growth rates above 5%.

• More than 1 billion people still live in absolute poverty.
• Income per head has declined over the last decade in Latin
America and Sub-Saharan Africa.

CHILDREN

• Under-five mortality rates were halved over the last
thre decade.
• Immwlization coverage for one-year-old increased
dran1atically during the 1980, aving an estin1ated 1.5
nilllion lives annually.

• Over 14 million children die each year before reaching their
fifth birthday.
• 180 million children under five suffer from serious malnutrition.

WOMEN

• Primru.y school enrolment for girls increased between
1960 and 1988 from 79% to 87%.
• Women's enrolment in tertiary education ha increased
alma t everywhere-and achieved near-equality with
men in Latin America and the Caribbean.

• Half the rural women over 15 are illiterate.
• Women are often denied the right to decide whether or
when to have children. Halfa million women die each year
from causes related to pregnancy and childbirth.
• Women are often legally (or effectively) denied the right to
own, inherit or control property.

RURAL AND URBAN AREAS

• The proportion ofpeople living in rural areas with access
to adequate sanitation ha doubled over the pa t
decade.
• 88% of urban dwellers have access to health care, and
81 % Mve access to safe water.
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• Only 44% of the rural population have access to basic
health care.
• There are 2.4 people per habitable room, three times the
average in the North. One urban dweller 10 five lives in the
nation's largest city.
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BOX 2.2

Balance sheet of human development-industrial countries
PROGRESS

DEPRIVATION
LIFE EXPEQANCY AND HEALTH

• Average life expectancy is 75 year .
• Virtually aU buths are attended by health personnel, and
the matemal mortality rate is only 24 per 100,000 live
birth .
• Two-thirds ofthe population is covered by public health
in urance.
• On average, 8.3% of GNP i pent on health care.

• Adults on average smoke 1,800 cigarettes per year and
consume 4 litres of pure alcohol.
• More than half the people born today are likely to die of
circula tory and respiratory diseases, many of which will be
closely linked to sedentary lifestyles, fat-rich diets. alcohol
consumption and cigarette smoking.
• The US alone reported 137,000 cases of AIDS in 1989.
EDUCATION

• Governments provide on average nine years offull-time
compulsory education.
• Overone-third of all graduates are science stuJt:nLs.
• On average, 6% of G P is spent on education.

• Almost four persons in ten lack any upper secondary
school education.
• Only 15% of the youth in the age group 20-24 enrol for
full-time tertiary education.

INCOME AND EMPLOYMENT

• GNP per capita has increased between 1976 and 1988
from $4,850 to 12,510.
• Indusu1al countries produce 85% of the global wealth
every year.

• Thewealthiest 20% ofthe population receive almost seven
times as much income as the poorest 20%.
• About 6.5% of the total labour force is unemployed, onethird of it for more than 12 months.

SOCIAL SECURITY

• Social welfare expenditure now account on average
for ll%ofGDP.

• About 100 million people lived below the poverty level in
1990 (200 million if the USSR and Eastern Europe are
included).
WOMEN

• As many women a m n are now enrolled in
secondary and tertiary education.
• Females above the age of25 have already received, on
average, 9 years of schooling.
• One-fourth of the female graduate are science
students.

• Women's wages are still only two-thirds of men's wages.
• There are 50 reported rapes per 100,000 females aged
15-59.
• Only one-fifth of the parliamentary representatives are
women.

SOCIAL FABRIC

• People have the opportunity to be informed and connected \vith one another: there is one radio [or every
person, one TV et and one telephone for e ery two
people.
• The a\'erage family own a car.
• Every third person purchases a daily newspaper.
• There are six library books per person.

• Many industrial countries are experiencing afast change in
their social fabric. Most striking examples: Finland, the
highest proportion of Single parent homes (10%); Sweden, the highest illegitimacy ratio (42%); USA, the highest
divorce rate (8%).
• About 433 persons out of every 100,000 are seriously
injured every year in road accidents.

POPULATION AND ENVIRONMENT

• The current annual population growth rate i around
0.5%.
• Alma t the entire population has acces to safe water
and anitation facilitie .
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• The dependency ratio is as high as 50%.
• Annual emission of traditional air pollutants is 42 kilograms per 100 people.
• The greenhouse index had already reached 3.5 by 1989.
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of poverty eradication. About 100 million
people in the Western industrial countries
till live below the poverty line-200 million
if the USSR and Eastern Europe are included
(figure 2.5). Poverty has become particularly
entrenched in young, ingle-parent families
and amoung ethnic minorities.

o doubt, the differences between rich
and poor widen as one looks at higher levels
of human development-higher level of
education, access to information, transportation and 0 on.

Inequality

Women have made some progre s over the
last 30 year. Levels of education for women
in the South have been rising teadily. In
primary schools, the enrolment of girls used
to be about 60% that of boys. ow, it i more
than 90%.
But there i till a long way to go. The
female human development index (see chapter 1) i Ie s than two-thirds the male HOI in
many countries, including Kenya, Myanmar
and Singapore. Female enrolment ratios in
higher education in developing countrie are
typically only half the male ratios. Women
still lag behind in literacy in many countrie .
In South Asia, female literacy rate are only
half tho e of male. In some countries, the
figure are much worse-as in Afghanistan
(24%), Sudan (25%), Sierra Leone (30%)
and Nepal (32%).
Gender inequality is often reinforced by
law. Women can be denied rights to own or
inherit property, to receive pensions or even
to decide whether or when to bear children.
Indu trial countries also have ignificant
gender biase . The e and other a pect of
female-male inequality are di cu sed later in
this chapter.

__

500Sub-Saharan

Afnca

ational income figures give ome indication of the distribution of poverty around the
world. But they hide sharp contra ts and inequalitie within countries. Three dimensions
of inequality stand out: rich and poor, men
and women, and urban and rural.

Rich and poor
1990 2000

2025

FIGURE 25

People in poverty
in industrial countries
Tolal 200
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TABLE 21

Ratio of income of highest
20% of households to
lowest 20%, 1980-87
Hungary
Japan
Belgium
Sweden

30
43

Ul1Iled Kingdom
USA
Australia

68
89
96
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4.6
46

With low incomes, poor people are less
able to meet their ba ic needs for food,
health and shelter. They al 0 are likely to
have shorter lives. In Mexico, the poorest
people can expect to live on average only 53
years-20 years Ie s than those in the top
income bracket.
While lifeexpecrancy is increa ing in most
countrie , it is still quite low for some of the
poorest groups. Babies born to poor families
in Colombia are twice as likely to die in the
first few years as those from richer familtes.
And it ha been found that poorer women in
cities are at much greater risk of dying from
breast cancer than other women, because
they know les about prevention and have to
rely on public ho pita Is who.eearly detection
systems are often inadequate.
Education also varie with income, at
time even dramatically. In ome Indian village , the literacy rate for the highest caste,
the Brahmin. , was 90% while that for the
lowe t caste wa only 10%.
Although difficult to mea ure preci ely it
is well known that large numbers of people in
developing countries lack adequate housing.
And in some industrial countries, homeles ness
continue to be a problem.
Income distribution in the industrial
countries can be quite skewed (table 2.1). In
ollle countries, such a' Australia, New
Zealand, Switzerland and the USA, the riche. t 20% get between eight and ten times the
income of the poorest 20%.

Men and WOmell

Urban and rtt'fal
Mo t poor people in A "ia anJ Africa live in
rural area. Even in more urbanized regions
in Latin America and the Arab State, a substantial proportion of the poor are rural. In
most countries, those who live in the countryside typically earn 25% to 50% less than
those in the town and ci ties. The contrasts
seem especially marked in Africa, where the
agrIcultural crisis has resulted in falling
incomes from cash crops, reduced food
production and increased malnutrition
(figure 2.6).
The e di pari tie are aggravated by imbalance in the delivery of social services. In
one-third of the developing countries, rural
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people are only half a likely to be covered by
health services as tho e in the urban area .
Even then, they are likely only to have imple
clinics compared with the modern hospital
to be found in the town and cities. A similar
contrast is evident for safe water and sanitation-rural acces is less than half that for
urban areas in Cote d'Ivoire, Ghana,
Mozambique and Somalia. And for electricity, rural acces is about one-third of the
urban figure.
Education services, too, are much Ie s
adequate for rural children. Literacy rates in
rural Africa and Asia are, as a result, typically
less than half those of urban areas.
Human survival

A long life may not guarantee that people
develop their talents and achieve their goal ,
but it increa es the chances that they will.
The world ha made considerable
progress in longevity over the past three decades. Life expectancy globally ha risen from
53 years to 66 year. In the developing countries, the ri e was from 46 to 6.3, and in the
industrial countrie , from 69 to 75. Nevertheless, it is e timated that some 25 m.iJ.lion
children and young adult die each year-a
figure equivalent to the total population of
Tanzania or Canada.

Maternal mortality

FIGURE 2.6

Women in the South are at least 12 times
more likely to die from causes related to
pregnancy and childbirth as women in the
orth. Maternal mortality accounts for half a
million deaths a year. Sub- aharan Africa has
the highest maternal mortality rate-540
death per 100,000 live birth. outh Asia's
matemal death rate is over 400. These figure reflect the severe neglect and low statu
of women in some parts of the world, and
contribute to the low proportion of women
in the population (box 2.3).
Lack of access to safe methods of family
planning makes abortion one of the leading
causes of matemal mortality-accounting for
about 200,000 of the half million d ath each
year. Other major causes are haemorrhage,
infection toxaemia and ob tructed labourall problems that could often be dealt with if
better medical and prenatal care were available (figure 2.7).
Most at risk tlu'ough pregnancy, girls under 15 are ten to 15 times more likely to die
than women in tl1eir twenties-and their babies Ie s likely to smvive. The first child of a
teen-age mother is nearly twice as likely to
die than the second or third child of a woman
aged 20-24.

Child malnutrition
in urban and rural
areas
Percentage of children underweIght

URBAN

60

RURAL
BANGLADESH

INDONESIA
NIGER

50

40
GUATEMALA
SIERRA LEONE

30

THAILAND
SENEGAL
UGANDA
PERU

20
COLOMBIA
ZIMBABWE

10

o

HIV/AJDS
Child mortality
Child mortality rates in developing countries
fell by half between 1960 and 1989-showing that dramatic progress is pas ible. But the
rate of child mOltality per 1,000 live birth
ontinue to be high in the lea t developed
countrie (200) and in Africa (188). Female
child mOttality is particularly high in several
countrie . The keys to further progre' are
better food and nutrition, improved education for mothers, better primary health care
and more safe water and sanitation facilities,
especially in the rural areas. All Lhe e objective are feasible (chapter .3).
It might be thought that, if more children
survi ed, population problems would get
worse. Quite the reverse. Fertility tends to
drop when parent are more confident that
their children will survi\'e. The world would
gain if children everywhere lived longer.
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The HN/AIDS epidemic i' particularly
alarming-some eight to ten million adults
around the world are tl10ught to be infected

BOX 2.3

100 million women missing
Around 105 males are concei ed for every 100 female. But themale advantage
is hort lived-biology thereafter seem
to favour women.
If both exe receive imilar nutriLion and health care, women live noticeably longer-they are more resistant to
disease and generally hardier. They enjoy thi advantage right from the outset,
even in the womb, and especially during
the month immediately following birth.
As a result, in populations where girls are
Lreated much the same as boys, there arc
about 106 females for ev ry 100 male.
If women, and e pecially girl . do
not receive equal treatment, the tory

changes. In mo t of A ia and North
Africa, far fewer female children :lnd
women urvive, because they uEfer active eli crimination. In South and West
Asia and in China. there are only 94
females for every j 00 male .
This means a hortfall of about 12%
of the "natural" figure. In China alone,
some 44 million women ar.: mi sing taking into account the difference in age
structure. Adding th.i figure to the shortage in orthAfrica and in oUlh, SouthEa t and West Asia, a Amanya en ha
demon trated, nearly 100 milli n women
are missing.

with the human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV), and half of them are likely to develop
AIDS in the next decade. It is estimated that
a further 15 million new cases of HIV infection will be added in the 1990s-more than
half in the developing world, with a high
proportion in eastern and central Africa. The
number of people infected is also increasing
in Asia (especially in Thailand and India),
and in Latin America and the Caribbean (in
Haiti, Brazil, Mexico and other Caribbean
countries). The USA has by far the highest
number of reported AIDS cases (over 137,000
in 1989l-nearly half of all cases worldwide.
The financial implications of the epidemic
are staggering. In a 1988 srudy of the medical
treatment costs alone per AIDS case, these
co ts ranged from one-third to twice the per
capita GNP in Tanzania, and from around
three-quarters to almost ten times the per
capita GNP in Zaire. The cost of diagnosis is
more than many individuals earn in six
months. One hundred condoms cost around
US$2 if procured by international agencie ,
and many countries have an annual health
budget that is less than US$5 per capita.
But the economic consequences of the
epidemic do not end there. The majority of
the HIV-infected people are 15 to 49 years of
age. Most have established households, are
FIGURE 2 7
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economically active and are supporting ignificant numbers of dependents: children,
parents, spouses and others. A communityba ed survivor a i tance tJ.'ategy is thus essential. Governments and private enterprise
will need to plan for the impact of HIVrelated morbidity and mortality on population structure, on productivity, on the availability, replacement and training of labour.
and on the tax base and foreign exchange.

Other untimely deaths
The AIDS epidemic is, however, only one of
the major causes of untimely deaths that occur worldwide.
In the developing countries, some ten
million older children and young adult die
every year. Malaria and other tropical disease' account for many of these deaths. and
other leadi.ng causes include respiratOly diseases diarrhoeal dj eases, injuries and sexually transmitted di eases other than AIDS.
Road accident killed hundreds of thousand of people in 1988 and injured millions
more. For 15 developingcountJ.1e ,they constitllte the second major cause of death (after
intestinal di ease ). In developing countries
a a whole, the traffic fatality rates are 20
times higher than in indu trial countries.
Cigarette smoking claim millions of lives
through lung cancer and other di eases.
Natural di asters such as cyclones, earthquakes and floods have caused three million
deaths over the last two decades-and violent dislocation for at least one billion people.
TI,e technical know-how to protect communities against such destructive forces is now
available, but available to very few.
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It is ironic that significant environmental
degradation is u ually cau ed by poverty in
the South-and by affluence in the North.
Poveny and population pressures in developing cOlmtries force people to cultivate
ever more marginal lands. This further erodes
the thin soil and depletes shallow water resources-creating even greater poverty, a
crop yields fall and women spend even more
hour each day collecting firewood and
fetching water.
TIlE :'"1':\1'[ or I rU:-1AI\ DE\'LLOPl\.IE. T

Three-quarters of the poor people in the
South live in ecologically fragile zones, and
around 14 million have become environmental refugees--driven from their homes by
ecological degradation.
The economic impact of such degradation is severe. Nigeria was one of the world'
leading tropical log exporters, but in 1988 it
imported $100 million worth of forestry
products. Indonesia's economic growth rate
between 1970 and the mid-1980s could have
dropped from 7% to 4% if the cost of environmental degradation were accounted for.
The average person in the South consumes only one-third of the energy resources
consumed by a person in the North. Energy
consumption per capita measured in gigajoules, is 30 in Latin America, 21 in Asia and
12 in Africa-and in some African countries
no more than one. Compare this with 110 in
Japan, 165 in the former Federal Republic of
Germany and 280 in the USA.
The North's consumption of energy i'
profligate-because of spacious houses with
high heating and cooling costs, and sprawling
cities with road networks clogged with two or
three cars per family. One result is that the
North produce about half the six billion
metric ton of greenhouse gases emitted each
year-even though it has only one-fifth of
the world's people.
Development in the South will increase
its energy consumption. Energy requirements,
mea ured in millions of tons of oil equivalent
(mte), are expected to grow at an average of
5% a year from 2,000 mte today to over
3000 by th end of the century (figure 2.8).

The solution cannot be to re trict the
South's development to conserve the world's
energy. Everyone has to share the same environmental space, requiring equity in the use
of the environment \vithin, and between,
generations. Rich countries will have to consider cutting back consumption to allow developing countries to achieve their full potential. But both indu trial and developing
countries must al 0 increase their energy efficiency and develop new and renewable
sources of energy.
Investing in the South's human development is al 0 important for the protection of
the environment. Skilled and knowledgeable
people are in a better po ition to re pond to
incentives and opportunities, to help diversify the developing economies and to take up
non-agricultural employment. They are less
likely to exhaust the fragile zones where many
of the world's poor try to make a living.

Regional perspectives

(millions of tons.
all eqUIvalent)
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3.1

1.7
2.4
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Human development is a global concern and
people everywhere should accept the eradication ofworld poverty as a responsibility of all
But the development of each region raises
particular problems-arising from it hi tory,
culture and stage of development (table 2.2).
The discussion here summarizes these problems for five groups of countries.
• Industrial countries
•
•
•
•
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TABLE 2.2

Regional human development comparisons, latest years
(Bold signifIes values worse than average)
South
Asia
GNP per capita (US$)
life expectancy (years)
Under-five mortality rate (per 1,000)
Maternal mortality rate (per 100.000)

East and
Latin America
South-East
and the
Asia
Caribbean

Arab
States

Sub-Saharan
Africa

Developing
world

Industrial
world

1,820
62.1
106
290

470
51.8
179
540

710
62.8
116
290

12,510
74.5
18
24

60
9.5
2.3
4.0

139.3
0.8
1.4

390
58.4
151
410

530
681
57
120

1,830
67.4

42
Adult literacy rate (% 15 +)
Scientists and technicians (per 1,000)
3.0
Annual population growth rate (1960-90)
2.3
Annual urban population growth rate (1960-90) 3.9
Military expenditure as % of spending
164
on health and education
Population below the poverty line (%)
42
Female-male gap in literacy (M = 100)
49
Rural-urban gap in access to safe water (U=100) 61

72

53

45

2.0
3.9

82
39.5
2.4
3.7

2.7
4.6

2.8
5.2

29
3
95
63

166
15
58
49

70

11
73
76
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72
110

72
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35

109
32
66
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Industrial countries
Life for most people in the industrial countries is relatively easy. Life expectancy is on
average beyond 70 years, almost everyone
has access to clean water and primary health
care-and no one need starve to death.
But in Eastern Europe, the recent political changes have exposed considerable poverty, inequality and pollution. The current
changes to more market-oriented economies
will involve a painful period of transition for
many people, with unemployment on the rise.
In the other industrial countries, income
inequality is one form of deprivation that
persists (box 2.4). Income disparity in the
UK, for example, grew between 1979 and
the late 1980s. While a large segment of the
population benefited from the economic
growth achieved during this period, the number of people below the poverty line increased
from 8.2 million to 10.3 m.ill.ion-from 15%
of the population to 18%. Another disparity

FIGURE 2.9
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is that between men and women. But human
deprivation also take on new fonns in industrial countries-the distress of alienated individuals as the social fabric unravels.

Gender disparities
The inequality that affects the most people in
the industrial countries continues to be that
between men and women (figure 2.9). Although the same proportions of girls and
boys are enrolled in primary and secondary
schools, when it come to the tertiary level,
the gaps start to open up. Women's enrolment as a proportion of male enrolment in
tertiary education is 76% in Japan and Portugal and 66% in Switzerland.
The differences are even more marked in
scientific and technical study-the ratio of
female student to male students is 35% in
Italy, 32% in Austria and 28% in Canada, the
Netherlands, the UK and Hungary.
The educational disparities are replicated
in the world of work. Women in all industrial
countries are much less likely to be employed
than men. Women's participation in the
labour force, expressed as a percentage of
male participation, is 61% in Japan, 58% in
Switzerland, 45% in the Netherlands and
41% in Ireland.
Working women are also lower paid. In
all industrial countries, women's wages are
significantly lower than men's (figure 2.11).
In France and Belgium they earn about threequarters of the average male wage, and in
Japan only about half. They also are at greater
risk of unemployment-female unemployment levels are typically about one-and-ahalf times male levels. Men continue to
dominate the decision-making centres of
business and government. Relatively few
women enter parliament. Even in countries
where their representation is relatively hlghsuch as Sweden, Finland, Norway and the
USSR-women account for only a third of
the legislators.

Unemployment
The years 1987 and 1988 saw the highest
employment growth in over a decade in many
industrial countries: 2%. Yet, this growth ha
failed to make significant inroads on the levTIlE ,"IAIT 01 (IUMAl\: DI:.VELOP\IEl\:·!

els of unemployment, which remain substantially above what had been the postwar
norm. Moreover, unemployment has become
increa ingly chronic and long-term; over onethird of the tmemployment is for more than
12 months and, in six countries, over onethird of the unemployment is for more than
24 months.
The continuing expansion and use ofhuman capabilities remains a crucial task for
industrial countrie . Beyond achieving economic and employment growth effort must
be devoted to training in the skills for tomorrow. This is especially important to combat
increa ing structural unemployment, where
the number of the unemployed rises together
with the number of w1filled vacancies.

The changing socialfabric
Most countries are going through rapid
change-in technology, in communications,
in lifestyles-all of which have far-reaching
consequences for society. Old cultural patterns are disappearing, the family is playing a
smaller role, and few new cohesive forces
seem ready to take their place (box 2.5).
There are about 300 recorded drug crimes
per 100,000 people in Canada, nearly 100
reported r«pes for every 100,000 women aged
15 to 59 in the Netherlands, over 400 pnsoners and 9 murder victlim per 100,000 people
in the USA and nearly 50suiCldes per 100,000
people in Hungmy (figure 2.10).
Although these high Ggures could reflect
a greater determination to report and record
. uch incidents, they also reflect the growing
distress in industrial societies.
Sin1.ilarly, the break-up of families can be
viewed from two angles. Single parents now
head an increasing number of homes, and a
higher proportion of cl1.ildren are being born
to unmanied mothers. Much of this family
fragmentation is a result of outside forcespoverty, drugs, consumer pressures, increased
mobility. Many divorces also re ult from assertion of personal right to freedom-by
husband or wife-assertions that would not
have been tolerated in em'lier times. But these
freedoms can have a high price-in individual trauma, disluptions of children's lives
and fan1.ily impoverishment.
The unravelling social fabric in the indus-
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trial countries shows stm-kly that higher national income are no protection against social tension and human distress.

BOX 2.4

The USA-poverty amid plenty
Millions ofpeople in the USAhave missed
out on the increasing natiomll prosperity
of Lhe last 25 years.
The US Bureau of Census estimates
poverty thresholds each year. The statistics give little sen e of the anxiety of
parents precariously balanced onthe dge
ofsurvival, or ofhungry and badly clothed
children ill-equipped for the adult responsibilities ahead. Nor do they indicate the process of poverty-how it is
created and ustained. But they do answer some of the most basic questions.
How Inllny poor people are there?
About 32 million-130/0 of the total
population, about the arne proportion
as for 1988, but much higher than tell
years previously. A further 11 million are
considered to be "near poverty".
How poor are they?
Some 38% are in families who e lotal
income I less than half Lheir poverty
threShold. 1bi proportion is increasing-in 1975 it was only 30%.

Howald Ilre they?
About 40% were under 18, and 11%
were elderly. Children have made up the
highest proportion since 1973. And tllere

is a very high proportion ofelderly people
hovering near Lhe poverty threshold.
Whllt

I'I1cial group do they belong to?

Assessing povertywitbio each racialgroup
shows blackswith the highest proportion
of poor people (31%), followed by
hlspanics (26%), followed by whites
(10%).

Where do they tille?
About 40% live in areas with a high
concentration of poverty, mostly inner
cities. This pattern is much more evi.dent
for blacks than whites.
•
Whlll kind offamilies do they have?
Most of the poor (76%) live In families,
and 52% were single-parent families
headed bywomen. The latter proportion
has more than doubled since 1959, but
has remained steady through
1980s.
AJ'e they working?
About 50% of households had one member working, and 16% had jobs throughout the year.
What lellel a/education do they halle?
Rates 01 poverty increase sharply as education level fall-a relationship that
holds good across all race .

me

BOX 2.5

Cardboard dries for the UK's homeless
A well-housed population is an indicator
of successful public policy for an indu trial country. But in the UK in 1989, over
-l00,000 people were officially classified
as homeless (including 196,000 children).
Most are on low or Inadequate incomes (many receiving social security),
aIld 40% are single·parent families with
young children.
There are also people who have been
temporarily housed by local authorities.
In 1989 about 120,000 people, many of
them chIldren, were uving in "bed and
breakfast" hotels. Their swlless rooms
have only rudimentary cooking facilities
and often lack the mo t basic furniture.
A recent study found that half these
buildings were unfit for habitation.
Families stay in them for 30 weeks on
average.
Beyond these people, many other

experience housing stress-in unfit or
overcrowded accommodation. Local authorities have refused to accept them as
homeless. In 1989, some 130,000 families had their request for assi tance rejected.
Then there are the "hidden homeless", mainly single people aged 16-18,
whose numbers were estimated at
180,000 in 1986. This is almost certainly
an underestimate, particularly ofwomen
and young girls. The majority are unemployed and come from disadvantaged
backgrounds (many had previously lived
in local authority carel-and an increasing proportion are black.
The single young people are in many
ways Lhe most vulnerable--at ci k from
prostitution, crime and drugs. Thousands
now uveln rough"cardboard cities" in all
the major towns of the UK
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Asia
Asia has some three billion people~ver 70%
of the world's population. It has seen substantial progres in human development over
the last three decades. Life expectancy has
increased from 46 years to 64. And there
have been signmcant improvements in education, with primary and secondary enrolments combined, increasingfrom57% to 71%.
But progress has been uneven, within
and between countries. Asia a a whole is
better understood by taking intraregional differences into account-particularly those between Ea t and South-East Asia on the one
hand, and South Asia on the other.

East and South-East Asia
Some countries in East and South-East Asia
have achieved fairly rapid reductions in infant mortality-to around 5% a year. These
include China (4.5%), Singapore (4.8%) and
Hong Kong (5.9%). Around 85% of the
region's one-year-old children are immunized-a higher proportion th.an the average
for industrial countries.
Life expectancy here is significantly higher
than for developing countries as a whole-it
i now 70 years and more in several counu'ies, induding China and Malaysia. The annual population growth rate, over the last
three decades at 1.5%, is lower than the average for developing countries (2.3%), and
contraceptive prevalence is now 66% (the
indu trial countlyaverage is only 70%).
Advances in health and in child survival
have contributed to this slower growth in
population, as have improvements in education. The literacy rate increased between 1970
and 1985, from 67% to 80%.
Important components of this progress
have been the consistent (~md sometimes very
high) rates of mployment-intensive economic
growth. In the most notable cases, this growth
wa preceded by redistributing assets, especially land, more equitably.
In some respects, the countries of this
region-particularly Hong Kong, Singapore
and the Republic of Korea-have more in
common with the indu. trial counu'ies than
with other developing countries in South Asia
and Africa. Their spectacular export success
TILl- STAll, or HUl\lJ\N DI \ LLOPMf:NT

has been based on building up human capabilities, through rising levels of health and
education, as well as creating advanced and
diversified production structures. Such
countries as Thailand and Malaysia are seeking to join in this success.
Despite all this progress, there is still significant poverty and inequality. Only about
half the population has access to botl1 safe
water and sanitation. There is still marked
discrimination against women. Female literacy
rates are only 73% of those for men-a figure tllat has not changed in the past 15 years.

FIGURE 2.11
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South Asia
The counuies of South Asia have also made
progress in the last 30 years. But, except Sri
Lanka, they all fall into tlle category of "low"
human development. Bangladesh raised ilie
average life expectancy from 40 to 52 years
between 1960 and 1990, but this is still ten
years lower ilian the average for developing
countries as a whole.
South Asia has the lowest literacy rate
(42%) of all the regions. Some countries have
made only limited progress. Nepal has since
1970, rai ed its adult literacy rate from 13%
to 22%. In health, there have been increases
in the immunization coverage of one-yearold children. In Bangladesh, this coverage
rose from 1% to 60% over the last decade. In
Sli Lanka, the coverage is now 89%.
The economic progress iliat is so vital to
hwuan development has been slow in this
region-partly due to population growth.
Annual economic growth rates between 1960
and 1988 have averaged just over 3%. GNP
per capita remains low, particularly in Nepal
($180) and Bangladesh ($170).
Pakistan ha had an impressive annual
growth rate (around 6%) but has failed to
translate tlns into human progress. A compalison with 51i Lanka highlights ilie failure:
while Paki tan has much tlle ame GNP per
capita, its average life expectancy, at 58 years,
is 13 years lower.
Inequality is one of the most stliking features of Souili Asia-between lich and poor,
males and females cli£ferent regions and different ethnic groups. In rural Punjab, landless families have infant mortality levels 36%
higher than those for landowning families.
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In Asia as a whole, one child in three
suffers from malnutrition, and nearly 700
million people live in poverty, with the great
majority of them in two countries-India and
Bangladesh. Only two-thirds of the population has access to health selvices and clean
water. Female life expectancy is low, with a
substantial number of women who would
have lived if they had been born elsewhere.
Asia remains one of the poorest regions of
the world.

Inequality is one of
the most striking
features of South
Asia
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Latin America and the Caribbean
Impressive average human development levels have been achieved in Latin America and
the Caribbean. Between 1960 and 1990, the
under-five mortality rate, per 1,000 live births
dropped from 157 to 72. Average life expectan y is now 67 years: only seven years shOtt
of the industrial country average. And in
Barbados, Co-ta Rica and Cuba, people live
longer on average than they do in indu trial
countries.
Education levels are also higher than in
the rest of the developing world. The average
literacy rate is 820/0-and Argentina, Barbados, Guyana,]amaica, Uruguay and Trinidad
and Tobago have rates over 95%.111e region
also has a greater number of scientists and
teclmicians per 1,000people than the developing
world as a whole---40 compared with 10.
But the economic problems of the 1980s
have hit this region hard. The debt crisis,
high interest rates, barriers raised against Latin
American exports, and low commodity
prices-all wrought havoc with some of the
region's past ad1ievement in human development. Average inflation rates soared
above 100% during the 1980s in Argentina,
Bolivia, Brazil and Peru-eroding real wages
and discouraging investment. Open unemployment remained relatively constant between 1980 and 1989, but employment
shifted towards less productive activities.
Production per head fell, along with living
standards, and child malnutrition and infant
mortality stalted to ri e in many countrie .
Although this region has some of the
most advanced economies of the developing
world, the e counu'ies also have some of the
sharpest contrasts between rich and poorwith millions below the poverty line. The top

fifth of the population in Brazil earns 26
tin1es more than the bottom fifth. In Pem,
the bottom 40% of the population get just
13% of the national income (compared with
21% in Morocco, 20% in India and 23% in
Indonesia).
The region also has some very poor
countries with inadequate social services. The
percentage of the population with access to
safe water can be velY low-in Nicaragua
(54%), Bolivia (47%), Haiti (41%), El Salvador (39%) and Paraguay (35%). There are
some very low ratios for combined primary
and secondaly school enrolment-Bolivia
(76%),Paraguay(69%) andEI Salvador (69%).
Latin An1erica is one of the most urbanized patts of the developing world. Seventysix percent of the population and two-thirds
of the workforce now live in cities-'Nith
almost one-third of employment in the informal sector.
The proportion of women in the
workforce has been growing steadily-from
18% in 1950 to 26% today. Part of the reason
is that a higher proportion of women than
men migrated from rural at'eas to towns and
cities. Many households are today headed by
women-up to 40% in some citie in the late
1980s.
In education, there is not much difference between women and men. 111e female
literacy rate is only 5% lower than the male
rate, and more girls are in secondaty school
than boys.
The human development priOlities in
Latin America differ from those of other regions. 111e basic services are still inadequate
in some countries. But in others, many of the
basic goals in health and education have been
achieved. For them the health emphasis is
on extending better standards of care to a
greater proportion of the population. The
educational task is to improve secondary at1d
tertiaty levels-particularly to train the scientists and technicians who can improve the
region's competitiveness in the world
economy.
The region does not spend much on the
military: its ratio of militaly to health and
education expendimres is Ie s than a third of
the average for the developing world. But
resources do need to be shifted away from
large, los -making public enterprises, which
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largely benefit the wealthy, to activities oriented more to human development.
The Arab States
Over the pa t three decades the Arab States
had some of the developing world' highest
increa es in per capita income-largely due
to ou exports.
Progre in human development ha also
been ub tantial. Between 1960 and 1988,
life expectancy increased from 47 to 62 year.
Literacy rate rose from 34% to 53% between 1970 and 1985, and the mortality rates
fot children under five, were reduced by nearly
two-thirds. Access to health selvices is the
highest in the developing world, and access
to safe water is second only to Latin America.
Despite the great wealth of many pan of
the region, there still i considerable poverty.
About 40 million people live below the poverty line, and 60 million adult are illiterate.
The potential ofwomen in the Arab tates
remains largely unrecognized. Tradition
weigh heavuy in lUral areas and in more
con ervative pocket of the region, leaving
male-female gaps that are \\~der than anywhere else in the world. The female literacy
rate is only 39%, compared ~th 66% for
men. Only 15% of the official labour force
are women, although the staLi tics seriou Iy
underreport their economic role, particularly
in agriculture and the informal sector.
More needs to be done to enable women
to participate fully in education, training and
work-and in public life in general.
Another priority must be food production. The region reUes heavily on food imports-equivalent to 100 per person annually and et to ri e to $300 by 2000. The Arab
State account for only 5% of the world's
poplJation, but they imPOlt 13% of the food
traded on the international markets (and 20%
of the cereal ).
The gap between the lichest and poore t
Arab coumrie ha widened 'ubstamially in
recent decades-between the ou producers
and the rest. The poorer countries do not
have the ou income, and the size and growth
rate of their population have been higher.
The difference in GNP per capita \Va 2:] in
favour of the ou producers in 1960, but 9: 1 in
1987. GNP per capita vaJies From $480 in
tIlL
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Sudan to $15,770 in the United Arab Emirates.
The ou-rich countlies have fairly high human development level . Kuwait, Qatar,
Bahrain and the United Arab Emirates have
the highest rankings. But their human development index ranking till lag far behind
their G Pranking, de pite the rapid change
in some of these countrie during the pa t
two or three decade .
Another group ofArab countries has medium level of income and human development. Countries W<e Turn ia, Syria, Lebanon
and Jordan have relatively modest G Ps per
capita, but ~th fairly even income distributions, they have achieved levels of human
development that are higher than the average for the region.
A much poorer group includes Yemen
and Sudan, with velY low level of income
and human development.
MaJ1Y of the poorer Arab States have
provided killed and un 'killed labour for the
oil-rich countrie . Egypt, udan, Tuni ia
Morocco Jordan, ytia, Lebanon and Yemen
have together sent million of \Vorkel , and
th ir remittance have provided much-needed
hard currency. But the migration ha al 0
drained the home countrie of labour-and
of pre\~ous investments in human capital.
Political instability. with me Gulf crisis as
the latest manife tation, threatens many of
the region's achievement. Military expenditures are 13% of G P, higher than anywhere
else in the world and nearly twice the spending on health and education.

The gap between
the richest and
poorest Arab
countries has
widened
substantially in
recent decades

Sub-Saharan Africa
Africa has made impoltant human development gains in recent decad s. Since 1960,
infant moJtality rates have fallen by 37%, and
life expectancy ha increased from -10 years
to 52 years. Adult literacy increased by twothirds between 1970 and 1985.
But economic growth has been 'low in
the 1980s, and the population has been rising
by 3.2% a year. As a re ult, G P per capita
has been falling by an average of 2.2% a year
in the la t ten yem·s. In 19 9, however. thi
trend seem to have reversed with a po itive
growth in GNP per capita.
Despite the improvement, under-five
mortality still stands at 17 deaths for every
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1,000 live buths-whidl compares with 57
for South-East Asia and 72 for La till America
and the Caribbean. In Angola, Guinea-Bi sau,
Malawi, Mali, Mozambique and Sierra Leone,
a quarter or more of the children die before
the age of five.
More than half the population has no
access to public health services-although
traditional medicine continues to play an important role. Almost two-thit'ds lack safe water. Tropical di eases afflict a high propOluon
of the population-18 million suffer from
sleeping sickne s, and malaria kills hundred
of thou ands of young children each year.
AIDS has devastated many fanUlie , especiallyin central and southern Africa (box 2.61.
Unemployment is one of the most serious problem . It is estimated that 100 million
people were unemployed m 1989-four time
as many as in 1979-and most were women
and young men. In addition, another ]00
million people are wlderemployed. Real wages
are falling: by 30% between] 980 and 1989.
Many people have migrated from the rural areas, partly beeau e the cities offer better
pro pects. But people have also been diiven
&'0111 the land by population pressure and the
degradation of the soil. Searching for work m
the citie they often jom the fa t-growing
informal sector-which at least offers them
BOX 2.6

AIDS in Africa

AIDS is a worldwide problem. But some
cowluies in Africa are hit especially hard
by the disease. More than I % of the
people of Sub·Saharan Anica, aged 15 to
49, are infected with the humaninlmunodeficiency virus (HIVJ, which give them
a high risk of contracting AID
Thefollowingcounuie are examples
oftheseriou ituationinCentraiandEa t
Africa:
Uganda-where figures of infection,
ranging from 10% to 20% of the adult
population, are reported for regions along
Lake Victoria. As of 1991, more than 25%
ofpregnantwomen seeninantenatalclinics
in Kampala are HIV-po itive.
• BUl1l11di-where 17% of women attending antenatal clinics were found to be
HlV-positive.
Zambia-where 20% LO 25% of variou groups in Lu aka were found LO be
infected.
AIDS will be one of the major killers
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in these counuie , primarily for the economically active group .
Urgent action is needed. Among the
first priorities mu t be behaviour change
and public health campaigns. People
should know about the di ease-and how
to protect themselves and their families,
through the use of condom and other
precaution.
Health budget will also have to be
increa ed, especially at the local level.
Increasingly, communiue - are responding to the epidemic and local resources are
being mobilized. External support, however, is also urgentlyneeded. Theemphasis
must remain on minimizing further
transmission. But in those countries, where
infectioniswidespread, community-ba ed
assi Lance programme will be required;
and governments and firm will have to
plan LO minimize the immen e social and
economic costs a' ociated with the epidemic.

employment, albeit often in marginal production for near-sub i tence wages.
Family budgets m the region are tight.
People truggle to meet theu' mo t basic
needs, and such items as schooling may have
to be sacrificed. Girls are often the first to be
withdrawn from school. The net primary enrolment ratio for gil-ls i 4-1%, compared witl1
54% for boy, and the female literacy rate i
only 34%, compared with 56% for males.
The lack of job opportunitie at home
ha led many of tlle better educated to emigrate in search of work. There are four times
as many Ghanaian doctors practising abroad
as at home. Nigeria, too, has lost hundred of
highly specialized medical personnel to the
mdustrial countries. Many teachers are leaving. This is a erious drain, underminmg much
of the basis for development.
In everal countrie , the e problem have
been compounded by political violencecross-border conflicts, ethnic upheavals and
civil, We. Angola, Burundi, Ethiopia Libelia,
Mozambique, South Africa and Uganda have
suffered especially m this re pect. By 19 9, a
combmation of apartheid, social unrest and
military skinnishes had created about six million refugees and 50 million disabled person. Induding the effect of natural disa ters and cli£fjcult socio-economic conditions
adds another 35 million displaced people.
The outlook for Africa is bleak unless
concerted national and mtemational efforts
set the continent on a more positive course.
The potential is there. Africa has the people
and natural resources to create a IDud1 more
pro perous future. But it will requU-e substantial human mvestment, as well as a major
restructuring of economic policies.
Improvillg the position of women is one
of the mo t important ta ks. Apart from the
benefits to the women them elves, this would
also reduce infant mortality, and then reduce
population growth as desired fan1ily size fell.
Many of the resource already exist in
the budgets of goverrunent . Many African
countrie are pending normous sums on
the military on inefficient public enterprise
and on wasteful pre tige projects-funds urgently needed to improve health education
and nutrition.

•

•

•
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Despite all the progress in human development, much remains to be done. In almost
every coun try, from the least developed to the
high-income indu trial,manybasichuman development needs have to be met in nutrition,
health, education, housing andother areas.
Meeting people's basic needs is important. But the development of people is ju t a
important. People who are healthy, confident and skilled will be in a much better
position to cope with a fast-changing environment-and meet the technological and
competitive demands of the international
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market-place. The emphasis here on meeting
people's priority needs reflects the Report's
participatory approach to development. There
can be no human development without
people being alive, healthy, knowledgeable
and able to make a decent living. These are
the e entials that mu t be ensured if people
are to take charge of their own development,
if they are to create their own opportunities,
economic, social and political.
The next chapter looks at policy measures
that could be adopted towards this endpublic pending on human development.
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CHAPTER}

~ Financing human development

The human development challenge for the
1990 is formidable. Millions in developing
and industrial countries lack the most basic
requirements of a decent and atisfying l.ifefood, safe water, education, health care adequate shelter and a clean environment.

The complementarity between private
and public spending
Above all, a low income fru trates people's
development, for they simply do not have the
means to acquire the basic goods they need.
Nor in many case do their governments offer a much support through health, education or other ervices as they should.
Most of what people need comes ITom
individual or family efforts-from what they
earn or from what they grow or make for
themselves. This is their primary income (as
distinct from secondary income received in
kind from government). TIle size of the primary income determines what food or other
essential items any household can afford. The
best strategy for human developm nt i to
increase the primary income in a society by
unleashing the creative energies of its people,
iLs resources and its capacities, and by en uring that the e incomes benefit the majority of
the population.
Strong policy action is needed for the
generation and better di tribution of prln1my
income. Sustained and more equitable economic growth puts households in a much
better position to meet their needs-a the
experience of the newly industria.liz1ng Ea t
Asian economies shows. But if those in power
maintain unjust pattern of land distribution,
or neglect to promote employment opportunitie , they will keep people poor and impede
the country's entire development effort.
Governments do, of course, withdraw
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some of this primary income in taxe . In return, they are expected to ensure personal and
national ecurity, and provide physical infrastructure (like roads and electricity) a well as
social infra tructure and selvices (like health
clinics, schools and food ubsidies). For the
poorer people, govemment services can help
make up for the inadequacy of their primary
incomes. But there can be striking differences
between one cowltry and another in the
amounts of money rai ed in taxation-and in
the ways it is spent. This chapter explore the
opporull1ities for public financing of human
development. It look closely at Lhe proportion of each country' income spent throug11
thegovemmentbudget on ooal priority areas.
Before analysing the patterns and efficiency of public social spending in developing countries, however, the role of the state
howd be placed in a broader perspective.
Fir t among the state' several functions
that bear on human development is the responsibility for encouraging the creation of
producti e, remunerative, ati fying employment-including self-employment. Jobs do
more than provide income and produce goods
and service . They aI 0 engage people in the
activitie of the community, making them
agents of change.
Sensible macroeconomic policies can help
achieve this. The exchange rate, for example,
should not be overvalued, and there should
be no u'ade re trictions that handicap labourinten ive exports. Inflation hould be controlled, and interest rates should not lead to
credit rationing that excludes small borrowers. Nor should the country's distribution of
assets discriminate against small entrepreneurs
and their workers stilling initiative and worsening poverty.
But even the best macroeconomic policies may fail unles they are complemented
FiNANCING HUMAN DEVEL PlvIE 'T

by effe tive me.w policie -policie that link
the macro and the micro level and that bear
directly on people's live. Chief among these
are the level and structure of government social expenelitures and tI,e de ign of the policy
measures and progran1mes they support (see
country studies at ilie end of thi chapter).
To playas productive a part as possible
the state should:
• Allow markets to work properly-The small
enterprises hould not be stifled with excessive
regulations. But regulations mu t be in place
to ensure competition.

Correct for failures of the market-di couraging activities like pollution or traffic
congestion, certain types of stock exchange
speculation or the consun1ption of goods like
cigarettes or drugs or petrol. Conver ely, the
state should subsidize activities, such as public
transport, that it \vishes to encourage.
• Create physical infrastructure-such as
roads, railways, harbours, electric power station and telecommunications. The state is
often best uited to providing infrasuucture
itself, but where private enterpri e can provide it efficiently, and doe so, policies rou t
promote private investment.
• Support important puhlic goods-including a legal framework, public parks and defence and national ecurity.

• Ensure that people are at the centre ofdevelopment-inve ting in ilie formation of human
capabilities, mobilizing and using people's
productive and creative potential and making social secw'ity alTangcments available to
those who may not be able to help iliemselve -especially for tI,e unemployed, ilie
elderly and elisabled or otherwi e incapacitated persons.
The following eli cussion focuses on thi
la t point, particularly on how public spending re ponds to existing priority need \\~tI,
investments in p ople-in 'estments to build
capabilities.

The analysis of public spending
To analyse how public spending on human
development can be designed and monitored,
thi Report sugge t the use of four ratios
(figures 3.1 and 3.2):
The public expenditure ratio-the percentage of national income that goes into
flN/\NClNG 11 MAN Dl:.\'ELOPMENT

public expenditure.

FIGURE 3.1

•

The four ratios

The social allocation ratio-the percent-

age of public expenditure earmarked for 0cial ervice .
• The socialpriority ratio-ilie percentage of
social expenditure devoted to human priority
concerns.
• The human expenditure ratio-the percentage of national income devoted to human
priority concern .
The human expenditure ratio is the
product of the first tI1ree ratio . It is a powerful operational tool iliat allows policy-makers
who want Lo restructure ilieir budgets to see
existing imbalance and ilie available options.
If public expeneliture is already high (as
in many developing countries), but the social
allocation ratio i low (as in Tanzania), the
budget will need to be reasses ed to ee which
areas of expeneliture could be reduced (figure 3.2). Military pending, debt servicing and
loss-making public enterprise would all be
likely canelidates.
If ilie first two ratios are high, but the ultimate human development impact, as reflected in human development indicators, is
low (a in Pakistan), the ocial priority ratio
must be increased. For the poorest countries,
this is likely to involve seeking a better balance between expensive curative hospitals and
preventive primary health care, between universitie and primary chools and between
focusing greater attention on the cities and on
the rural areas, where most poor people live.
The human expenditure ratios for 25
countries, covering 74% of the developing
world, present some interesting patterns (table
3.1). They illu trate how it i possible to arrive at sin1ilar expenditures on social priority
areas, but from vel)' different direction .
Pakistan and Indonesia have a low human
expenelirure ralio, despite reasonable overall
levels of public expeneliture. The reason is that
their social allocation and social priority ratios are low. TI,e Republic of Korea on the
other hand, directs a large share of its relatively small public budget towards social priorities and has as a re ult, a much better human expenditure ratio.
Even countrie \vith a high human expenditure ratio (such asJordan) rely on large
public expenditure ratios, while others (including Malaysia and Morocco) bave par-

Public expenditure ratio
Government share
of GNP

Social allocation ratio
Social services share
of government spending

Social priority ratio
Human priority share of
social sector spending

Human expenditure ratio
Human priority share
of GNP
The human expenditure ratio IS the
product of three ratiOS:
ElY = publiC expenditure as a
proportion of nauonal Income

S!E = the proportion of public
expenditure gOing to the SOCIal
sector-the SOCIal allocation
ratio

PIS = the proportion of expenditure
In the SOCIal sectors gOing to
human development
pflofltles-the social prionty
ratio
Put dlHerently. the human
expenditure ratio IS' ElY x SIE x PIS
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both efficient and inefficient. A preferred option is to keep the public expenditure ratio
moderate (around 25%), allocate much of this
to the social ectors (more than 40%) and focus on the social priority areas (giving them
more than 50%). An inefficient option is to
withdraw a large proportion of national income into the public ector to depress private investment and initiative and to restrict
the economic growth and resource expansion
that can ultimately finance human development. In several ca es, total public expenditure can be cut back (that might encourage
more private investment) and yet the government can spend more public money on
human concerns.
• Budgetary interventions need not be extensive if GNP growth is rapid and equitable---or if the private sector and non-governmental organizations are extremely active
in social pending. Even when the funding is

ticularly high social priority ratios.
What probably matters more than the
human expenditure ratio is human development spending per person in absolute terms
(figure 3.3 and table 3.2). This help place the
ratio in its proper perspective. For instance,
the Republic of Korea and Malaysia pend
similar amounts on social priority concerns per
person ($128), even though Malaysia' human
expenditure ratio is twice that of the Republic of Korea, because the latter's GNP per
capita is twice that of Malaysia. Similarly,
Kuwait's human expenditure ratio is half that
of Botswana, yet its absolute expenditure per
person is nearly seven times that of Botswana
Several important policy conclusions
emerge from all of this:
• The human expenditure ratio may need
to be around 5% if a country wishes to do
well in human development.
• This can be achieved in different ways-

FIGURE 3.2

Social priority spending

High human
expenditure ratio
(over 5%)

Public expenditure ratio

Social allocation ratio

Social priority ratio

Human expenditure ratio

Government share of GNP

SOCial services share of
government spending

Human priority share of
social sector spending

Human PriOrity share of GNP

Per cent
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ZIMBABWE
MALAYSIA
JORDAN
COSTA RICA
Medium human
expenditure ratio
(30/0 - 5%)

KUWAIT
KOREA
CHILE
Low human
expenditure ratio
(below 2%)

INDIA
TANZANIA
ARGENTINA
PAKISTAN
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public, the implementation can till be private.
Many governments find that the private sector and NGOs can provide social services
more efficiently, and are increasingly channelling public funds through them.
• High government pending with low social priorities is the worst case. If 25% or more
of national income is chalmelled through the
government budget, and yet less than 1% of
G P goe into human priority concerns (a
in Pakistan and Indonesia), this is the worst
of all po sible worlds. The public ector is
huge yet tl1e majority of the population does
not benefit from public social expenditure.
• Several developing countrie have moved
beyond basic priorities. Countries li.k
Mauritius, Singapore, the Republic of Korea
and Chile may have only a moderate human
expenditure ratio when me priorities considered are basic ones. But they already have
achieved high levels of hUI11an development

and can therefore shift their focus to supporting ocial selvices at lhe higher level .
The human expenditure ratio hould increa ingly become one of the principal guide
to public spending policy. When resource are
tight, greater attention mu I be paid to allocation priorities and efficiency in spendi.ng. It
i wrong, however, to confuse a plea for
greater efficiency with indifference to the
mobilization of additional resources.111e be t
argument for mobilizing more resources is
spending existing resources well.
The following ections analy e the human
expenditure ratio's components in detail.

The public expenditure ratio
A high public expenditure ratio is neither a
virtue nor a necessity. Public policy and public spending must facilitate, encourage and
complement private pending to ensure mat

The best argument
for mobilizing
111,ore resources lS
spending existing
resources well

TABLE 3.1

Analysis of public social spending, 1988
Human
Public
Social
expenditure
Social
ratio
expenditure allocation priority
(columns 2x3x4)
ratio
ratio
ratio
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(4)
(1)
(2)
(3)

High levels of human expenditure - above 5%
Zimbabwe
Botswana
Malaysia
Morocco
Jordan
Costa Rica

12.7
7.7
6.3
6.3
5.5
5.4

52
51
32
29
50
41

49
37
29
42
25
50

50
41
68
52
44
26

4.3

35
34
36
16

35
32
42
30
40
50

35
38
26
77
29
19

34
42
18
53
55
16
38
36
46
31
42
14
18
38

Medium levels of human expenditure - between 3% and 5%
Singapore
Brazil
Kuwait
Korea
Mauritius
Chile

42
4.0
3.7
3.1
31

27
33

Low levels of human expenditure - below 3%
India
Thailand
Sri Lanka
Philippines
Tanzania
Argentina
Nigeria
Colombia
China
Sierra leone
Bangladesh
Pakistan
Indonesia

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.4
2.4
2.3
2.2
2.1
2.1
1.6
1.2
0.8
0.6

37
16
31
21
29
41
29
15
19
12
25
25

20
37
43
22
15
35
20
40
24
39
24
21
13

Weighted average

2.9

28

28

13

Note The SOCial PriOrity ratio IS the expenditure on primary health care and basIC education as a percentage 0 lOtal SOCial

sector expenditure.
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FIGURE 33

Human expenditure per capita

Human
expenditure
ratio
GNP
per
capita

Human expenditure
per capita
Per cent
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~
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TABLE 3.2

Human expenditure per capita. 1988
Human
expenditure
per capita
(US$)

Human
expenditure
ratio
(%)

GNP per capita
(US$)

Kuwait
Singapore
Korea
Malaysia
Costa Rica

536
390
133
123
92

4.0
4.3
3.7
6.3
5.4

13,400
9,070
3,600
1,940
1,690

Brazil
Jordan
Zimbabwe
Botswana
Argentina

90
83
83

4.2

2,160
1,500
650
1,010

Mauritius
Morocco
Chile
Colombia
Thailand

56

46

Philippines
Sri Lanka
India
China
Nigeria

15
10
9
7
6

Sierra Leone
Tanzania
Pakistan
Indonesia
Bangladesh
Weighted average

42

77

57

52
25
25

5
4

5.5
12.7
7.7
2.3

2,520

3.1
6.3
3.1
2.1
2.5

1,800
830
1.510
1,180
1,000

2.4

630

2.5

420
340
330

2.5
2.1
2.2

290

3
3
2

1.6
2.4
0.8
0.6
1.2

300
160

350

17

2.9

570

440
170

human development needs are met. If a government is to allow for sufficient pending on
priority areas, a public expenditure ratio of
20-25% is probably desirable. For a serie of
countries the public expenditure in 1988 varied from a high of 52% in Zimbabwe, to a
low of 12% in Bangladesh.
For the few countries having reliable
dara-such as Argentina, India and the Philippine (table 3.3)-private pending often
exceed public spending. One study on the
private financing of health care found that Lhe
relative significance of the private ector does
not correlate with a country s GNP-richer
and poorer countries alike can have heavy
private involvement. In Africa, in 11 of the
15 countrie covered, expencUtures in the
private sector exceeded those of all level of
government (table 3.4).
But ther are questions to ask: What are
the aim of public spending? Who benefits
[rom it? Doe it encourage or cU courage
plivate initiative? Does it crowd out pri\'ate
inve tment? Many developing countrie
spend one-quarter or more of Lhe national
income through Lhe government budget, yet
very little of this goes to human priority concerns--le s than 3% of national income.
Taxation i the main ource of finance
for public e;.,:pencUture. The pas ibilitie for
rai ing tax revenue will obviously vmy among
countries, depending, among other thing ,on
the tructure of the economy, on the tage of
development and on the country' in titutional capacity.
A government's expenJitme can (and often does) exceed its revenues, but uch "deficit financing" can lead to a very unstable
economy. Bolivia in the 1980s is an extreme
example: its deficit rose to 28% of GNPleading to hyperinflation and a 'erious economic crisis. So, each country should aim at
roughly balancing it budget and raising the
taxe to do so.
Taxes in developing countties typically
come from three major sources: cUrect tax (on
per onal income or on corporations), incUrect tax (u uallyon ales) and taxes on foreign trade.
• Personal income taxe are relatively insignificant in developing countries, generally
averaging about 10% of total tax revenues
(compared \vith around 30% in indu trial
lli\'ANClI
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countries). The main reason is the small
number of people earning salaries in the formal sector. But there al 0 are high rate of
tax exemption as well as widespread evasion.
In Bangladesh, only 0.5% of the population
is liable to pay personal income tax.
• Corporate tax is more important, typically
contributing around 17% of total revenue. The
hare often exceeds 25% in countries that
export oil or minerals, and in orne cases
500/0-as in Congo, Indone ia, Oman, Venezuela and Trinidad and Tobago.
• Indirect taxe , predominantly on sales.
are more heavily relied on in many developing countrie -contributing about 28% of
total tax revenue on average. And in some
cases-like Cote d'Ivoire, Mauritius and
Morocco-they contribute over 75%.
• Foreign trade taxes-import and exp0l1
duties-typically amount to 25% of total revenue. Lnport duties are the ingle most important ource of revenue in developing
countries, particularly in Africa, South Asia
and the Arab States.
Other, les widespread forms of taxation,
such as social ecurity contribution.s, are significant for some countries in Latin America
(representing about 27% of revenue in Uruguay). But they are not colleered at all in many
other parts of the world. Wealth tlL'Ce are even
less common, though tl1ey can be found in
epal, Singapore, El alvador and Jamaica.
TI1e level of taxation largely determines
the possibilities of government spending. But

the design of the Lax system is al 0 important,
ince it has implications for both equity and
efficiency in the economy.
Direct taxe tend to be progres ive, since
the rich pay a higher percentage of their income tl1an the poor. But indirect taxes may
have different distributional effects dep nding on their de ign. If they apply to basic
goods, they can be regressive, since every
buyer of a loaf of bread pays the same, taking
a higher proportion of a poorer person' income. In Tanzania, for example, indirect
taxation is regre sive since it applie to ba ic
commodities like ugar. But in most developing counuie , food and other basic items
tend to be exempt, 0 the poor pay Ie s sales
tax than tl10se who buy luxury goods.
The "re enue ratio" for any COW1try is the
government's total revenue from all ources
expres ed as a percentage of GNP (table 3.5).
If a govemment wants to spend more money
on human de elopmem (while still balancing
it budget), it will ha e to rai e its revenue
ratio, or reallocate revenue from other parts
of the budget to the social sector. The potential for doing either will vary greatly from one
country to another, but some general observation can be made.
• Administration-The tax y tems in mo t
developing countries are complex and Lillstable. Much more revenue could be gained
by implifying the pro edure , collecting all
the information required and then nforcing
collection. Reducing the number of exemp-

•

TABLE 3.3

Private social sector
expenditure as % of
total. 1988
Philippines
India
Argentina
MauritiUS
Ghana
Costa Rica
Jordan

69
64
55
54
53
28
26

TABLE 3.4

Total spending on health in Africa
Government share (%)

Private share (%)

Central and
external aid

Local

Total

NGOs

Modern

Traditlonal

1979
1981
1986
1986
1986

62.8
72.6

10.5
1.9

73.3
74.5
70.5
41.2
35.6

7.6

11.8

7.3

7.2

22.3

1.7

53.7

Kenya
Lesotho
Madagascar
Mali
Rwanda

1984
1986
1985
1985
1982

43.3

48.9
40.6
45.6
42.4
46.5

7.2
7.5
4.1
29.1

Somalia
Swaziland
Uganda
Zambia
Zimbabwe

1982
1984
1982
1981
1987

49.2
32.4
19.7
43.8
61.8

120
4.4
7.1
4.3

Country

Year

Botswana
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cent. Afr. Rep.
Ethiopia

44.8

15.2
43.0
53.0

5.6
0.8

4.5
0.8
8.8

9.0
44.0

51.9
35.5
18.8

17.6
22.9
33.1
33.9

14.8
38.8
24.4

38.0
53.0
16.0

Total
26.7
25.5
29.5
58.8
64.4
51.2
59.4
54.4
57.6
53.5
50.8
676
80.3
56.2
38.2
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The tax systems in
most developing
countries are
complex and
unstable

tions, expanding the tax base and perhap
reducing tax rates would help rationalize existing systems and increase total revenues.
Brazil ha -in the wake of the 1988 reforms
that reduced tax rebates and introduced a
modest wealth tax-managed to increase it
tax ratio by four percentage point . Likewi e,
Ghana succeeded, through a series of tax reforms aimed at both efficiency and equity, in
increasing its tax ratio from 5% in 1983 to
about 14% in 1989.
• Tax handles-These refer to administratively simple ways of collecting taxes. The
opportunities for taxation are often quite
limited .in economies that are largely agricultural--or where production is for ubsistence,
or takes place .in small enterprises. Taxes on
mineral exports, as .in diamond-producing
Botswana, are usually more promising. Indeed, the countrie with the highe t tax ratio
tend to be tho e with the highe t share of
mining in their GNP. A recent study showed
that countries where tax ratios were falling
tended to be those relying on indirect ta;"e .
: Im.oNte-A country's wealth and its effons to raise taxe are not neces arily COITelated. Colombia is much richer than India, for
example, yet has much the same tax ratio. And
wIllie Bolivia and Zimbabwe have sin1i.lar levels of GNP per head, their tax ratios are very
different. This shows the untapped potential
for raising public re ources.

TABLE 3.5

Total revenue as a % of GNP,1988
High ratios
Botswana
Gabon
Nicaragua
Oman
Brazil
Egypt
Tunisia
Zimbabwe
Panama
Chile
Low ratios
Haiti
Paraguay
EI Salvador
Guatemala
Nepal
Peru
Bangladesh
Uganda
Sierra Leone
Nore: Central revenue only.
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74.1
47.1
40.7
35.9
34.4
34.3
33.2
32.0
31.9
31 7
10.8
10.6
10.5
10.3
10.3
9.0
8.6
8.2

7.3

•
Economic growth-What does matter
however, is whether the economy i expanding. Economic growth facilitates increasing
revenue ratios-as happened in the 1980 in
Botswana, Burkina Faso, Colombia, Indonesia, the Republic of Korea and Sierra Leone.
Burkina Faso, for example, is poor, with
few mineral and little manufacturing. Yet it
has managed to increase its tax ratio while
reducing inBation to a very low level.
Colombia has achieved economic growth
even while adju ting its economy. It ha al 0
raised it tax and public expenditure ratios.
Colombia's tax y tem appears to be fairly
progressive, based on income and property
taxes and on value-added taxes that exclude
basic good.
The link between economic growth and
taxe is complex, however. Both Malaysia and
Morocco collected relatively Ie s tax in the
19805, even though their economies grew.
This very fact may, however have been Clitical in encouraging growth, increasing private
spending and reducing (or at least holding
constant) the need for public spending.
The social allocation ratio
Govel11ments also differ greatly.in how much
of their spending goes to social areas like nutlition, health and education. The ocial allocation ratio vatie greatly-from 13%.in Indonesia to 50% in both Co ta Rica and Chile.
Unfortunately, data on total government
spending are not a ailable for many countries,
so that tl1e ratios are unknown for them.
For some countties, the oc.ial allocation
ratio refers only to central government
spending. Regional or local authoritie also
contribute to social sector pending-and th.i
can be a significant propOltion for federally
structured governments l.ik Inelia's, where
85% of ell.'Pendit1ll'e on education and health
comes from provincial or local government .
Sin1i.Iarly in Brazil, around 18% of health expendirure comes from state or local governments. Again, however, the data on local
spending are not available for all countries,
so the social spending figure here are incomplete in some ca e . If social ector budgets
were available in a consolidated form for all
countries, this would permit more valid international compatisons.
FINANCING HLJfVLAN DE\'ELOrfvIENT

"Social pending" includes that on education, health, welfare, social ecurity, water,
sanitation, hou ing and amenities. In many
countrie particularly in Sub-Saharan Africa
and South Asia, education and health make
up the bulk of social expenditures. In Latin
America (in Argentina, Brazil and Chile, for
example) ocial security payments are much
more ignificant. High ocial pender devore
over 40% of public expenditure to the ocial
sector, and the low spender , 20% or les
(table 3.6).
A high ocial allocation ratio does not
guarantee a good human development performance, but it doe make an important
contribution. Some developing countrie have
high social allocation ratio and social priority
ratio -and have al 0 attained high levels of
human de elopment. Almost all start from
large public expenditure ratios-one-third or
more of GNP. But many of these countries
could find ways to reduce the ize of the public sectors and yet maintain, or even increase,
their human development spending.
The trend in social spending in developing countrie over recent years i disturbing.
In many countries, the real expenditure per
head ha been declining (table 3.7). In five of
the seven Latin American countries shown,
pendU1g wa lower during 1985-87 than in
1979-81. Half the African countries aw
similar falls, with Tanzania as the worst ca e,
with its social spending falling by half during
the 1980 .
Asian couno'ies and the Arab Statesprobably due to economic growth-managed
LO raise ocial spending dUling the 1980 ,
though in most cases the rate of increase wa
smaller than that during the 1970s.

The constraints tend to be Ie when government expenditure is rising and when aid
flow can be committed in new directions. The
time-scale is also important: there is much
more flecibility in the medium and long term
because of fewer contractual commitments.
Human development and economic
growth need to be promoted together. Expenditure on economic item -including infra tructure uch as roads and telecommunications-is very important for overall
development. So, increasing ocial expenditure should not mean diverting resource from
the economic sector. There may be some potential for savings in this sector, but widespread economic cut-back could undermine
the potential for growth.
But there are a number of other expenditureiternswhere avings no doubt can be made.
Defence is one of the largest components in
this category-and a prime candidate for cutbacks. In many poor countries, military
spending is now two to three times higher than
spending on education and health.
Beyond defence spending, di cussed in
chapter 6, the other area that have a great
potential for releasing funds for more productive uses are:
• External debt
• Internal debt
• Internal policing
• Public enterprise losses

In many developing
countries, the real
social expenditure
per head has
declined in
recent years

The burden of
debt, and the reversal of net resource transfet to developing countries, constitute fundamental obstacle to human development.
The latest figure for external debt repayments
(1989) totalled U 171 billion, a sum that
claims an even larger share of the developing
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Increasing the social allocation ratio
Financing human development usually involves switching re ources from other areas
of government expenditure.
But restructuring budgets can be difficult.
Each government has existing commitment
to fulfil and operates under political constrainls. Still, it is ea y to exaggerate these
con traints and encourage passive attitudes
toward highly undesirable spending pattern .
The large changes by orne countries hO\v just
what can be achieved.
l"l:'\t\. ( l. (;
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TABLE 36

Social allocation ratio, 1988
High social spending - above 40%
Costa Rica
Chile
Zimbabwe
Sri lanka
Kuwait
Morocco
Low social spending - 20% or less
India
Nigeria
Tanzania
Indonesia

50
50

49
43
42
42

20
20
15
13
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Developing country
external debt
doubled over the
past decade

world's re ources than the military. By the end
of 1990, the highly indebted Latin American
countries had over US$423 billion in longterm loans outstanding, and they paid out almost 5% of GDP (or 24% of export receipts)
in debt seLvice (and even this did not cover
all interest due). Although the total debt that
African couno'ie' owed is much less (US$70
billion, or less tban that of Mexico alone), the
relative burden there is even more severe. The
total debt of the low-income African countries i typically Bve time their annual export
income. For ten of these couno-jes, it is ten
times that income, and cheduled debt service averages 80% of their export .
Developing counu)' debt doubled over
the past decade, as economic growth was
generally depressed and intere t rate remained at historically high level . The prob-

lem was particularly severe for commoclitydependent countr-jes. War erul1g terms of
trade and the inability to increa e export
earnings made their debt burden worse. Attempts to obtain u'ade surpluses to cope with
sudden increases in debt obligation failed,
as the increasing supply of price-inelastic
goods led to falling price . Continued efforts
to adju t failed to bring the promised results.
Most external debt in developing counU-jes is owed by the government, because
either the public sector undertook the initial
loan or because it guaranteed private liabilities. The net negative resource transfers from
high debt obligations and the collapse of voluntary lending have imposed a severe re ource
constraint on public expenditure-inhibiting
policie for restructuring, investment and
growth. TIle attempt to maintain debt service

TABLE 3.7

Economic growth and social spending
% change from
1973nS to 1979/81
Expenditure
on education
and health

GNP
per
capita

Expenditure
on education
and health

GNP
per
capita

Latin America
Barbados
Chile
Costa Rica
Mexico
Panama
Uruguay
Venezuela

24.6
22.8
127.4
53.8
5.1
-4.6
14.1

23.3
32.8
13.0
21.9
14.8
28.3
-0.8

5.2
-12.5
-32.5
-21.3
19.5
-24.2
-20.5

1.4
-7.5
-9.8
-6.6
4.2
-13.2
-16.8

Arab States
Bahrain
Egypt
Kuwait
Oman
Syria
Tunisia
Yemen

20.7
7.4
-17.4
67.7
4.8
25.2
712.4

17.8
41.8
-32.0
75.9
29.8
30.1
30.8

36.5
5.9
22.7
235.8
7.0
6.4
36.0

-9.6
-9.4
-42.9
53.2
-13.7
8.1
15.9

Asia
India
Indonesia
Iran
Korea
Malaysia
Myanmar
Nepal
Pakistan
Singapore
Sri Lanka
Thailand

8.9
102.3
31.6
95.2
28.1
-0.2
45.8
119.9
65.9
20.5
68.8

9.6
387
-23.2
45.1
31.1
22.0
4.4
16.2
47.3
21.2
30.6

72.6
32.4
-23.3
47.7
26.7
41.7
58.9
22.2
84.6
14.7
38.1

22.3
11.6
·0.3
43.7
12.7
16.5
5.3
24.2
30.4
21.0
21.0

34.7
-18.2
16.2
87.6
0.2

15.1
-20.5
-17.1
23.6
-2.9

10.4

10.9

-14.0
-16.9
-52.6
53.4

-22.3
5.4
-12.1
3.4

Africa
Burkina Faso
Ethiopia
Liberia
Mauritius
Tanzania
Zimbabwe
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% change from
1979/81 to 1985/87
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in the face of deteriorating terms of trade entailed fiscal deflation and devaluation. In the
Philippines, debt service increased its share
of government expenditure from around 2%
in 1975 to 36% in 1988, when social services
accounted for 22% of the total budget. In
Kenya in 1984, debt service represented 20%
of government expenditure, compared with
the 23% spent on education. Ll Mexico, debt
ervice is 20% of the government budget
compared with 18% for the social ectors.
Clearly, there i a need for orne mediumterm resolution of the debt problem. The focus has recently shifted from rescheduling to
debt and debt service reduction. There have
been various schemes for debt conver ion ,
debt buy-backs, special bonds, and so on.
More formal schemes for debt relief, initiated
by US Secretarie of State have had disappointingly limited results. Although the Brady
Plan has the laudable goal of restoring sustained growth, it is doubtful whether it will
make much difference to the amount of ervice that debtors are paying. For example, the
arrangement for Costa Rica merely cut contractual obligations to the level of repayment
that had previously been maintained.
In reality, debt relief has been considerable, as the majority of countries in Latin
Amelica and the Caribbean are in ub tantial
arrear on their commercial debt. This situation is widely accepted as a fact of life by
bankers and their shareholders a well as
governments. But there till is a major
haemorrhage of resources that stymies economic growth and social expenditures in developing countries.
Measures to in1prove the trade situation
would also make an important contribution

to financial viability. These measures include
inlproving tlle access to industrial country
market in such areas a textiles and clothing,
tropical goods and agriculture.
Further, large-scale debt relief or default-of much greater magnitude than the
Brady Plan now envisages--will be essential
to restore the conditions for growth and provide the resources for primaty social and economic expenditures.
Internal debt-money a
govemment owes to its own citizens in its own
currency-is a virtually unexplored aspect of
the contemporary debt problem. Yet in some
cases it exceeds tlle extemal debt---as in India,
Malaysia and the Philippines (table 3.8).
Countrie acquire this debt in several
ways, including national saving schemes and
selling government bonds. Internal debt may
seem ofless concern than external debt since
interest payments and amortization do not
involve resources leaving the country-tlley
are transfer payments from one group of citizens to another. But the problem of internal
debt i still erious.
Servicing the debt takes up resources that
could be used in tlle social or productive sectors. ill the Philippines, for example internal
debt ervice absorbs 23% of expenditurewhile only 22% goes towards social sector
spending.
illterest rates on internal debt are sometimes higher than those on external debt-as
in Pakistan, Colombia and Mauritius. And it
is politically velY difficult (and perhaps unfair)
for a government to obtain debt relief from
its own citizens.
Policies to reduce the internal debt bur-
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Internal debt is
beginning to exceed
the external debt in
many developing
countries

TABLE 3.8

Domestic debt in selected countries. 1988
Domestic debt
service as a % of
total government
expenditure

Domestic debt
service as a
% of total
debt service

33.7
22.5
14.5
9.2

69.9
62.6
61.5

49
60

70.2
59.0

68

38.2

88

55.7
20.7

101
37
93
94
37

34.1
26.0
47.3

Malaysia
Philippines
Chile
Nigeria
Zimbabwe
Cote d'ivoire
Jordan
Pakistan
India

n.
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8.2
8.1

7.1
4.1

23.6
67.6
92.3

Domestic
Total debt
debt as a % of
as a % of GNP
total debt

19

12.8

34.8
55.7
900

~7

The record of most
public enterprises
is very poor

den may therefore offer good potential for
increasing social sector finance. The most direct way to reduce internal debt is through
raising revenue and repaying the debt. Many
countries made major impro ement in their
budgetary po ition in the 1980s-such as
Botswana, Burkina Faso, Colombia and Indonesia. In each ca e, the improvements were
made while raising government expenditure
per head, by increasing taxation. Other
countrie have also improved their position
but at the expense of government expenditure-Malaysia, Peru, Zambia and Uruguay.
Devices have been suggested for reducing the debt burden by converting it to equity
or other forms of asset. Other options might
be to reschedule debt or index it to reduce
the current costs.
Each of these mechanisms can ignificantly reduce the short-term debt burden.
Improving the budgetalY position would do
so permanently. Others, such as indexation,
would offer sholt-term gain but only at the
expense of increasing the long-term debt
burden and perhaps passing the problem on
to the next generation.
Agreatdealofsecurity
expenditure in many developing countries is
aimed atmaintaininglaw and order, orpolicing
the country's people. But quantifying thi
expenditure is not easy. Security spending
takes diverse forms. And the budget for internal policing may be shown under various
government departments-the President's
Office (asinPinochet'sChile), the Mini uyoC
Defence (Zaire) or the Home Secretary (United
Kingdom).
The sensitivity of the subject also re tricts
information on police numbers and expenditure. Governments often do not report the
full expenditure, and estimates from other
sources can vary widely. So, it is probably more
useful to consider figure for overall security
expenditure rather than those for civil police.
For some developing countries, tl1ere i
also specific information on "public order and
safety expenditures". The rna t striking case
is that of Sri Lanka, where the proportion of
government expenditure spent on police almost trebled between 1982 and 1987. In
Ethiopia, the share of public resource devoted to internal policing remained at about
lNTERNALPOLICIN
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5% during the 1980s. In the latest Indian Plan,
the budget for internal policing exceeds that
for central expenditures on ocial servicespartly a re ponse to growing ethnic and religious strife.
Democratization at all levels could be the
key to reducing expenditure on internal policing. If civillibertie are enhanced, the political functions of control and the financial
demand imposed by tl1e security forces are
correspondingly reduced-and funds can be
released for human development. Thi process could then become elf-perpetuating.
Progress in human development, with open
and participatory sy tems respon ive to ilie
needs of all people (including minorities), reduces tl1e need felt for enforced secUlity.
PUBLIC ENTERPRI E L E. Many developing countries have engaged in a range of
economic activities ilirough public enterprises.
ll1eseincludemanufactming,naturalre ouree
extraction, agricultural marketing and the
provision of utility service .
Public enterprise con ume a major part
of the budgetary re ources in many countrie
of Sub-Saharan Africa, but they are al 0 significant elsewhere. In Uruguay, one in fom
workers is employed by the tate-whose
monopolie include insurance, ports, gambling and cement production. Sri Lanka ha
more than 270 public enterprise, which employ 40% of the formal ector workforce.
The record of most public enterpri es is
very poor, with few successful examples.
Management has more often been incompetent, and the resulting los es constitute a
massive drain on many national budget. Net
transfers from government to public enterprises are about 3% of GOP annually in Egypt
and 2% in the Philippines. In Sri Lanka, public enterprises account for 20% of govemment
expenditure and 62% of the budget deficit.
In Cameroon, the 10 ses have often exceeded
oil re enue. In some cases part of these losse
might be justified in social terms-such a.
extending marketing or distribution service
to poor and remote areas. But there is enormous room for improvement.
The obstacles to satisfactory performance
are various. Politicians frequently interfere in
the daily running of public enterpri es, using
them a important in truments of patronage
rI:-.!t\. 'CINe
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and making many unmerited appointments
to po irian of power. Public enterp1ises have
often become the employer of last resOltresulting in falling productivity and morale and
a decline in real wage . Weak management
and ecrecy about their operations have compounded the problems. In the end, the state
is usually willing to ub idize these loss-makirtg enterprises.
An increasirtgly important way to deal with
inefficient public enterprises has been
privatization. Many developing countries find
that efforts to privatize elicit prote ts from
employee and other affected groups and look
for alternative solutions. But half-hearted
measures are unlikely to succeed, as hown
by Argentina, Brazil, Pakistan, Poland and the
U R. Wherever bold privatization ha been
attempted, it ha begun to yield ati Eying results-after an admittedly painful transition.
Wherever half-way measure have been tried,
neither economic efficiency nor social justice
has been achieved.
Even without privatization, certain significant reforms are po sible. There is a need
to match greater autonomy with in1proved financial reporting and greater accountability.
The link with con. umers could al 0 be made
more efficient-particularly through pricirtg
policies. In many cases, the prices for telephone , energy and water are well below
marginal co t. It might be thought that
charging more reall tic price would hit the
poor unduly, but this is not usually o. Around
90% of publicly provided electricity and water ervice are con umed by industry and by
the better off. The poor often have to rely on
more expensive alternatives, uch as water
delivered in trucks by private companie .
Recovering the real cost of services from
those who can afford paying would generate
more resources for the government (or at lea t
reduce 10 es) and thus relea e fund for social expenditure. Prices could, in any case, be
differentiated with poor groups in mind. For
in tance, charge hould be lower for water
from yard tap , which are u ed by the poor.
Freeing up the financial can trallts would
also allow for expansion of services-say, by
making labom-intensive irtfrastructure improvement to eXtend ervice to poorer areas.
Resomces are dis ipated in many other
ways: capitalllight (box 3.1), cOlTI1ption (box
FL ANCING IIU\1J\i\. Dl:.\'ELOP'\lE. T

3.2) and prestige project (box 3.3). The examples show the wide scope for irtcreasing
social expenditure by squeezirtg expenditures
irt other sectors---or by eliminating government waste. But how much of the expenditure allocated to the social sector is actually
earmarked for human priority concerns?
The social priority ratio

The social priority ratio is the percentage of
ocia1 expenditure directed at the priority areas. What i considered to be a priority will
naturally change from one country to another,
and change over time as human development
proceeds. Countries that have already
achieved higl1 standards of literacy may well
regard higher education as their next priority
area. Where basic tandards of health have
been achieved, health rnirtistrie will want
to increase attention to more sophisticated
kinds of curative care.

BOX 3.1

Capital £ljght
The export of capital by national and
corporations represents a serious drain
of resource from many developing
coumrie . Estimates of the magnitude of
the outflow differ enormously, in view of
the inherent difficulties of measurement.
But reliable ources uggest that for
Mexico, Argentina and Venezuela (three
of the largest Latin American debtor) an
amount equivalent 10 at least half of the
money borrowed in the 1a t 15 years has
flO"'lout again. In the Philippine, itha
been estimated that capital flight
amounted to 80% of the outstanding
debt bet\veen 1962 and 1986.
The wealthy benefit from such capital mo ements. They often incurred the
original debt and then bought, at subsidized rates, dollars that they tran ferred
abroad. Many Latin American govern·
ments later as umed the e debt as a
public re pon ihility-leaving the
wealthy with tax-free dollar as ers
abroad, placing the burden of adju t·
ment and fiscal au terity on the poor.
Ifgovernment were pursuing sound
macroe onomic policies, thi would create scope for local investment and reduce
the need for capital to flee.
More realisti exchange rates would

also contribute-along with exchange
controls, if appropriate-as the Republic of Korea and Colombia reflect. But
controls are no panacea, as evidenced by
the failures in Mexico and France.
TIle problem ofcapitaJ flight is exacerbated by the practices of commercial
bank in the haven countries-soliciting
funds for tax-free interest and offering
high intere t rate .
Ta.x reform is also need d-in Latin
America, all interest earned oversea i
free of tax, while in the USA, only local
resident are liable for tax-creating
obvious incentive to keep ta.'\(-free accounts abroad. Ideally, the governments
in haven countries should eliminate the
tax exemptions enjoyed by foreign-held
assets-through instituting withholding
taxe , for example-and avoid the high
intere t rate that intensified capital
flight in the 1980 .
These proposals could help prevent
future losses. But there are ways, roo, of
repatriating capital that ha already £Jed.
Governments can announce amnestie
both on Wlpaid taxes and on violations of
exchange controls. Above all, however,
there must be stability and confidence in
the economy.
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BOX 3.2

Corruption
Corruption, the u eofone's po ition for
illegitimate private gain, is a serious
problem in many countries-and a waste
of time and mom:~ that could be better
u ed cI ewhere.
The Recruit scandal in Japan and
the a\mgs and loan debade in the U A
are two of the 010 t infamou recent
example in the North. And developing
coumri s-from Indone ia to Zain.: to
the Dominican Republi -have often
'uffered from chiefexecuth'c who amashuge fortunes (or them 'elves and their
families.
But comlption generally takes place
on a mu h maller cale. There are often
vast bureaucracie in developing countrie operating e. ten. iye administrative
controls. The rules and the lines of au·
thority are frequently un lear. And they
arc o(ten Ie s constrained by legal prin
ciples than their counterpart in the
N rth. Given the low pay of official and
the striking inequalities in income, status
and wealth all around them, the temp·
tation to supplement their incomes can
be great.

Corruption i not easy to combat.
Major alllicomlption dJ'ive tend to
have only a limitt:d impact-a in the
US R in the late 1980 and Nigeria in
the mid·1970 .
Opennes in the conduct of public
busine's can help minimize corruption.
llus requires, among other things, open
tendering for contracts and keeping reg·
i ters of the bu inc sinter ts o( offi·
cials. Together with an educated elector·
ate and a free pre s, this approadl can
remove the ea ieropportunities and rai. t:
the deterrent of detection. But openness
doe not guarante probity, a the frequency of candal in the indu trial
countries attests.
Thi i an area in which some new
thinking would b· welcome. ince corruption often operate at the lughe t
levels, involving rich and powerful elite.,
it can be difficult for local people ro
expo . There might thus be a role 1'or an
international organization thal could
operate along lines imilar to tho e of
Arnoe ty International.

BOX 3.3

Pre tige projects
There are many projects who e principal
aim seems to be to enhance the pre tige
of national lead rship . One example is
ilie recently con trueted 250 million
basilica to rival Sl Peter' , in a country
where only 10% of the population is even
nominally of that denomination-and
where 82% of people lack acce s LO safe
water. Quite apart from quandering
scarce resources, such project de .troy
the er dibility of the government at horne
and abroad.
TIle construction of new capital citie an al'o b a questionable use of
public resources. These capitals ha"'e
sprung up from Canberra to Islamabad.
There are some argum ntS in their favour.
They help promote national unity and
identity, and for newly independent nations a fresh eat of government can
symbolize a break from the colonial past.
But thi cannot ju tifyextravagance, which
\\1.11 ultimately undemline, rather than
further, national solidarit).
Some prestige project . designed in
conjunction u'ith foreign donor. can re-
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ult in undertaking that are totally inappropriate and an exces ive drain on local
expenditure. The in tillite for malaria
research in the olomon I land i one of
several ueh projects fund d byJapan in
the outh Pacific. The air-conditioning
costs alone exceed what the government
could afford.
The World Bank, tOo, has funded
large and expen -1ve ventures rhat proved
technically poor and ill-designed for their
intended put'po . One infamous ex·
ample is the Morogoro shoe factory in
Tanzania. built to produce high-quality
export. Expen_ ive (and totally inappropriate) Ilalian technologywa installedin
whati oneofthelargestshoefactorie in
tlle world. At the peak of production. it
opcrated at only 7% capacity. and the
quality was so poor that the shoes were
difficult to sell locally, let alone overseas.
llch project would not get off the
ground if development planning and aid
programming were more participatory
and if sial priority need were clearly
identifi d.

Many developing countrie , however,
have very low standards of public health,
education and water. For them, the priority
must b basic education, primary health care
and the extension of basic water systems to
poor areas of both cities and rural areas.
Of course, even the poorest country
should have an efficient ho pital sy tem and
good wuver ities. All countries need skilled
local people to teach children, to mend broken limbs, to design bridges and to formulate
economic and ocial policy. But countries
where the illiteracy rate i beyond 40% probably should not be spending the largest share
of their education budgets on financing free
wuver ities.
Likewise, social security systems may not
be a good use of available funds for developing countries. ocial security payments tend
to go to those in formal employment-not the
poore t people. In Chile in 1985, for example,
it \Va estimated that only 13% of social security payments benefit d the poorest 40% of
the population. Of health spending, by contrast, 64% did reach the poor.
TIll Report make the as umption that,
for most developing countries, the basic service should be given priority. And calculating the social priority ratio on this basis highlights the case where the social ector
spending is baclJy skewed (table 3.9). Pakitan is one clear case. It has the lowest priority ratio in the sample. In a country where literacy rates are only 31%, the government is
directing les. than a third of ocial expendi·
ture toward basic education.
Primitie change with the level of development. Argentina is a country that spends a
significant an10unt on the social sector. Yet
it, too, ha a low social priority ratio-the share
of overall social spending flowing to health and
education has been falling at the expense of
social security payments. In Argentina's case,
however, this could be seen as a case of shift·
ing priorities after some of the basic goals have
been achieved. Human development levels
are now high-the literacy rate equals 95%.

Health pl10rities
Primary health care for many countrie would
be the cheape t and quickest way to improve
health standards. It cost between $100 and
rti'\t\01LL 'l, llU.\li\N DL\ELOl''\lENT

$600 to save each additional life through preventive health care, while the corresponding
fi.coure for curative care is between $500 and
5,000. Part of the rea on: a primary health
worker costs about $500 to train, a fully
qualified doeror around $60 000.
Most countries spend a high proportion
of their health budgets on hospital -over
90% in Malawi and Sierra Leone and over
80% in Argentina, Bolivia the Republic of
Korea, Liberia, Panama, Tanzania, Togo and
Uruguay. Many countries that pend a high
proportion of their budgets on hospitals also
have very high infant mortality rates (as in
Liberia and Tanzania).
l11ings often get worse when a country is
undergoing a evere economic adjustment
programme. If health budgets come under
pre sure, primary health care i often hit
hardest. It is a case of choosing prioritie . One
kind of health priority need not displace the
other completely. The two need to be kept in
balance.
Despite a low ranking in the social priority table ,Bangladesh provides an illustration
of restructuring health expenditures. It inherited an urban-bia ed, curative health care
system. Now the system, ba ed on the primary health care concept, ha an in titutional
network for providing health care facilities
from the grassroot level upwards. This hift
is reflected in the in reasing share of rural
health clinics in the health budget-ri ing
from Ie' than 10% in 1978 to 60% in 1988,
implying greater acce for the poor, especially
in rural areas. In Malaysia, succes ive national
governments have had the political impetuto redi tribute income towards the Malay
(bumiputras) , who are generally poorer and live
in rural areas. As a result expenditures per
head on education, health and pensions in
Malay ia are higher in the rural areas than in
the town and cities.
Other governments have promoted lowco t, high-impact intervention. Indonesia
introduced a nationwide programme of thi
type in the 1980s, and an estimated 85'7'0 of
mothers and children now have access to preventive health faciliLie . Thi posyandu programme, based on meetings in private homes
and village halls, concentrates on ba ic priorities like nutrition, immunization, diarrhoeal
di 'ea e control and health education.
II
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Chile's dramatic reduction in child mortality rates over the 1970s and 1980s was
achieved through a erie of targeted
programmes, including subsidie to poor
pregnant women, primary school feeding
chemes and nutritional rehabilitation for severely malnourished children. This ucces is
controversial, however. orne argue that the
nanow focus on child health and nutrition was
at the expen e of other ocial mea ures. And
while more children survived, the overallliving tandards of the poor fell during the same
peliod due to declining primary incomes.

Education priol7'ties
Although the first priority in education should
be a well-organized ystem of ba ic chooling, the primary level accow1t for Ie s than
half the total education expenditure in evelY
region. Over 100 million children worldwide
receive no primary education. A further 200
million receive no education beyond the age
of 12.
This i a wa ted OPPOltwUty. Not only is
prin1ary education of n.mdamental importance
in it elf, it is also a good way to dire t resources
more specifically towards the poor, since a far
greater share of the benefits ofprin1at)' education accrues to tho e who are Ie s well off. In
Costa Rica, for example, 57% of the benefit
of primal)' education go to the poorest 40%
of the people, while only 8% go to the
wealthie t 20%.
Basic education also brings higl1 e onomic
returns. In many countries, the economic retutTI to primary education are almost t\.vice
as high a tho to higher education. Yet,
throughout the developing world, a disproportionate hare of pending goes to the
higl1er levels. In Francophone Aftica, East Asia
Latin America and the Pacific, tertiary education receives a greater proportion of government funds than primary.
Restructuring is raking place in orne
countries-indeed, it is more common in
education than in health. In 22 countrie in
ub- aharan Africa, the share of eJucation
budget for primary chooling rose during the
1980 in 15 countrie , fell in five and remained
constant in one. In Latin America, there eem
LO have been clear inlprovements in Brazil,
Clllie and the Dominican Republic. In Ar-

TABLE 3.9

Social priority ratio, 1988
High ratios
Korea, Republic of
MalaySia
Tanzania
Philippines
Morocco
Zimbabwe
Low ratios
Chile
Sri Lanka
Indonesia
Argentina
Pakistan

77
68
55
53
52
50
19
18
18
16
14
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Ironically, the
wealthy often
benefit more than
the poor from
public, social
serVlces

gentina and Jamaica, the share of primary
education fell as that of tertiary education ro e.
In Jamaica, thi shift may reflect a move in
the right direction-the adult literacy rate is
98%, and the combined primary and secondary school enrolment ratio i 82%.
Higher education is thu the next challenge
to addre .
The training of scientists and engineers is
important-particularly in Ea t Asia and Latin
America, where literacy rate are high. But a
good deal could be gained from even limited
restructuring. Reducing government expenditure on tertiary education by just 12% in the
Arab State would pennit a doubling of expenditure on primal)' schools-a critical need
in a region where literacy rates are low.

Wiater and sallitation pfion'ties
The inequalities evident for health and education ervices are matched by tho e for water supply. Clean water and safe sanitation,
a10ngwirh adequate food, are the foundations
of human development. Yet the poor are
badly served: around 50% of LUrai hou eholds,
and 20% of urban ones, have no safe water
upply. L1 some cow1tries the disparities are
much greater. L1 Ethiopia, people in urban
areas have 14 time greater acce to anitary
facilitie than those in the country ide.
Around $10 billion is pent each year on
water upplie in developing countries, and
an estimated 80% of thi goes to ervices for
me better off. To provide safe water through
stand pipe would cost only $5 per person per
year. It i ironic that in many countries the
wealthy receive a good service vel)' cheaply
while the poor get inadequate services at a
high plice.

Private sector response to sociaL pnonty needs
National human development strategie work
best wh n they seek to achieve complementarity and interaction berween the public
and private sectors. That has often been confinned. But what is the re ponse of the private sector to ocial priority needs?
The data on this point are patchy, but
some asse sments are possible.
In education, it appears that in all regions,
except the Arab States the private ector
contribution is weighted towards higher education (table 3.10).
There are, however, wide variations
among countrie in the same region. Asia as a
whole has relatively little private primal)'
education, but it is igni£icant in Bangladesh
(11%) and Thailand (9%). Private econdary
education in Asia shows even greater variation-from 93% in Bangladesh to 2% U1 Sri
Lanka and zero in China and Laos. Tertiary
education aI a varie , from 83% in the Philippines to zero in China.
Sub-Saharan Africa shows a different
pattern. The private sector is much more significant in anglophone counlries, where it accounts for a thiJ·d of prunary enrolment and
almOSt a half of secondary enrolment. In the
francophone and other countries, the figures
for both levels are 8% or Ie s.
For health, there are many well-known
examples of well-equipped, private ho pitals
in developing countries. In Morocco, for example, 90% of the ho pital bed are in private institutions.
But one aI 0 finds that large segment of
the population-between 60% and 80% in
some parts ofPero-are treated privately, by
local, traditional healers.

TABLE 310

Enrolment in private schools', 1985
As % of total enrolment at that level
Primary
Region
ASia
Sub-Saharan Africa
Latin America
Middle East and North Africa

Higher

Secondary

%

Number of
countries

%

Number of
countries

39
15.4
17.7
8.8

10
32
19
15

26.0
26.4
29.1
8.1

9
31
19
17

%

Number of
countries

28.6

13

33.6
3.3

7
15

a Includes schools that rely solely on private contributions and those that receive some government aid
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The most interesting cases are probably
those between these two alternatives. For example, both the Ganclhigram Institute ofRural Health and Family Welfare in Inclia and
the Association of Rwandan Traclipractitioners
of Bare encourage cooperation between traditional and modem health practitioners.
Other 'mixed" strategies in heajth~f
special intere t in meeting basic health needs
and those of the poor-encourage interaction
between the public and the private sectors.
Many examples could be cited of private
hospitals working under contract to a ministry of health.
Another significant aspect is that private
health care-particularly that ofNGOs-has
in 'ome cases moved in to make up for failures of public provision. In other case , traclitional care has retained a significant role in
health-notably in Uganda, Kenya and
Swaziland. Elsewhere, private medicine may
have been introduced to offer a higher standard of care to those who can afford it.

International aid
Aid programmes also offer great potential for
re trllcturing-and an enonnous pay-off. If
only one-third of existing aid \\ ere committed to human priority area, the aid allocation
to the e sectors would increase fourfold.
Aid budget, like government expenditures, can be examined through four ratios:
• Theald expenditure ratio-the percentage
of a donor's GNP that it gives in aid.
• The azd sociaL-sector ratio-the percentage of each donor's aid that goes to the social
sector.
• The aId pl7'Ofity ratio-the percentage of
social sector aid committed to human priority areas.

•

GNP to aid, and the USA only 0.15%-the
general trend in the 1980s has been downwards (table 3.11).
Despite these declining ratios, the share
of aDA in net financial flow to developing
countries has risen dramatically over the past
decade-from about one-third to over twothirds-largely because of the unavailability
of private loan . This is particularly true for
the poorest countries. Indeed, in some 40
countries, the aDA they receive exceeds 10%
of their GDP.

The aId sociaL-sector ratio
It is not possible, however, to be preci e about
how aid was used-particularly to e timate
how much of it went to the ocial and productive sectors. Some aid is given to support
a government's general expenditure programme. Ths programme aid may not be tied
to anyone sector a that it can be used for
defence or infrasu\lcture or for ocial sectors.
On the other hand, aid given specifically for
the social ectors may-in theory, though
rarely in practise~nly substitute for funds
the government would have provided anyway,
and which it can now spend elsewhere.
Untied programme aid fanned a rising
proportion of aid flows in the 1980s, partly
becau e of the increasing importance of
SU\lctural adjustment loans. From the World
Bank, adjustment lending in 1989 accounted
for 18% of its IBRD commitments and 8% of
its IDA funding, compared with 8% and 4%
for 1980-82. Within adjustment lending, an
increasing proportion-twa-thirds in 1989has been directed towards specific sectors. But
until 1989, only two such sectoral adjustment
loans were for the ocial ectors, so the effect
has been to reduce the proportion of funds

If only one-third of
existing aid were
committed to
human priority
areas, the aid
allocation to these
sectors would
increase fourfold

The aid human expenditure ratio-the

product of the three foregoing ratios, and thu
the percentage of a donor's GNP going to
human priority areas in recipient countries.

The aId expenditure ratio
Most donor countries have failed to reach the
internationally agreed target of 0.7% of GNP
for official development assistance (aDA).
While there is con iderable variation among
countries- orway allocated over 1% of it
11;\:\NLl\lC HU~I\ 'DI.\T.LOI':\IL 'T

TABLE3.11

aDA as a percentage of GNP
1970

1980

1989

Norway
Sweden
Netherlands
Denmark
Canada
Australia
Japan
United Kingdom
USA

.33

.90
.85
.90
.72
.47

.59
.23
.42
.31

.52

.24

1.04
.97
.94
.94
.44
.38
.32
.31
.15

Average for industrial countries

.33

.35

.32

.41
.60
.40

.41

.27
.43
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specifically available for human development.
Aid social-sector ratios have also been
falling in bilateral lending, as seen in the
sectoral allocation of aid from westem donors
(accounting for over 85% of bilateral, or government-to-government aid) (table 3.12). For
bilateral aid, the proportion for health and
education together dropped from 24.5% to
17.4% berween1979 and 1989. For multilateral aid, the proportions are even lower. There
are, however considerable variations among
donors: ranging from the relatively low allocations ofJapan (8.4%) and Sweden (13.8%)
to the higher proportions of Belgium (38%)
and ew Zealand (54%).
Even if the social allocation ratio is falling
generally for certain recipient countries, the
aid allocated to education and health can form
a substantial proportion of their total ocial
expenditure. In some case it exceeds the
TABLE 3.12

Allocation of aid by sector
Bilateral"

Multilateral

1979

1989

1988
7.8
4.3

Health and population
Education
Total social and administrative
infrastructure Including planning and
public administration

8.0
16.5

6.7
10.7

30.8

25.7

19.9

Agriculture
Other

179
51.3

11.3
63.0

23.2
56.9

100.0

100.0

100.0

Total

a OECD/DAC. accounting for 85% of total bilateral ald.

amount spent by national govenunents.
Much of the aid not allocated to the social sector is still important for human development-which involves both the economic
and ocia! a peets of people s lives. SUPPOIt
for some forms of infrastructure, say, will be
of great value. Indeed, for countries already
at a high level of human development, certain types of social pending may have a lower
priority. Countries like Chile, Cuba and the
Philippine, which already have high literacy
rate, need to be spending more on higher
education.
One part of non-social-sector aid that is
very questionable i assistance to the military.
Militaty assistance i atl important instrument
of US foreign policy. The real level of military
assistance from the USA peaked during the
Korean war. There has ince be n a major
regional shift away from Asia and towards Israel, Egypt atld the Gulf area. The next largest share goes to a group of countries where
the USA has rights to military bases-Turkey,
Greece, Portugal, pain and the Philippines,
though Paki tan was also an important recipient during the 1980s ar the rime of the
Afghat-llstan war. El ewhere, the a -sistance to
Africa (excluding Ethiopia in the early 1970s)
and Larin America (apm from EI Salvador)
ha been relatively low. Most US military aid
since 1974 ha been in the fOlm of credit ale
rather than grant. But the loans have largely
been forgiven (as at various times for Isra I,
Egypt, Turkey and Pakistan).

The m"d pl70rity ratto

TABLE 313

Analysis of ODA social spending, 1989
Aid
human
expenditure
ratio

Aid
expenditure
ratio

(%)

Aid
social
allocation
ratio
(%)

Aid
social
priority
ratio
(%)

(%)
Average
Netherlands
Denmark
Sweden
France
Finland
Switzerland
Germany'
Australia
United Kingdom
Canada
Italy
USA

0.026

0.32

22.6

36.6

0128
0.110
0.070
0.053
0.051
0.047
0047
0.029
0.028
0.023
0.017
0.012

0.94
0.94
0.97
0.54
0.63
0.30
0.41
0.38
0.31
0.44
0.42
0.15

25.2
22.4
13.8
39.1
29.3
20.1
25.6
30.7
24.8
19.9
18.0
17.1

53.8
52.2
51.9
25.1
27.4
78.7
44.4
25.2
36.6
25.9
22.4
46.1

Note: Column 1 is the percentage of a donor's GNP allocated to priority sectors (primary health care
and basIC education) in recipient countries through ODA. It IS calculated as columns 2 x 3 x 4.
a. Excluding the former German Democratic Republic.
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The proportion of social sector aid allocated
to priority areas (such as primary health care,
basic education, fanlily planning and rural
water supply) has been small. TIle aid pliority
ratio is only about 36.6% (figures 3.4 and 3.5
and table 3.13 )-de pite repea ted pronouncement from the international community about the importance of basic education and health care and rural service. Italy
has a palticularly low ratio, and those for
France, Australia and Canada are not much
higher. The Nordic countries and Switzerland
have the highest aid priority ratios.
The aid priority ratio in table 3.13 is
based on the Credit Reporting Sy tern (CRS)
database of the OEeD. But its coveragefINANCING I-IUi\lAJ'\1 DEVELOPMr.NT

Social sector aid is skewed in this way when
donors prefer their contJibutions to be more
visible-the city ho pital rather than the rural
clinic. But even when there is a real desire to
promote plimary programmes, it can be very
difficult to channel funds to small- cale, highly
dispersed local initiative and to ensure that
they are replicable. It certainly is possible,
however-as with the success in promoting
plimary health care in Senegal (box 3.4).
Social sector aid that has a high priority
ratio will tend to direct resources more towards the poor. But it is also possible to have
much the same effect in economic sectors by
supporting poverty-oriented projects.
Aid directed towards small-scale agriculture and industry, for example, can improve
the incomes of the poor. Indeed, the evidence
shows that poverty-oriented projects have a
high rate of return and that attempt to reach
the poor do not undermine economic efficiency. But many projects have worked in the

approximately 70% of total bilateral ODAis notably incomplete in the cases of some
large donors, like France, Germany and the
United Kingdom. Rough assumptions have
been made about the sectoral disuibution of
bilateral grants (technical note 7). It must be
noted, however, that actual figures are only
approximations and need to be carefully
checked: what matters i the method of this
analysis.
Education received only 11% of all bilateral aid dwing the 1980s. Flows to plimmy
education were Lmited, and declined in real
terms for middle- and low-income counuie .
Educational assistance to Sub-Saharan
Africa in the early 1980s, for example, was
heavily skewed towards higher education. This
bias i reflected in the allocations per student$1.10 per primary pupil, $11 per secondmy
pupil and 575 per university student-though
the discrepancy arise ,to some extent, because
higher education is more expensive.
FIGURE 3 4

aDA allocations to human development. 1989
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other direction. In India, for example, many
poor tend to be landless. So external assistance has often been provided to support efforts aimed at increasing food production
through the provi ion of irrigation credit extension and new seeds. These efforts have
mostly benefited the middle-income farmers.
Agricultural advances have celtainly helped
raise food output in India. But, unfortunately,
the purchasing power of India's poor has not
increased significantly. As a result, the incidence of malnutrition has not fallen.
For the urban poor, there have been numerous attempts-of varing success-to offer credit and technology. In Costa Rica, external assistance helped finance over 400
urban microenterprises, which have created
job and raised incomes. Over half the beneficiaries were among the extremely poor.

Restructuring azd budgeL~
The potential i great for donors to mobilize
more resources for human development by
restlUcturing their aid budgets. The aid priority ratio-the proportion of donors' GNP
allocated to human priority concerns-is extremely low. For OECD donors as a whole, it

is only 0.026% of their combined GNP.
The arithmetic is simple. Official development assistance (aDA) for all countries
currently represents 0.32% of their combined
GNP. Of this, only 23% went to social sectors in 1988, and of the social sector spending, only 37% went to human development
priority areas. In education budgets, for example, only 7% went for primary schooling.
In health budgets, only 27% wa for primary
health care. And only 19% of the water supply
and sanitation funds went to the lUral areas.
Average like these naturally conceal significant differences among donors (table
3.11). The Nordic countries devote over 0.9%
of their GNP to aid, and their aid priority ratios are between 0.05% and 0.11 %--many
times more than the overall average for donors. The USA, on the other hand, commits
only 0.15% of its G P to aid. As a result, its
aid human expenditure ratio is only 0.01%.
Some people argue that it does not matter if aid misses priority targets: any aid will
permit the recipient government to relea e
funds to spend elsewhere. Plausible in theory,
the argument is wrong in practice. For many
countries, aid constitute udl a high proportion of their development budgets that aid

FIGURE 3.5

Social priority aDA per capita donor population. 1989
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priorities inevitably become development
prioritie . In Bumndi, aid provide 56% of
total expenditure on health and education.
The proportion of total expenditure is also
high in Chad (53%), Uganda (48%), Somalia
(38%) and Ethiopia (35%).
Finance ministers of developing countries
are in any case, unlikely to respond well to
such argument . They are reluctant in the best
of times to undertal<e social expenditureswhich offer little immediate financial retmn
and demand recmring expenditure long into
the future. Mini ters will hardly be encouraged to increase ocial pending if donors, too,
are reluctant to finance recurring expenditure-and prefer in tead to give money for
capital-intensive scheme that happen to require machinery and technical as istance from
the sanle donor countries.
Of all the categorie of development aid,
technical assistance must be the ripest for reassessment. Africa receive $6 billion in technical assistance each year, and this figure keeps
ri ing. Yet Africa still has some of the lowest
level of human development in the world.
The problem i that too much is being
spent on the salaries of expensive foreign experts and too little on building up local institutions and experti e. Shi.ft.ing the main focus of technical assistance to building up
national capacity would not only reduce the
cost of assi tance. It would also release million of dollars that could be put to more productive purposes.
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BOX 3.4

As istance for community health care in Senegal
The Pekine project, a ucces ful primary
health programme in Senegal, wa' initiated with external a istance in 1975 to
provide health care to a poor part of
Dakar, the capital.
By 1985, the project had 24 health
po lS, with rwo higher level health centre, ev n maternity units and two dental units. The emphasi in the 800,000
medical visits during that period wa on
preventive medicine; the local rate of
immunization ro e from 5% to 60%. But
cures were al 0 offered for fairly straightforward conditions.

Participation wa inlponant. The
beneficiarie were consulted on the
programme from the beginning, and local health comminee were established
tocontrolandadministerthehealthpo t .
Training local taff was a high priority.
Central funding, including e>..-remal
as istance, was reduced over time and
locally raised fund covered an increasingportion ofco ts-pan ofwhicll came
from small user charge. By 1983, local
funds fmanced 70% of the recurrent

cr.

Donor countries must thus reasses their
aid priorities and commit themselves to the
support of human development. If recipient
countries adopt the arne priorities, the way
will be open to a new and productive era for
official development assistance-one based
on a mutual commitment to human development (see chapter 6).
A restructuring of aid budgets will require
much better di closme and publication of information. The OEeD Development Assistance Committee (DAC) could make a valuable contribution here. It could analyse the
effects of existing aid ptiorities on the human
development levels of recipient countries. It
could al a help by regularly publi hing aid
social allocation ratios and aid priority ratios
for each donor.
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CHAPTER 3 ANNEX

Summary of country studies

Republic of Korea
Primary income distribution: Good
Human expenditure ratio: Medium
Public expenditure ratio: Low
oeial allocation ratio: Medium
Social priority ratio: High
The main force behind buman development in the
Republic of Korea has been the rapid, widespread e."(pansion of primary income', through economi
gr wth. Land reform in 19-19 laiJ the founJation for
broad acces to the country' most productive asset.
There also was an empha is on education, especially
primary education, to develop the human resources
needd for growth with equity. And macroeconomic
polic encouraged the shift from import substitution
to employment-intensive production for export.
But the e.,perien e has shown that high growth
rates alone are not enough to ensure human development. ince 1976, the government has extended
medical in urance to over more than half the popula.
tion and developed high.<!ualitr public health and
educarion y ·tems. It also prO\~des free, or ht:a\'uy
·ubsidizeJ. medical care to poor families-e pecially
to mothers and children.
Human developmem thus started with the
government's promotion of primary incomes. But now
the government also directs a . ignificant proponion of
public r ouree towards the social sector, especially
to ocial priorit}, areas.

Zimbabwe
Primary income distribution: Poor/Moderate
Human expenditure ratio: High
Public expenditure ratio: High
Social allocation ratio: High
Social priority ratio: High
Zimbabwe illustrates the power of a high human expenditure ratio. The government' commitment to
priority area . bas re u1ted in human expenditure per
person greater than tho>c of wealthier countries-and
accounts for the country's impressi\'e achievements in
literacy, child mortality and life ('xpe tancy.
After independence, the social allocation ratio
rose from under 20% in 1978 to nearly 30% in 1981
and 49% today; the public expenditure ratio remained
high but constant. Defence and administration spend·
ing dropped correspondingly, from 44% to 28%.
The social priorit)' ratio L'O e as health expeodi·
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ture shifted from urban hospitals to preventive rural
service. Enormous progress was also made in educa·
Lion. where the share of the budgel allocated [0 pri·
mary schooling rose from 38% to 56%, d ubling the
real expenditure per head. All pnmary school age chil·
dren are now attending school, and for secondary
schooling, the gross enrolment ratio ha ri en to 51%.
Even in the 1980s, during periods of economic
aJju rment and severe drought, the falling infant mortality rates and ri 'ing school enrolment l'dtiOS showed
how human development continued to progre ,
Zimbabwe also shows what properly structured
foreign aid can do. Aid financed almost a fifth of the
budget for immunization in 1983. Aid also played a
major role in financing the Child Supplementary
Feeding Programme, from its inception in 1981. The
contribution of aid to rural water supply rose from
32% in 1983 to 58% in 1985

Tanzania
Primary income distribution: Moderate
Human expendirure ratio: Low
Public expenditure ratio: Medium
Social allocation ratio: Low
Social prioriry ratio: High
Tanzania" impressive progre s in human development
over the past three dec.1de is reflected in increa ing
literacy (from Ies than 30% to an estimated 52%) and
life expeCUlncy (from 41 to 54 years). Although income
per head, at 160. is less than half the regional average,
Tanzania's performance in human development-a
reflected in child mon'tlit} and nutritional statu
compares favourably \\~th its neighbours in Africa.
These achievements are the outcome of a phi·
losophy to proVIde basic oaal se,,~ce to the entire
population. Tanzania has one of the oldest national
health care system' in ub· Maran Africa. ince the
late 1960s the rural population has been organized in
registered village settlement·, facilitating the extension
of basic social services. Over 80% of the population
ha a ce . to health care, and almost 90% of the oneyear.olds are immunized.
Even so. significant deprivation pel'Sists. Half the
population lack. access to afe walCl', and nead>' half
the children do not attend primary hoo1. Primary
school enrolment dropped in the second half of the
19805. Secondary enrolment rate ar.: less than 5%.
Despite a high priority for primary education and
health care, the country's human expenditure per per-
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son was only U $3.80 in 19 . Reason, for this paltry
~nding are low income per head and me inadequate
attention to social sector expendinlre .
Budget strains since the mid-1970s have resulted
in severe cut-backs, including basic social erviccs.
Health expenditures per person have declined by oneqU:1fl<::r over the period. These cUl·backs have led to
decreasing qualit}" and reduced access for the poor,
who cannot afford to purchase these servic .
The need to reo tTUClUre publi expendirun;s iJ;
urgent. Tanzania' 'ocial allocation ratio is only 15%,
while debt crvicing, public emerprise and military
expenditures drain the gO\'emment budget.
Human de\'elopmem i hampered by high rates
of population growth (averaging 3..1% annually between 1960 and 1990) and poor economic performance. The restoration of growth and expanding in·
come-earning opportunities. together with
restructuring public expenrlitures towards the social
sector', are crucial factors in improving human development in Tanzania.

Costa Rica
Primary income distribution: Moderate
Human e."penditure ratio: Medium
Public expenditure ratio: High
Socia! allocation ratio: High
ocia! priority ratio: Medium
C sta Rica has an out ·tanding record of human devel pmem. With high public expenditure and social
allocation ratios, it has attained human development
indicat rs close to th . e of Europe.
The basis for the social reforms was laid in the
19-10, when the Army wa abolished and "autono·
mous institution .. wete created for health. education
and social insurance, A long hi tory of democracy reinforced me pre sure for welfare policies, underpinned by a rapid expan ion in the export of cash
crops. like coffee, which helped generate incomeearning opportunities.
Primary health care was emphasized from the
early- 1970s, through programmes f rural health and
community health. Both me ed preventive action
(especially against infectiou and parasitic di eases) as
well as corumunity participation.
In education, the proportion of girl completing
prim'lty chool rose from 17% in 1960 to 65% in 1980,
The high percentage of edu ated mothers helped
bring down infant mortality-which in tum contrib-
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uted to a de line in the desired family izc and the
fertility rate.
The social ecurity system in 0 ta Rica is universal, wherea elsewhere in Latin America it tend to
be regres ive, benefiting only those in formal employ·
m<::nl. By 1980, "Imo t all ost>l Ric,UJs wCl'e c.;uvcrcd
by a combination of pensions, health insurance, social
welfare and public health. Thc moderate social priority ratio doc llot in lude the contribution of social
security pu}ments (in UJis C.I'e po itive).
Eventually, however, the country's income
-tnned to lag behind its social 'pending. The growing
deficits were financed by both dome tic and foreign
debt, and when foreign as istance dried up in the
19 0 ,Costa Rica uffered a seriou rece ion.
But Costa Ric a's human devel pment a hievements have proved resilient even in the e adverse
condirions. Once women know aboUl family planning
and have been educatcd in h)'giene and nutrition, such
gains are nOl qui k1y lost. Lllant mortality rates and
malnutrition have continued to fall (although at a dedi ning rate) as economic conditions have worsened.
TIJere have been orne warning signs, ucb as a
di turbing drop in prinlary school enrolment in the
19805. But Costa Rica remain an outstanding example of human development in Latin America-and
thewodd.

Jordan
Primary income distribution: Moderate
Human expenditure ratio: High
Public expenditure ratio: High
Social allocation ratio: Low
Social prioriry ratio: Medium
Jordan has a level of human development that i high
by the randards of the Arab region. High levels of
pubLic expeorliLllre and a moderate social priority ratio
have resulted in a high human expenditure ratio.
With the majority of the population under 15
years of age, therc bas been a sU'ong emphasis on
education. JOI'dan raised literacy rates from 47% in
1970 10 7-4% in 1985 And though till low (62%),
female literacy rates are significantly above the average for tbe region.
The high educational levels of Jordanians has
paid off in economic and financial term, killed
labour is the country' most valuable r<=source. Remittance from skilled Jordanian labour in the Gulf area
has constituted a m,ljor Oll.l'Ce of hard currency.
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Jordnnian' have also made con iderable progress
in health. ince 1960. life expectancy increas d from
47 years to 67. and child mortality rotes fell from 217
per 1.000 births to 55. Health service hllve been focu ed on Amman, the capital. wht:re over a third of
the population lives. But the government is now im·
proving Lhe quality of rural primary health care by
establishing rural health cenu'es capable of offering a
wide range of ba ic services.
Jordan's experience i of pecial relevance to
higher income countries in the region and elsewhere,
who f'lliled to reach human development levels com·
patible with their income. Astute allocation of scarce
resource . t gether with a fairly equitable distribution
of income. have contributed to humllll development
levels that are better than in other countries with per
capita incomes several time' Jordan's.

Indonesia
Primary income distribution: Good
Human expendirure rario: Low
Public e..~penditure ratio: Medium
SocialaUocatioo rario: Low
Social priority ratio: Low
Indonesia ha enjoyed broad-based econom.ic growth
ince the 1970s. It reaped large windfall profits from
its oil production-and used them to provide for the
time when the oil revenue dwindled. The govern·
ment has advanced human development, both by
generating widespread primary incomes. particularly
in agriculture. and by supplementing these through
social ervices. The proportion of people below the
povert), line fell considerably in the 1980s-though
the incidence of po\'eny is much higher in the eastern
partS of the archipelago.
The government launched a massive primary
education programme and eliminated chool fees in
1978-a hieving high basic enrolment rates.
ignificant problems temain, however. A high
proportion of the population is part of the "marginal
poor", with incomes only slightly above the poverty
line. Indone ia still lag behind many of its neighbouts
in nutrition, lit expectancy and infanr m rtality
The social allocation and ocial priority ratios are
far below average, and the human expenditure ratio is
very poor. Health expenditure is relatively low, biased
heavily towards urban curative care. Higher priority
needs to be given to preventive health facilities in the
villages-through programmes, such asposyanP.u.
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afe water and sanitation are also only available
to a minority of Indonesians, usually the better-off
urban resident. Much more attention neecb to go to
the public provision of priority social selV;ce .

Argentina
Primary income distribution: Poor
Human expenditure ratio: Medium
Public expenditure ratio' High
Social allocation ratio: Medium
Social priority ratio: Low
Argentina has achieved high rate of literacy and
school enrolment (both stood m O\'er 95% by the mid·
1980 ), and child mortality rates are Ie than one·
third of the developing country a\'erage.
Nonetheless, Argentina's human development
performance L disappointing, considering its levd of
G P per head ($2,520). ubstantial proportions of
the population, especiall) in the orth and the slum
areas around Buenos Aire , have only limited acces
to education, health care or safe water and snnitatlon
ocia! condition have worsened with the prolonged
economic crisis. TIlt: share of the population with ac·
cess to 'afe water declined by nine percentage points
over the 1980s, to 51%. in e the D1Id-1970s, average
household income declined b) more than one-fifth, in
real terms, and income distribution be arne more
hwed.
TIle public expenditure ratio i high. Although
the .ociaI allocation ratio is moderate (}5% in 19 ),
70% of this is dir~"Cted to social ecurity pa>meOls,
wluch benefit only tho e working in the formal sector,
rather than the poor. Since Argentina 11.1 , over an
extended period of time, achie 'cd high rate of access
to health care and hasic education it can, to a certain
extent. be seen as a case of shifting prioritie in the
light of past achievemenrs in providing pen ion ,
higher education and more sophisticated health care.
At the 'arne time, it is vital that these achieve,
mcnts-Iargdy attained before 1970-be presen'ed.
This hill> not always been the case, as the experience
of the 1980' reflects. In this ense Argentina's low
priority ratio is a cause for concern: social crvices that
mainly benefit the poor-primillY education, public
hospitals, primary health care and slum improvement
programme -have uffered more severe deteriora·
tion over the past decade than social eKpenditure di·
rected towards the bencr-off Argentines.
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CHAPTER 4

~ Efficiency in human development

Government budgets in all developing countries are extremely tight, so the earch goe
on for reducing the unit costs of ocial services-without compromising quality or reducing acces . The search al 0 goes on for
recovering some costs by charging users for
the services they receive.
Measures for cost reduction and recovery must be een in their political and socioeconomic context. Indeed, pa t experience
suggests that a "healthy" degree of competition between public and private ervices in
the human development field often leads to
price reductions, to greater access and thus
to improved benefits for people.
It is desirable, moreover, to examine more
than just how to reduce the costs of one
particular policy measure or service. The
critical question i whether the same objective-for example, meeting the nutritional
needs of people at large or those of particular
population egments-could be better
achieved through an alternative, less expensive route. For food subsidies, a preferred
policy option could be to adopt agricultural
policy measures that help encourage and
support the concerned population group in
increa ing their own food production.
Many programme, such as Indonesia's
nutrition support programme, seek to combine two approaches-meeting people's
nutritional needs through special programmes,
whether food sub idy sdleme or feeding
programmes, and enabling people to increase
their food production, for instance, through
kitchen gardening.
Ju t a the balance between private and
public delivery i important for increasing
efficiency, so too i the degree of cenu'alization and decentralization that marks a
country's development strategy. Decentralizing social services reduce coSts, because it
HFIUE:-\CY I.
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encourages the use of local resources and
often holds down aclrninisu'ative costs. It also
ha disadvantages. It makes it more cl.iffi.cuIt
to maintain and control desired quality standards for the services to be delivered. It may
perpetuate, even reinforce, disparities between various regions or local communities.
The pros and cons have to be weighed
carefully. On the positive side, decentralization usually creates an atmosphere that encourages initiative at all levels, from bottom
to top. It allows people to become more
involved in decisions that affect their live . It
thus promotes development that is more
people-oriented, more sustainable and more
relevant to people's needs and interests. Decentralization facilitates participatory development, which is much more than a means
of enhancing efficiency and effectiveness. It
i one of the main aims of human development.
A country's overall policy framework creates the possibilities for public-private competition and complementarity, for decentralization and for other means of increasing efficiency, such as targeting. To how more concretely how various approaches have worked,
the discussion here exan1ines various ways to
reduce costs in ervices of priority concern to
human development and then discusses the
recovery of costs through user charges.

Decentralizing
social services
reduces costs

Cost reductions in education
TIle opportunities for cost savings are considerable in education. A recent study for the
"World Conference on Education for All"
concluded that a fea ible package of reforms
could reduce the recurrent co t of educational systems by 25%. The package consi t
of, among other things, measures to reduce
repetition, more efficient use of community
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A feasible package
of 1~eforms could
reduce the
recurrent costs of
education by 25%

resoW"ces multiple shift selective increases
in class size and some introduction of cost
recovery at the tertiary level. But the quality
of education should not be acrificed to obtain saving in unit costs.
One way of making salru.y savings i to
use teachers with less formal training and to
seek more help from the community. In
enegal, assistant teachers have been introduced in gr ater numbers: their tarring salaries are well below those of regular teacher ,
and the quality of education has not fallen. In
Colombia, too, co ts have been reduced by
increasing the role of "teacher helpers".
Just $15 per pupil is the annual co t of a
non-governmental primaty education system
in Bangladesh. The Bangladesh Rural Advancement Cornm.ittee (BRAC) provide a
three-year functionally oriented cuniculum,
preparing children for the fourth year of the
official primary education sy tem. Village
leaders and parents are acti\'ely involved, and
very simple classrooms are being u ed. The
teachers are not fuJJy trained. But the school
are highly successful and have increased access for the children of poor families-particularly for girls, who make up 63% of the

BOX 4.1

Double-shift schooling in Senegal
Primary education in enegal cost "117
per pupil in 1986-by far the highest of
all low-income countrie in Africa and
almost twice the average for Sub-Saharan
Africa. TI1ere were three reasons forthi :
high teachers' salaries (more than ten
times the per capita GDP in 1980), low
pupil-teacher ratios in the rural areas and
high administrative costs.
To reduce costs. the government
introduced double hift in urban chools
as part of its educational reform
programme. In the pilot pha e in 1982,
each da room wa used twice a day with
a different teacher. But now in the main
phase of the programme, both morning
and afternoon ses ions are taken by the
same teacher . They have to teach 40
hours a week instead of the 27 hours
under the previou system. but for this
they receive an additional 25% on their
base salary. They are also teaching malleI'
cia ses--reduced from 70 to 100 pupils
to 40 or 50.
Assistant teachers (who receive a
shorter training programme) also play an
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im ponant part in the reform. The ratio of
a isrants to teacher increa ed from 0.9
to 1.2 between 1986 and 1988, without
any drop in tanclards. Indeed. test results show that classes taught by assistant· did better than those \\lith flllly
qualified teachers. As a result, new appointments are more likely to be assistant
than fully trained teacher'. Administrative . taff, too. are becoming more productive as they are redeployed into primary teaching.
ot everything ha run moothly.ln
a drive to inaea e the acces to primary
education, the programme was imple·
mented fa ter lhan originally planned.
Some teachers had to operate the new
ystern withOLlt special training. And
parent • un ertain about the change.,
resisted them.
Overall, however, the programme i
uccessful. Unit co 'ts are beingred uced.
And gro primary enrolment increased
from 46% in 1980 to 57% in 1985 and
59% in 1988-\vith no drop in the performance of the pupil.

pupils. Of course, the actual costs are greater
than the money spent becau 'e of contributions "in kind" from parent and the rest of
the 10 al community.
Increasing the size of classes is another
way of reducing COSts. Achievement tests sho\\'
no significant difference between children in
clas es of 25 and tho e in classe of 40.
chool can al 0 increa 'e the number of
pupils per teacher by operating double shifts
in the same classroom -one group of pupils
gets schooling in the morning, another in the
afternoon. Double hifts ave on teachers (if
they take both shifts) and on the capital costs
of buildings, equipment, libraries and laboratories. With this system, Senegal has cut costs
considerably and increased access to education (box 4.1). Zambia ha also us d double
(and even uiple) shifts to reduce capital costs
in education by almost a half-and it also
reduced the current cost per primary chool
student by an average of 4.1% between 1980
and 1984.
Multiple shifts have di advantages as well.
111ey put greater pressure on teachers-and
on parents, who have to look after small
children who are not at chool. But multiple
shifts do offer considerable scope for unit
cost reduction.
The private ector i one route to greater
efficiency in education. Comparison between
plivate and public school are difficult to make
because the different schools usually draw
students from different backgrounds, and this
is lil<ely to have an influence on their performance. Even so, a study ha shO\vn that in
the Philippines, private econdary schools
spend, on average. about half as much per
tudent as public schools-and their tudent
achieve better re ults in both English and
Tagalog (the national language of the Philippines). wIllie public chool pupils do better in
mathematics. Studies on Colombia Tanzania and Thailand also suggest that, at the
secondary level, private schools are more costeffective than public chools.
Research, based on evidence from everal Asian countries, indicates that unit costs
in higher education tend to decrease when
the share of the cost financed through private contributions increases. Beyond recovery of 40%, however, the marginal decrea e
in unit cost becomes very mall.
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There i' evidence that schools whose financing and planning are managed in a decentralized way and which are supervised by
local conmuttees are more efficient than tho e
that are part of a centralized y tern.
Cost reductions in health care

The health ector, tOO, offers can iderable
opportunitie for savings. In the Americas, an
estimated 25% of health expenditure is
wa ted. Most govemments could mal<e large
savings by moving to lower-cost u'eatment,
choosing more appropriate drugs and buying
them more efficiently.
The drug bills for most healtll elvice
are enormous-and wastage may be more
than 50%. Concentrating more 011 basic drugs
could help make considerable savings. Medicine con umption per head in developing
countries was estimated at $5.40 in 1985.
Yet basic and essential drugs cost around
£1.00 per person. An even more basic li t
could be provided for 0.25. Between 1.5
and 2.5 billion people still have little or no
regular access to essential drugs.
Many of the cheapest treatments are just
as effective a the high-tech alternative .
Diarrhoeal disea es are one of the leading
cau es of death in developing countries, The
conventional treatment is intravenous
rehydration therapy. But oral rehydration i
just a effective as intravenous-if not more
so in some cases-and using it could cut
costs by about 90%.
Ra tionalizing the buying policies for drugs
could lead to further econonues. Genelic
rather than brand-name drugs could be
used-and purchased through competitive
bidding. Sri Lanka saved considerably by
centralizing the buying of pharmaceutical
products through one state company. It obtained basic drugs at less than half the price
paid by the private sector-sometime les
than one-third. In1proved storage and di tribution can al 0 increa e efficiency. The wa tage in inmmnization campaign hfl been e timated at 33%. Reducing it to 20% would
cut the cost of vaccines and syringes from
, lAO per child to $1.15.
Taking ome of these mea ures could
reduce the foreign exchange costs of drugs
by a lhird to a half. Savings have been even
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greater in several countries with pharmaceutical indu tries-as in Argentina, Brazil, Egypt,
India, the Republic of Korea and Mexico.
As in education, employing personnel with
fewer formal qualification could also offer
considerable savings without jeopardizing
standards. Health car workers and traditional birth artendant can be involved at the
village level. And communities can help pay
for, or build, health posts and clinics, especially
if they are put in charge and if they ee that
thei.r investment are for their direct benefit.
More use could also be made of traditional
healers and herbal medicines.
Finally, improved organization and management in health sy tern ould lead to
greater cost-effectiveness. Consider Malawi,
where simple management improvements in
the principal hospital could save t"vo-fifths of
non-salary recurrent expenditme.

Many of the
cheapest medical
treatments are
just as effective as
the high-tech
alternatives

Cost reductions in water and san.itation

ew technologie and better management
structures can make a great contribution. The
International Drinking Water and Sanitation
Decade helped identify many new approaches, including gravity-fed water upplie
which can decrease co·ts and widen coverage in hilly areas. Water can now be treated
Witll slow sand filtration processes, which
purify moderately polluted surface water more
cheaply.
Wells and pumps have also been improved. Small diameter wells can be operated for cost th.at range from $5.00 to under
$0.50 per user. In a project in India, water is
pumped from a deep well for capital costs of
less than $1.00 per user per year-with operating and maintenance costs of about $0.10
per user. Similar low co ts have been achieved
in prograrnnles in Ghana and Mala\\~. Several new kind of water pUOlpS have become
available, including hand-pumps that allow
communities to manage and maintain the
water sy tern them elve .
orne government and extemal donors
have encouraged improvements in the area
of cost control and financial management
that are of vital importance to any water supply y tem. One of the ways to achieve tile e
improvements is through the use of computers, facilitating billing and fee collection, in
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particular in urban areas.
The users themselve are one of the most
important management re ources. The involvement of the community and particularly
the women-in decisions about the location
of facilities, the most acceptable kinds of
technology and the arrangements for use and
maintenance--ean help sustain a reali tic
progranune of low-cost investment.

Cost reductions in food subsidies

Food subsidies
must be integrated
into a clearly
thought-out
nutrition strategy
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Some 800 million people go to bed hungry
each night. Over one-third of the children in
the developing world-about 180 millionare severely underweight, putting their healthy
development and lives at ri k. In many countries, there may be absolute food shOltages,
but the real problem for many poor families
is that they cannot afford to buy the food that
is available.
Government have tried to hold down
the price of food, but this has reduced the
incomes of farmers (many of whom are
them elves poor and malnouri hed) and discouraged production.
A better solution i to sub idize ba ic
foods. Thi has become an impOltant <t ocial
service" in many developing countries. But
food subsidies are expensive-in some cases
amounting to over 15% of government budgets-so any as essment of public expenditure hould examine ways of doing this more
efficiently.
Food subsidies take four main forms:
• Market-wzde price reductions-reducing
prices of selected products for all consumers.
• Food ratloning-distributing food to specific shops or households at concessionary
pl1ce .
• Nutritional intervention-operating feeding programmes for schoolchildren or other
vulnerable groups.
• Foodjor-work-giving food a payment
to those taking part in public works schemes,
often infrastructure or disaster-relief projects.
Market-wide reduction give relatively
more help to the poorest familie (particularly those in urban areas), since they spend a
high proportion of their income on food. In
Sri Lanka, the poorest 10% of the population
spend almost 80% of their income on foodand the subsidies received by the poorest

fifth of low-income households effectively
contributed about 16% of household income
in the late 1970s. In Kerala in India sub idies
contributed as much a half the income of
low-income household in the same period.
When a country is going through an economic adjustment programme, food subsidies have often been among the first item of
government expenditure under attack. About
one-third of the adjustment programmes in
the mid-1980s involved reducing food sub idies. Generally, there was a decline in real
spending on subsidies between 1980 and
1985, except [or a few countries, like
Bangladesh, MaUlitius and Morocco, in which
it increased.
Part of the reason for this is that food
subsidies seem indiscriminate. Countries like
Egypt. Morocco, Pakistan and Zambia provide across-the-board subsidies, which allow
relatively wealthy people to benefit from low
prices as well. In Morocco, 80% of the budgetary co t of food subsidies in the rural area
does not benefit the most needy.
The challenge in recent years has become to target the subsidies, so that they
support the nutrition of the poor 010 t efficiently. Obviously, there will be trade-off :
the more narrowly targeted a programme,
the greater the risk that some of the most
vulnerable may also mi s out. And while the
amount spent on food may fall, the adminisu'ative cost will generally rise. Moreover, there
is the risk that food subsidy programmes will
lose political support ( ee chapter 5).
It is important that food subsidies are
integrated into a clearly thought-out nutrition strategy. Research has shown that food
subsidies are more effective when combined
with nutrition education and primary health
care. In Tamil Nadu in India, food supplements complemented by nutrition education
and primary health care have considerably
raised the nutritional status of children at risk
from malnutrition.
Economic and political circum tance
determine what is appropriate and fea ible in
each particular case. evertheless, some
general conelu ions can be drawn from recent experience.
• Targeting by Income-Such targeting tends
to be ineffective in poor counnies where in·
come records are weak. Many of those in
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need are omitted, and the administrative co ts
are high (box 4.2).
Targeting by region-Making cheap food
available at certain shops in selected areas
can be effective if poverty is concentrated
regionally. But this generally is not the case,
and shops tend to be located more in the
low-income districts of urban areas, reaching
only a proportion of the poor.
• Targeting by commodIty-Subsidizing only
basic commodities that are mainly consumed
by the poor can reach the poor without excessive wastage. But often the wrong commodities are subsidized-wheat or meat, for
example, which are consumed more by highincome groups. If the right commodity is
selected, such a "self-targeting" scheme can
be very effective and efficient.
• Offenngfree school meals-This is a good
way to reach children of school age, with the
added advantage of encouraging scl100l attendance.
• Distributing througb bealth dinics-This is
a very effective way of reaching vulnerable
groups, including malnourished small chilli'en, and pregnant and lactating women. In
Colombia, and in remote rural areas of the
Philippines, the distribution of food stamps
to low-income mothers bringing their preschool children to health posts has been very
successful.
Food sub idies can be a vital tool for
helping the poor. But they hould be an integral patt of a larger strategy aimed at enabling poor households to meet their own
needs-and at making the subsidies superfluous.
User charges
Basic social services in developing countries
are often either free or provided at a very
small charge. 111e justification for this is that
society as a whole often gains, even when
etvices are provided to indi\~duals. A free
health etvice treating people with communicable diseases clearly also benefits those \vho
are not ill. And free education increases
people's capabilities-and can thus improve
the income and welfat-e of the country as a
whole. Moreover, offering the rna t basic
services free permits greater equality of opportunity and fulfils a government's responI-f 11CI1 • l.\ 1 Ill' \[.\
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sibility to provide for its citizens' basic human tights. But people-even in low-income
groups-are often willing to pay a fee if that
provides them better services. Competition
from the private sector provides that option
in several cases.
Education in some countries is free, but
only for a certain nwnber of years. In Nepal
and the Republic of Korea, for example, ptimary education is free. In the Philippine ,
secondary education has also been free since
1988. In other countries, including MaUlitius,
education is free at all levels.
Even when services are officially free,
they can tack a con iderable financial burden
onto poor families. Teacl1ers' salaries are so
low in some countries that parents may have
to top them up through contributions to the
teachers' transpott or food, if students are to
see their teachers at all. Prescriptions, too,
are often supposed to be free, but in reality
patiertts may have to pay if they are not to
discover that the drugs are mysteriously "out

BOX 4.2

Food subsidies bypass Sri Lanka's poor

If a subsidy programme is targeted narrowly in the hope that only the poor will
benefit, this will probablybring down the
co t. But it run two ri ks. First, orne of
the needy bene.6ciaries will be excluded.
Second, it may be unpopular with other
politically powerful groups, who may either block the programme or divert it to
their own ends.
ri Lanka's experience illustrates
some of the dangers. The government
that came into power in 1977 inherited a
food subsidy programme that combined
a general rice subsidy with a rationing
scheme. Thi - was very expensive, accounting for around 15% of total government expenditure.
The new go erllment was in a good
position to introduce reforms. It had a
latge majority, foreign aid was plentiful,
the weather was good, international
price were low and, after years of stagnation, growth had resumed. In 1978,
the ubsidy to the richest part of the
population was removed, and in 1979,
the rationing scheme was replaced by a
food tamp sy tern.
The targeting system certainly reduced costs: food subsidies fell from
about 5% of GNP in the mid-1970s to

l.3%in 1984. But the poorbenefited Ie s
under the new programme. The calorie
consumption per head of the poorest
20% of the population declined from the
already low level of 1,490 calories in
1979 to 1,368 in 1982. And the proportion of Sri Lankans in poverty rose from
23% in 1978 to 27% in 1987.
Why did the poor suffer? Because
30% of the households in the poorest
haii of the population were not receiving
the stamps, and be ause inilation halved
the real \·alue of the stamp (which were
not indexed). Meanwhile, 30% of the
wealdlie t half of the population did receive the stamps. The rea SOD was that the
distribution ofstamps \Va based on declarations of income and these largely
went unchallenged-e pecially in the
rural areas. The distribution of income
thus became even more unequal.
The go errunent did try to check the
income of claimants, but parliament opposed the move: aiding the poor may be
acceptable, but cutting benefits to the
middle class obviously is nolo
The les 'ons are clear: it i nOt possible to benefit all the poor and on!)/ the
poor. And if it comes to a choice, prefer
excess coverage to deficient coverage.
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of stock" in the pharmacy.
A distinction has to be made between the
provision and the financing of e!"','ice (ee
chapter 3). orne 'eIVices that the government pays for may be delivered by the private sector. People who use pl;vate schools
and hospitals might pay, at least in pmt, with
govemment vouchers, leaving them free to
choo e and encouraging competition by providers. Or the upport can be more indirect-through tax relief on personal contribution for health or education.
111ere are also suggestions that people
should pay at least something for the benefit
they receive-thi may, for example, encourage more careful use of elvice like water.
And having parents pay for their children's
education might improve school attendance.
The CWTent debate on u er charges focu es on four issue : the extent to which
revenue can be gathered, the pas. ible increase
in efficiency, the concerns for justice and equity
and the danger of reducing access for the poor.

The price
mechanism should
discourage
unnecessary and
excesswe use
of services

Revenue
Theoretically, u er charges hould bring in
additional money for under-funded education and health services. But the revenue
tend to be not very great. In health services
the average cost recovery through user charges
in developing countries i estimated at only
5% of 01 erating costs (as illustrated by tables
·U and 4.2). Only a few countries achieved
reasonable rates.
In primary education, the levels are even
lower, and only in secondary and higher
education have rate beyond 10% been achieved-\.vith orne high levels in Asia (table '-1.3 ).
TABLE 4.1

User charges
Revenue from user charges as % of government expenditure
Education

1980
Bolivia
China
Costa Rica
India
Mauritius
Nigeria
Pakistan
Philippines
Zimbabwe

4.0 b
1.9
2.2
3.1
0.1
5.9 d
4.1
4.7

a 1984 b.1986 ( 1985 d 1973
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Health

1988
5.0
0.0
1.5'
0.0
5.1
1.4
1.1
3.8

1980

1988

6.0'

22.0

1.4
8.7
0.2
0.2
6.0 d
7.7

0.0
4.5'
0.2
0.6
2.6
2.5

None of these figures takes into ac aunt
the cost of collection. a the net contribution are lower still. But the potential may still
be great. The experience of some coumrie is
that people are \villing to pay for higher quality. In Ghana, 15% of recurrent government
health expenditure i recovered through user
charges. In Bolivia, 22% of govemment health
ex-penditure is paid for in this way.

ElficienC)'
The price mecharu m should di courage unnecessary and excessive use of service . And
it might be more efficient than rationing,
which is expensive to organize-and susceptible to corruption. Still a1lY form of dlarging
users will have an administrative overhead.
There doe not, as yet, seem to be much
evidence that user charges give the right signal to patient about whether to u e the
eIVice or nor. In Senegal, charges were introduced at the primary health level rather
than at U1e hospitals-and by discow'aging
preventive measures and low-cost health care,
they increased overall health costs. Senegal's
experience haws that user chm'ges should
be introduced fir t at the top of the health
referral pyramid, not at the bottom,

Equity
The government may be re ponsible for basic services-and want to ensure that rich
and poor alike have good health and a reaonable standm-d of education. But making
all of the selvices free could well be of greater
benefit to the rich. Either through greater
knowledge, or influence, or corruption, they
can get a greater hare of the highly ubsidized high-cost ervices.
One way of trying to make sure that the
poor do not suffer unduly would be to have
different charges for different income
groups-perhaps exempting the poore t altogether. But any sy tem of differential
chm'ges based on income (for u er harges or
anything else) is adminimarively very difficult, especially in developing countries. Such
sy terns may fail to di criminate effectively,
a that orne of the poor do pay while some
of the rich do not. A more promising option
wOLud be to base the discrimination, in tead,
II I
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on the type of setvice--charges for tertiary
education, for example, but not for primaty.

Access

If there is an incentive for those providing
the selvice to do their job properly, selvices

will become more widely available and more
responsive to user needs.
But would the introduction of charges
di coumge the poor? Even free elvices may
be difficult for the poor to use. The clinic
may be far away, and the transport too expen ive. And sending children to choo! u ually involves paying for uniforms and books,
and losing their contribution as workers. In
SI; Lanka, as elsewhere, the highest school
avoidance rate are among the poor st familie.
When user charges are introduced, there
may be a drop in demand from the poord1.i is confirmed by several studies. When
Ghana inu'oduced user charges in the n1.id1980s, the use of health services decreased
(box 4.3). Use did return to its previous levels in urban areas, but not in tural areas. The
service had improved, but evidendy not
enough to re-attract those deterred by the
price increase. Sin1.ilarly in Lesotho, attendance in dle lowlands crept back to its previous levels after an increase in charges but
attendance in the mountainous area remained lower man before. Ll Zaire, a rapid
increase in the price of health care caused the
overall use rate to fall from 37% to 31%.
Sharp falls were noted i.n pre.natal and underfive vi its.
The experience so far suggests some general conclusions on user charges.

Education

an effective exemption system should be established for dlose unable to pay.
• Tel'tiClly-TertiaJY education covers only
a small proportion of dle population, generally in dle upper-income groups, aJld the costs
are very high. There i a strong ca e here for
chmges-eombined with a system of scholarships for poor students.

Health
• Primmy health care-Access should be
uruversal and free not just on the basis of
equity, but because society and the economy
benefit from a generaUy healthy popLJation.
Medicines-Levying some charges can
probably improve the efficiency of use. But
governments could save much more on drugs
if they were to adopt an essential drugs prograJ"l1D1e, based on competitive bidding in
me open market, combined wim an effective
distribution system.
• Hospital care-Hospital charges would
encourage patients to go first to their free
local clinics, who would only pass them on to
me hospital if necessalY..An effective "referral y tern" of dlis kind would provide overall
healdl care more efficiently. Low-income
households and children under five should,
however, continue to be exempt.

TABLE 4.2

Health user charges in
Africa
Revenue from user charges
as % of health budget (early
1980s)
Ghana
Ethiopia
Mauritania
Mozambique
Rwanda
Lesotho
Burundi
Malawi
Cote d'ivoire
Zimbabwe
Swaziland
Kenya
Burkina Faso

15.0
12.0
12.0
8.0

7.0
5.7

4.0
3.3
3.1
2.2
2.1
2.0

0.5

Water and sanitation
It will require large increases in public sector
e:-"'Penditure and i.n external a sistance to
provide water and anitation services to everyone in developing counu-ies. User charges
will not make much of an impact on such
capital investment; the most they can do is to

TABLE 4.3

Public education user charges in Asia

•

Primary-Primary education is a basic

human right and should be free. Books and
uniforms and olher real education co t
should be subsidized for dle poorest fan1.ilies--especiaUy for fan1.ilies paying the additional opportunity costs of the loss of their
children's labour.
•
econdmy-There is a strong ca e for
making dli priority social elvice free a - weU,
both for reasons of equity, and for the productivity benefits it brings. If dlere are fees,
I IT 1\ II: (YI
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User charges as % of unit operating costs (mid-1980s)

Korea, Rep. of
Indonesia
Nepal
Papua New Guinea
Philippines
Thailand
India
Malaysia
Bangladesh
Sri Lanka
China
a Charges were abolished

Primary

Secondary

Higher

0.0

34.2
27.4

45.9
18.9
10.4

7.1

0.0

40.7

8.7

39.8
9.3'
18.3

0.0
0.1

11.6
3.7

7.4
3.1
4.8
In

4.0
4.0
3.1
3.2

0.0
15.3

5.0
4.9
5.8
0.1
3.4
0.3

1988.
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contribut to maintenance and running costs.
All users should be fully involved in the
initial investment decisions, uch as the technology to be u ed, the service level and the
location. Con wting the con umer (and especially women) has been shown to increase
the chances of cost recovery and sustainability.

ing tile quality of the services available to
them.
But the planning of user charges must
aim at both generating revenue and encouraging participation. pecial care must be taken
not to exclude poor households, at the cost
of their children and of society as a whole.

Using the revenues

Beyond statistics

In some ca e ,the revenues from user charges
may be used by the central government to
transfer funds from one type of pending to
another. A ministry of education might, for
example, want to transfer funds from the
tertiary to the secondaly or primary levels.
In other cases, and especially .if charges
exist for basic services, it is useful to keep a
considerable share of the revenue within the
in titution or the community. People are more
willing to pay for services .if they ee that the
revenue these service helped generate ireinve ted locally and helps directly in improv-

Efficient public investment will require much
more than effective management of money_
It also requires that people use tho e resource wisely and well.
The data on public and private expenditure tell part of tile story, but by no means all,
in showing how governments and private institutions can have an inlpact on human development.
Many critical components of hWl1an development are not monetary at all. The time
women give to their household , and to raising their children, never figures in any finance ministry' ledger. Yet the mother's efforts have a vital influence on the health and
nutrition of the whole family.
And for the poore't familie , the time
their children pend in school can involve a
considerable sacrifice of income, which should
really be added to the government's expenditure on education.
Similarly, families in rural area may have
to travel great distances to reach a clinic to
check on their children's health. In the citie ,
too, mothers may well have to tand in line
from dawn at a health clinic and till leave
without being attended to. Savings by the
government can generate costs elsewhere.
Even government expenditure carmot be
considered in isolation. Its impact depend
not just on how much money is spent, but on
how, and in what environment, it is spent.
Without money, governments can do hardly
anything. But even large amounts of cash
sometimes achieve little.
Apart from the appropriateness of the
policies government pursue, much depends
on the institutions that spend the money, on
the skills of the workers and on the attitudes
and health of all involved. If these work together, the money will be well spent.
Institutions have to enlist the energy,
commitment and enthusiasm of both the

BOX 4.3

User charges raise money, but turn away rural patients, in Ghana
User charges were raised considerobl 'in
government health centre in Ghana in
mid-19 5. By 19 7 the targeted income-15% of co ts-wa- being
reached, though fewer people were u ing
the ·ervices.
In the Ashanti-Akim district, the
charge initially caused the use of all
health centre to drop. Use gradually
returned to its original level in the urban
areas, but not in the rural areas.
Some of the poorer people could no
longer afford to attend clinic a frequently and tended to delay treatment
until their conditions became more. eriou . There \Va' a ignificant drop in the
number of women u ing the clinic.
though there wa an increa e in the proportion of children under five.
Exemptions were allowed [or certain di 'eases, uch a tuberculo-is or
lepro y, and the treatment wa frec for
ome other di ea es--though patients
had to pay for drug . 10 addition, tho e
running the clinic had discretion to exempt people based on their 10\\' income.
Buthealth workers fowld thi difficult to
implement, and they feared alarge num·
bel' of claim. So, they granted the exemptions only in a few cases.
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The money that familie used to pay
the charge ometimes came from fund
that might have been u ed to meet other
basic needs-for food or choo!.
Another effect of the charges was to
shift demand to the private sector-partly
to traditional healers, but al 0 10 commercial pharmacies. Parientsoften found
the drugs cheaper in the commercial
stores, so they would go tbere first rather
than have a (perhaps necessary) visit to
the doctor. There wa also the danger
that unqualified shop assistants would
give the wrong type or quantity of drugs.
And some people went to unlicensed
ellers subject to even fewer quality
checks.
The money from the charge. wentin
three directions. The Treasury received a
half, and the Ministry of Health onequaner. The clinic retained the remaining quarter, generally improving the ervice but not enough to win back patients
deterred by the price mcrea e.
ince tho e turned away were largely
rural dweller • and sin e the linics had
fewer opportunities to ugge t preventive mea ;ures to them, the bias increased
toward urban, curative care.
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workers and the beneficiaries. If their decision-making is too centralized, they can become very expensive---or fail altogether. On
the other hand, too much reliance on initiatives from the bottom up can slow things to a
complete halt, or risk having the programme
be taken over by local power elites. The combination with the best results has to be chosen very carefully.
The skill and aptitudes of the teachers
village workers and health personnel are crucial in the delivery of their services. That is
why training i of the utmost importance and
people should be kept up to date.
Attitudes are not easy to mea ure, but
that does not mean that they are unimportant. They spring from self-discipline, a pride
in one's work, a willingness to cooperate.
Human development is a question not just of
literacy or numeracy, but of knowing how to
do things-to make deci ions, take initiative , re olve conflict and accommodate
other people's views.
Health and general living standards detennine the efficiency of doing most jobs.
The dedication and commitment to work on
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a health or education programme is more
likely to be forthcoming from a well-nourished and alert group of people.
Each of these factors (which themselves
interact) can be positive or negative from the
viewpoint of human development. Positive
institutions will draw on everyone's enthu iasm and energy. Negative ones will be distant and distrusted. If people have positive
attitudes, they can be cooperative and selfreliant. If not they can be reluctant to change
things, or they will rely on others doing the
job.
Each of these factors also depends on
the level of human development. A society
with high levels of nutrition health and education already tends to have the instirutions,
skills and attitudes conducive to human development. In orne ways, !hi conclusion is
disturbing (human development depends on
human development). It explains why it i
often difficult to get such activities off the
ground. But it also carries a message of hope.
Once the process of human development
gets started, it can be self-reinforcing, cumulative and resilient.

Once the process

of human
development
gets started, it can
be self-rei1zforcing
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CHAPTER 5

~ The politics of reform

Present political
arrangements
usually suit those
in power-and
their influential
supporters
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Governments can u"ansfer substantial resources to the social sector-from defence to
health, from subsidizing inefficient public
enterprises to constructing water supplies.
Even within the social sector, they can use
resources much better.
Why have these changes not taken place
already? Many people would argue that the
present arrangements suit those in powerand their influential supporters. That is why
there is university education for the children
of the rich rather than primary education for
farmers' children, luxury flats rather than lowcost housing for the urban poor, subsidized
food for urban officials and the militaty rather
than real incentives for poor farmers.
The self-interest or "public choice" school
of political economy asserts that all the players-eitizens, politicians and bureaucratsseek to influence public policy to their own
ends. Citizens use political influence to get
access to government services. Politicians ensure that government resources are directed
towards their supporters. And public officials
exploit their official positions for personal
reward.
This emphasis on the self-interested
motivation of alJ agents stands in mat"ked
contrast to an earlier view of the state. The
, platonic" theory was that govenunent would
be an essentially benevolent guardian of
the public welfare, acting in a disinterested
manner.
Such differing perceptions of govenunent
lead to contrasting proposals on what role
the state should play in its citizens' lives. The
increasingly populat" view argues that the state,
given its limitations, should intervene as little
as possible. In the economic sphere in particular, it should leave most decisions to the
"invisible hand" of the market-place. The
teason is that when political pressure groups

intetvene, they are liable to be an "invisible
foot" trampling on the finely WroUgl1t work
of the other limb.
The platonic view argued conversely that
relying upon the market-place leaves much
to be desired, and that the government's role
was to step in to make up for the market's
failures.
Which of these views i more realistic?
111ere is evidence on either side. And this
evidence has, in effect, contributed to the
most current theory of the state-the notion
that the state ougl1t to provide an enabling
framework for development rather than try
to do development itself, through public sector enterprises or the direct provision of social setvices. The state i to function as an
intennediaty between competing interests and
countetvailing forces, between market efficiency and social responsibility, between the
more powerful vocal groups and the less
powerful, less organized segments of society.
As chapters 1 and 2 discussed, there is a
broad-based movement towards greater human freedom throughout the world. Onepalty and military regimes at"e giving way to
more democratic forms of government. An
increasing number of people now have a political choice-the right to vote, the right to
choose between different political parties, the
right to assemble and the right to make their
voice heard and their interests known. They
also increasingly have the opportunity to hold
their political representatives accountable.
For reasons of political economy, if not
also for reason of political commitment to
such goals as poverty alleviation, greater
equality and improved well-being of people,
most governments today are, to some extent
at least, responsive to public pre sures-ineluding pressures from, or on behalf of, the
less-privileged segments of society.
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Handling the political economy is not
ea y. Ve ted interest can prevent a government ITom taking the "optimum" path. But
the problems are not insuperable. Nor should
they be set aside as falling outside of the
scope of development. A lot of practical experience shows what governments can do to
balance countelvailing forces and conflicting intere ts. Th experience also covers the
type of policy reform favouring human
development (and has been suggested in
chapters 3 and 4).
The policy advice is clear. People are the
be t advocates of their own intere ts-t! they
have the opportunity to do so. En uring full
participation in the community and in the
nation is thus often the be t route for reformminded government to take. But ensuring
people's participation cannot mean letting
them be responsible for themsel es. It requires active, enabling support ITom the goven1JTIent, and decentralizing the decisionmaking on development.
Participation and decentralization are
usually linked. But devolving power from the
central government may only pas it into the
hands of local elites who may be even Ie s
responsive to the interests of the needy than
central bureaucrats. In Nepal, local elites have
u ed the y tem in tituted under the 1982
Decentralization Act for their own benefit.
For participation, the remedy lie in
empowering the poor, sometimes with the
support of the central government. For decentralization, the remedy lies in education,
accountability and designing appropriate
structures and equences of decision-making.
Decentralization can, however, increase
the chance of conuption as central control
are 100 ened. In highly sU'atified ocieties\vith an unequal distribution of land, income
and access to education and \vith trong client-patron relations-local election tend to
favoW' the rich and powerful.
In the longer term, however, if the poor
can learn to read and write and gain more
awarene s of their ability to meet their needs
through local government, they will be able
to exercise their democratic right more independently-and hold local officials more
accountable for their actions.
ll1e Panchayat Act of 1985 in the Indian
state of K:'lD1ataka transferred to tl1e district
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a major part of its development fund . It also
involved people at the grassroots level more
directly in planning and implementing activities. ll1e basic unit of empowerment is the
gram sabho, or meeting of all voters in the
village. Thi ystem has improved accountability at the local level-the attendance of
teachers, for example, is reported to be much
better now tl1at they are accountable to district bodies.
Balancing political pressures
Balancing political pressures is a highly sensitive matter. Much depends on tl1e specific
circumstances, the people involved and tl1e
issue under discussion. But some actions have
repeatedly been found to work when it comes
to dealing with the politics of policy reform for
human development.

For participation,
the remedy lies in
empowering the
poor

• Make policies and projects more responsive
to people's needs. An essential part of any political process to benefit the poor is a high
degree of participation. Encouraging the autonomy of citizens is, indeed, an end in itself.
And participation is a means to ensure tl1e
efficient provision and more equitable distribution of goods and •ervices. If people are
involved in decision-making, policies and
projects tend to be more realistic, more pragmatic and more u tainable. If people have a
sen e of ownership, tl1ey are more willing to
volunteer a contribution. Participation can
help reduce costs of construction, delivery
and maintenance.
L1 Malawi, for example, there is a velY
successful community self-help water
progran1JTIe, based on strong governmentcommunity cooperation. Starting in 1969 in
two village with 3,000 participants it now
benefits over one million people. Di trict development committees compri ed of local
leaders and technical personnel, serve as a
channel for requests for piped water and
participate in the design. The government
provides equipment and assistance in training, and the community, voluntalY labour for
construction and maintenance.
A high degree of participation by beneficiarie may not guarantee tl1at a project will
work, but it certainly increa es the chance of
success (box 5.1). A World Bank study found
that of 25 completed agricultural projects,
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only 12 appeared to be showing long-tenn
benefits. These were the ones that had
strengthened the management capacity of the
beneficiaries, who participated in planning
and implementation.
An interesting example of participation,
and the complementalY role that national

BOX 5.1

Participating in success
Most programmes are more successful if
they contribute to local level initiatives,
or if they are at least planned and run
with the participation of the beneficiarie Erom the outset. But the levels of
decision-making, the kinds of organization and the forms of finance Lbat will be
mo t appropriate vary from case to ca~e.
Here are just three examples of successful programmes with a h.igh degree of
participation.

Colombia-Participati"g t'tJ success
The Carvajal foundation, a Colombian
NGO, is active in what was the largest
slum of Cali, a settlement of 300,000
inhabitants called Aguablanca.
The foundation emphasizes the value
of learning for advancing the poor.
Learning is applied to the daily need of
the poor-health, housing, credit, education and the imple skills of running a
mall business-and it is participatory.
Its method is a dialogue betwef:1:\
teachers, technicians and beneficiaries.
Based on this dialogue, manuals are
written and illustrated in ways that have
practical meaning for the poor and grow
Out of their experience and need .
When the foundation began its work
13 years ago, Aguablanca was the mo t
crime-ridden area of Cali. Today, it is
reported to be the least crime-ridden.
The results of it teaching programme,
built on interaction between teadlers
and taught, has transformed hopeless
and helpless migrants to the city into elf·
confident and alert microentrepreneurs.
They gel credit only after they have at·
tended courses in bookkeeping and
simple cost-accounting, but what they
learn often contributes to the success of
the bu i.nes es so that borrowing is unnecesStlry.
The foundation hows that partici·
patory forms of practical education can
be very succes ful and that credit doe
not always have to precede education.

Bangladesh-The Gramcen Bank
The Grameell Bank ha achieved world
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fame with its new approaches to credit
for the landless and near·landle s-and
for wornell. Although the loans are to
individuals, small groups are made responsible for repayment by ead1 member, so there is considerable peer pressure for borrowers not to default-repayment level are around 98%.
It was 51·arted in 1976 as a private
voluntary organization, and within two
years 300,000 poor people had raised
their incomes on average by 30%. 'The
key to its success is that it takes banking
operations to the villages, rather than
having villagers come to the bank.
Othercountries-induding Ghana,
Cameroon, Malaysia and the Philippines,
have taken similar approache .

West Africa-The Six-S movement
In Burkina Faso there has been a long
tradition ofmutual coop(lration and community work among the youth groups of
the Massi people. Building on this community spirit and with the assistance of
orne European organizers, some ofthese
groups formed a movement in 1976 caUed

Se selvir de 10 saison seche en savane et au
Sahel (Six-S). Their main concem was to
address the problem of high unemployment during the long dry season.
11lese community groups have now
developed inlO the largest people's selfdevelopment movement in Africahavi.ng more than 2,000 groups, with an
average of 50 participant in each group.
The movement has now spread to
Senegal, Mali and Mauritania, and similar initiatives are being taken in Niger
and Chad.
Six-S promotes ~ range of effonsincome-generating activities, sllch as
vegetable gardening, and acti iries of
communal benefit, such as constructing
dams afforestation and primary health
care and education. It provides credit to
partially support the e activities and is in
turn funded by members and from external sources.

governments can play, is the civil rights
movement in the USA. This popular move·
ment succeeded in pressing the federal government and the Supreme Court for civil
rights legislation. No one concerned with the
fate of the blacks would have wanted to decentralize power for civil rights to the state of
Mississippi. But the mobilization of the blacks
themselves, with the support of central legislation, has advanced their cause.
• Algue for the common lnterest. The simplest case is where the best comse of action
for human development can be shown to be
in everyone's interest. Public health clearly
falls into thi categOlY. Irnrnunization and
vaccination against infectious diseases, and
spraying against vector-borne diseases, benefits everyone. These actions can often be
relatively cheap: immunization for life against
leading child-killing diseases in poor countries Cal1 be achieved by spending as little as
$0.50 per child. Such measmes clearly offer
an oppon1.U1ity to court political popularity.
• Use alliances between rich and poor. On
many issues, there are possible alliances between sections of the rich and sections of the
poor. A farnilial- one is between rich and poor
fal'mers, Both are interested in higher food
prices-if both produce the same food crops.
And both would be interested in the development of rural infrastructlU'e if the fruits of
such investment were equitably distributed.
Pressure for irrigation in a district can raise
the productivity of fanners, both rich and
poor. Similarly in Brazil, an increased flow of
resomces to the North-East would benefit
landowners there and, with higher employment, also the landless labomers. In reality,
however, the borderline poor are much more
lil<ely to form alliances with better-off groups
than with the poorest of the poor.

• Recruit tbe support of tnfluential groups.
One problem witl1 promoting primary health
care, even by an altrui tic government, is the
medical establishment's opposition. Doctors
may block such emphasis, claiming t11e need
to maintain high standards and centres of
excellence. And speaking with professional
authority, they often win the day.
The Mandwa project in India was a highly
successful rural health project. Semi-literate
village women were selected by village leaders as part-time health workers. The succe s
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was striking. Birth rates, death rates and infant mortality rates plummeted, and immunization coverage increased dranlatically. But
rich and powerful local leader joined hand
with the government health ervice and demanded that the project be abandoned.
Other interest groups can nevertheless
be recruited in support of reform-including
nur es and health educators, who themselve
stand to benefit from an expansion of primary
services.
The same i true in education. Primary
school teachers are often better organized
and more vocal than the recipient of their
services. Kenya and Sri Lanka have powerful
teachers' ulUons, which are both the result,
and the cause, of the can iderable resow'ce
devoted to primary education in those countries. In Peru, the expansion of primary education was largely the result of efforts by
political parties to win teachers' votes.
In Costa Rica, the political influence of
the public ector employees has helped
strengthen welfare measures, just as the welfare measures have strengthened the position of the e groups. There certainly are
dangers in such influence, for some regard
the public sector a overextended. Indeed, in
the most recent elections, the president. while
promising free hou ing and free food for the
poor, also felt the need to create a new bureaucracy-the MiniStLy for the Reform of
the tate-to cut down the bureaucracy.
Similarly, bureaucrats in many countries
have resisted pressures for the privatization
of industry, banking and insurance-despite
the broadening cansensu that the earlier focus on public ownership and managemem
has failed.
Compensate political opponents. In any restructuring, there are likely to be losers. It
may well be po ible to ask (or force) them to
accept the changes in the interest of the
COuntLy as a whole. More realistically, however, they will have to be persuaded, and one
option is to pay them for some of the losses
they are likely to sustain. Compensation payments (probably hart-term) can be particularly important in periods of transition-to
conciliate opponent maintain coalitions and
appease hostile antagonists.
Ll economic adjustment programmes, for
example, the urban wage eamer can often
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be the losers ince food prices generally rise.
They are a powerful and vocal group, however, so it may be nece sary to offer them
wage mcrea e .
When over taffed bureaucracie have to
be reduced, civil servant face dismi al. Some
of them have altemative sources of income,
and others can retum to fanning. But again,
for political reasons, compensation may be
necessary-perhaps in the form of compensation payments, retraining cherne or redeployment payments.
• Encourage public in/ormation. The resistance to some reforms may be due not to
political or professional oppo 'ition, but to
the difficulty that a society has in absorbing
new idea . The bias in health services towards hospital is due partly to public perception, which gives priority to curative rather
than preventive medicine. A disease that
need curing is vi ible, while a disease prevented i only a shadowy statistic.
Overcoming such ob tacles i a ta k of
public information and education. And rna t
reformist health movement need tlle support of me media. In Bangladesh media
campaigns have been critical to tlle success
of family planning and child in1ll1unization
programmes.
• Budd on indigenous values. Any reform
should take cultural value into account. In
many developing countries, especially in Africa, traditional health care is the mo t important paLt of the health sector. This can be
to the advantage of public policies. A public
health project in Lesotho was trying to get
across the ideas of preventive medicine, but
not having much success. People still preferred to u e the u'aditional healers. The
problem was that the public healtll workers
only gave lecture on preventive health, while
the traditional healers offered cures. The 0lution wa to integrate the traditional healers
into the formal health system-and allow the
government health worker to provide curative remedies.
Protect the vulnerable. Other reasons for
considering ompen ation much more altrui tic, tern from the en e that e pecially vulnerable group should be protected, irrepective of their political power.
Typical of compensation chemes for the
vulnerable are food subsidies and employ-

Professional
interest groups can
be recnt.ited in
support of reform
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ment programmes. In Co ta Rica, during the
stabilization of 1982-83, the government et
up a temporary food-aid programme that
di tributed food to 40,000 families-about
one in 12 households-designated as needy
by local committees. In Chile, employment
programme were expanded during the depression of 1983-engaging up to 13% of
the labour force-and nutrition, health and
ubsidy programmes for poor children and
mothers were strengthened. In Ghana in the
late 1980s adjustment wa accompanied by
a variety of compen atory interventions, including public works, health and nutrition
programmes-all with strong involvement
from communities and non-governmental
organizations.
Such palliatives, however altruistic, also
bring political benefits, whidl can be looked
at in two ways. They can be een as sop for
the poor to keep them quiet and stave off the
fundamental structural measures that would
permanently and ubstantially improve their
lot. Or they can be een a small but important
parts of the process of fundamental change.
Compen arion mea ures also build constitu ncies that can eventually lead to the
replacement of the old order by the new.
They stand a much better c1lance of doing
this if they are built into programmes of
change from the outset, rather than tacked
on after the event.
• Harness altml~m. If everyone in a democracy voted exclusively in their self-interest,
the poorest 49% of voters would always lose
out. The top 49% need only bribe the midclle
2% to gain a majority. No group is ever so
calculating, but there neveJ.theless is some
evid nee of a tendency for democracies to
redistribute benefits to the middle-income
groups rather than the poor.
Not everyone, however, acts solely in his
or her elf-interest. Many people and groups,
be they professional bodies or voluntary organizations, can behave in a more disinterested fashion. They can be recruited for two
important functions. The fir t is to act as
guardians of rationality-they can be an important influence on govemment policy, arguing for the long-term interests of the country and arguing against ubmitting to the
pressures of expediency. The second i to act
as advocates of the underprivileged, a trust-

ees for the poor, protecting tlleir interest
and ensuring that resource are not directed
away from them.
One interesting contemporary example
of altruism is the participatory development
effort in the Indian tate of Kerala. A massive
literacy campaign, where thou and of volunteers-irrespective of caste, religion or parryare working together with no material incentive what oever, has experienced significant
success. In one di trict, universal literacy has
been attained.
TIle middle-income groups are likely to
lose out in the short term in many form of
restructlUing. Civil ervants, miJjtary officers
and such professionals as teachers, engineers
and lawyers may well see their benefits [rom
social services, their incomes and their other
privileges reduced. But if it is evident that the
burden are being equitably hared, these
group can be more open to appeals to solidarity.
• Phase the transition. \XThen ignificant
changes in budgetary allocations and spending patterns are proposed, a choice also arises
over the speed of introducing them. Should
the transition be sudden or gradual?
It has been aid that it i not wise to jump
over an abys in two tep. Rapid action can
have political advantages-lending credibility to government resolve and minimizing the
time in which opposition can form. hock
therapies have recently been recommended
to Eastern European countries in their transition from centrally planned to market
econOI11Je.
Developing countrie have to decide on
the pace of refOlm that is politically acceptable. Because the effects of public policies
are never certain, and becau e a gradual approach may make it more likely to waver
from the real direction, hock therapies may
work in some cases. In other cases, particularly in weak economie such as tho e in
Africa, shock treatment may be disruptive.
Restructuring public expenditures may hurt
those who benefited from them, such as employees of public enterprises, members of
the armed forces and students attending univerities without paying fees. In such cases,
gradual change can be carried out \\~th Ie
pain and Ie opposition.
TI1e conclu ion is that managing political
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and economic tran ition i an art, rather than
a science. A successful strategy requires pragmatism, not an ideological stance.
The politics of aid
Dome tic politics can be driven by self-interest and greed or by idealism and human
solidarity-or by a combination of motives.
The same is true of foreign assistance. Llternational aid-giving may be guided by considerations of militaty security, or the opportunity to develop export market -or by a generous feeling that wealthier countries have a
moral re pan ibility to help the poor.
National self-interest-military, political
or conullercial-is sometimes thought to be
an inevitable can ideration for the donor
countty. It is often said that aid is merely an
instrument for achieving foreign policy objectives. But this clearly is more true for some
countries than others. As has been hawn,
the USA and the UK, for example, have
lower aid priority ratios than the Netherlands, Denmark, weden and orway.
When commercial can iderations are
paramount, they can present a significant obstacle to the restructuring of aid budgets.
Prin1alY education, primaJy health care and
low-tech water systems offer fewer OPPOltunities for businesses to export capital-intensive technologies. To manage such pre sures,
Denmark aJld Sweden have "bought off' the
business lobby by earmarking a fixed percentage of the aid programme to satisfy its
interests.
The aid mini uie may also object to devoting more aid to human develo[ ment
programmes. Primruy education or family
planning, for example, demaJlds a high proportion of recurrent expenditure-which may
imply a bottomless pit of indefinite donor
commitment. The aJlswer here hould be to
design programme so that the recipient
country makes a steadily increasing contribution. This could be accompanied, where appropriate, by u er charge or, where this is
not possible, by inve tigating new sources of
tax revenue.
While there may be influential voices
again t directing more aid to human development, there fortunately are other voices,
just as loud (thou o}, not a well Finan edl, in
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favour of a mar pos1hve strategy.
on-O"overnmental organizations ( GOs)
frequently agitate for more aJld better allocated aid. TIley also argue that thi is just the
kind of aid that tlley have been administering
for many years. As a re ult, many governments have been chaJU1elling a proportion of
their aid through NGOs (box 5.2).TIlere i a
concern, however, that NGOs might become
too dependent on government funds-and
government objectives.
Rich societies can be persuaded to do
more for the world's poor if they are doing
enough for their own poor. A way to press for
improvements on both fronts would be to set
up human development committees in each
counby, using key parliaJnentarians as the
nucleus and recmiting other important opinion-makers a members. These committees
should take up the cause of human development in tlleir own ocieties aJld around the
globe-and help influence the politic of international relations, including trade and aid.

Managing political
and economic
transition is an art,
rather than a
SClence

Moving human development to the top ofthe
agenda
An lna-easing proportion of aid in recent
years ha be n conditional on tlle recipient
changing dome tic policy in line with the
donors' view . If human development i to
move to the top of tlle agenda, hould donors sin1ilaJ-ly require recipient COWltries to
adopt uch policies if they are to receive aid?
Combining development aid \\~th policy

BOX 5.2

International NGOs
on-govemmemal organizations ( GOs)
in indu trial countri have become imponam in international development a sistance. 'TIlere are over 2,200 GO,
who e assistance during the ] 980s was
equivalent to 8% of ofGcial development
as i tance (ODA).
Trendsin GOa sistal1cevarygreatly
from one country to another. In am
coumrie , including the UK and the
Netherlands, it has increased markedly in
the 1980s-relative to total ODA.
Three-quarter of the money that
GOs_pendcome fromfUnd theyhave
raised them elves-through private voluntary contributions and conunercial ac-

tivitie . But they al 0 receive sig.nificant
amount from governments, who belie\'e
NGO can reach the poor better. And
much NGO aid is indeed directed to
'O<.;al priority area .
On average, 5.4% of the ODA from
the OEeD countrie' in J988 was channelled through non-governmental organizations. Again, there are significant Val;ation· among donors-ranging from 12%
in the U A and nearly 14% in Switzerland
to le's than J% in the UK and Ausu-alia.
Beyond their financiall"Ole, NGO
al 0 do much to mobilize public suppon
[or international cooperation and development.
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BOX 5.3

Human adjustment assistance
It is not easy LO change existing priorities
in favour of hwnan development-par·
ticularly for governments that have ne·
glected human development in the past.
They face a difficult period of transition.
But um countries should be able to
count on wide pread international upport. A well-de igned human development strategy, directed at basic health and
education, should have a powerful international appeal.
Thediliiculrie encountered arelikely
to be economic, ocial and political. Shifting government expenditure towards human development primitie is likely, for
example. to impo e additional burdens on
the budget and on administration.
Inflation is another danger. Ifincome
is redi tributed to the poor, they are likely
to spend it on certain basic goods-espe·
cially ~ 00. But it may be difficult to
increa e output rapidly enough to meet
this rising demand.
This increase in demand can then
lead to balance of payment difficulties, as
imports of food and other ba, ic good
increru e. And capital flight can make such
problems wore if the private ector loses
confidence and tarts to end money
abroad.
There could also be seriou . political
problems. TI10 e who do not agree with
the reforms-the defence e tablishment
ome bureaucrats, and other vested inter·
e ts-may eek to thwart the praces .
Di sati fied group may organize trikes,
sabotage, or even coup d'etat. All these
arc familiar problem for government
that wi h to change the policy in favour of
the poor.
In uch critical ituation. the inter-
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national community can help make the
transition less painful and disruptiveand increase the chances o[ success. Ju t
as structural adjustment loans have been
made to countries going through period
of economic restructuring, so human adjustment assiwnce bould be considered
for counuies taking positive teps toward
human development.
Such as istance would have dual ob·
jectives: promoting hwnan well bcingenhancing the health and edu arion ofthe
people-and promotingeconomic growth
by raising skills, productivity and employ·
ment.
It could, for example, be used for
investment in social infrastructure, such
a clinic or chools. It could help finance
currentexpendirure-meetingthe salaries
of healers. doctors. nurses, and community workers, or purcha ing medical or
school upplie ,or the materials for nutrition programme.
The assistance could at a be used for
activities that promote employment-induding skill formation and retraining
programmes, and the provision of credit.
Like economic adjusunent loan ,human adjusunent aid would need to be
based on de-ar and well de£ned strategie .
Their progress should be carefully monitored-itmustbe knownwhere the money
is going, and what it is being used [or.
Human adjustmentassi tancewould
not merely help people cope with difficult
economic circum tance . It would be a
positive investment in the future-in the
eradication of poverty, and in develop·
ment that focuses on people, promote
theu' weU being, and achieve suo tainable
economic growth.

refOlm including social objective and politi·
cal freedom. has become quite popular among
bilateral and multilateral donor. But th.is is a
controversial malter. Some people complain
that the foreigners' conditions (beyond tho e
for repaying of loans) are intrusive and incompatible with national sovereignty. Other
point out that the conditions are unlikely lO
be effective, either because they are easily
evaded or because they can discredit dome tic groups aligned with such reforms, and
thu become counter-productive.
It i aI 0 aid that human development
objectives are likely to be achieved only in
COW1U1es that are already politically committed to such objective . Som donors argue
that a more I' alistic and more effective approach may be to direct ocial pri0I1ty aid
mainly to countries that support human development, ignalling unobtru ively to evelYone the conditions for receiving aid.
One u efu] forn1 of this quiet style in aid·
giving would be "human adjustment a sistance" (box 5.3). Just as stJuctural adjustment loans are made to help governments to
adju t to more liberal economic policies, so
human adju tment a sistance could smooth
the transition to giving higher priority to human concerns. But aid need not be confined
to asing the transition. International contri·
butions can also support good domestic ef·
forts in the medium and longer term. To give
such upport \\ ould be an expression of international solidarity. It would also be in the
enlightened sill· interest of all.
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CHAPTER 6

~ A new human order

The task for the 1990s is to put human development strategies into practice. Broad concepts must be translated into concrete plans,
and words into practical action, both nationally and internationally.
Country strategies for human
development

Developing countries will need to make sustained national efforts-based on well-defined, comprehensive and feasible strategies.
For mo t countries, this strategy should have
at least four essential element : compiling a
human development profile, setting human
development goals, preparing budget restructuring plans and formulating a viable
political strategy.

A human development profile
Human de elopment issues can be placed
explicitly at the centre of the development
dialogue by formulating a "human development profile" for each country-highlighting
pa t achievements, continuing deprivation
and disparities, and intended goal and objectives. The profile would addres a broad
range of national concerns-from child mortality to child malnutrition, from maternal
mortality to female literacy and from homelessnes to environmental degradation. It would
also reflect important differences among
various population groups-JUral-urban, female-male and poor-rich-as well as ethnic
and regional differences.
The human development pro6.le for each
COWltry could also include comparison with
other countries in me region and show how
tlle e change over time. An illustrative, mough
incomplete, proEle for Pakistan is an annex
to this chapter.
A I 'E\X' HU\L\
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One difficulty many countries will face
when preparing such proEles i that meir
data on human development are partial, inadequate and out of date-and cl1us misleading for mo t forms of systematic and
constructive public action. This situation
could change if developing countries were to
devote at least as much investment and administrative energy to the improvement of
social data systems as they do to ilie preparation of national income accounts. The payoff through improved public policies and
more efficient monitoring systems would
be enOlIDOU .

Broad concepts
must be translated
into plans, and
words into
practical action

Human development goals
Improved data on where human development stand today would make it possible to
define more clearly me long-term ( ay, tenyear) goals for the high priority items-including education, health nutrition, hou ing,
water, sanitation and ocl1er basic ocial services-as well as significant economic target , such as cl10se for productive jobs.
For each goal a realistic target hould
ilien be establi hed and costed wicl1 a list of
alternative mean of implementation. Investment and budget priorities could next be
reviewed to incorporate these targets into
policies at every level. And CDP growth targets could be worked out 0 mat cl1e human
development goals are accommodated in me
overall national strategy.
Human development is a cross-sectoral
concern-it i a perspective on development.
To ensure cl1at economic growth translates
into improved human lives and increased development choices for people, human development must form an integral part of overall
development planning. It must be built into
programmes and projects from cl1e out et,
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The crucial
question about
any development
activity must be:
how does it affect
people's lives?

not stuck on as an afterthought. Apprai aI
tcclmiques should go beyond technical and
financial viability and answer other, more
pertinent questions: Who will really benefit
from the project? Will the effort reduce or
widen existing ocio-economic or gender di paritie ? What will be the effects on the environment?
The focu of the appraisal and monitoring of development activities should not
merely be on what is being produced, and
what it co ts. A crucial question about any
development activity must in tead be: How
does it affect people's live?
The goal, for example, cannot be simply
to improve health as such. It must be more
pecific-health for all, or chzldren's health or
health care in rural areas. And it is not enough
to aim at improved housing. It must be pecified that hou ing i for the poor. imiIady, just
to aim at credit expansion may not be a
sufficiently weU-defined objective. It hould
be credit for small-scale entreprelleurs or credit
for women.
Human development needs its own specific goals like literacy or ba ic education for
all. And it needs to be an overall goal-the
main focus of development.

Budget restructuring plans
Each country will, of course, set its own human development goals. And it will have to
formulate its own national strategy to attain
these goals. A human development trategy
should be a staple item for each country in
the 1990s.
One aitical issue for this strategy to address is tlle role of ilie market. Government
increasingly acknowledge tllat many activities are best left to the private sector and that
iliey should withdraw from iliose activities.
They confine themselves to ensuring that infra tructure is adequate, iliat cost , price and
profit incentives work and iliat competition
prevails. At ilie same time, however governments must assume ilieir hare of responsibility, especially their responsibility for financing social services for those most deprived. National human development strategies must be for private (including NGO and
community) implementation as well as for
public implementation.
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A viable political strateg)'
The trategy, once formulated, requires support-financial and political. The government' first priority will be budgetary re truCtllling along the line uggested earlier in u1is
Report. For tl1i to succeed, a viable political
con ensus ha to be achieved- broad-based
enough to commit the nation to the necessary econon1ic, social and political reforms.
The combination of budgetary restructuring and firm political commitment would
add up to nothing Ie than a new "national
compact for human development".
A new global agenda for human
development
The strategy that each COUlltry prepare could
nor only form the ba i' of national development planning and programn1ing. It could
also provide a framework for future international assistance dialogues.
But before an attempt is made to mobilize international support U,ere hould be an
honest reappraisal of ilie failures of the OMSoutl1 dialogues. Much of the debate on a
new international economic order has been
sterile and counter-productive. Thi is not to
say that fundamental changes in econon1ic
relations are Ulmecessary-they are vilal. But
ilieywill have to be acl1ieved by Ie s confrontational means.
Neither the developing nor tl1e indu trial
countries have been very clear about their
responsibilities for eitl,er global or domestic
reform. They have often pursued ab tract
global schemes for finance or trade. But tl1e
impact of such chemes on ordinary people
has never been explicit.
What is really needed in ilie 1990 i a
new human order. It tatting point would be
the people in each country and tl1e aim would
be to improve tl1eir conditions, especially tl1e
pligllt of tl1e poor people. Mobilizingintemational support on t11is ba i could guarantee
tl1at international cooperation does not
transfer resources from tlle poor in the rich
countries to the rich in the poor COWl tries.
This new human order would recogruze
that we are all one community on an increasingly crowded planet. Thi interdependence
implies more than econon1ic links. EnvironA NEW HUMAN ORDER

mental threats respect no national boundaries-and poverty i the dtiving force behind many of them. Nor can the international peace process be limited to that between East and West-violence can etupt in
any part of the world and affect us all. And
how can 80% of the world's people be denied
the resource they need without inviting unprecedented waves ofinternational migration?
In developing a new human order, aU
partners must recognize their obligations.
Developing countries mu t recognize that
much of the respon ibility rests on their own
shoulders. They can expect international
support but there is no alternative to a ensible restructuring of their priorities.
11le industrial nations mu t recognize that
they, too have urgent problems of poverty at
home. But they must also see that improving
the human condition all over the globe is in
their own intere t. Their ta k i to help timulate global trade and economic growth, help
ensure peace and stability in the world and
help protect the environment-and thus also
help remove the need for people to migrate
in search of economic opportwuty.
With people at the centre of development the analysis of familiar issues acquires
a different din1en ion. Instead of looking at
each subject in its own compamnent-re. ource flows, debt, trade and foreign investment-the world hould ee what global
economic opportuniue are being generated
each year, see who i getting them and then
consider how they could be better distributed. Each famili.ar issue thus becomes a
mean. toward an agreed goal: greater equality of oppottunity for aU.
Thi approach will help make more sen e
of our environmental concerns. Poverty causes
much of the deforestation, deseltiEication and
salination-as well as produce polluted and
unsafe water in many part of the 11urd
World. And this arne emironmental detruction then reinforc s poverty. So, any plans
for environmental action must al.o be plans
to reduce poverty.11us approach is not merely
better-it is the only approach that stand a
chance of working (box 6.1).
International migration is another prob.
lem that can be re olved only through an
attack on povelty and an expan ion of productive employment. If new, better educated
A NEW HUJ\,lAN ORDER

generations in the developing world cannot
improve their live by liberal access to international trade, to overseas capital markets and
to international assistance, the compulsion to
migrate will be overwhelming (box 6.2).
A durable olution to the external debt
crisi of the developing countries is urgent
for the arne reason (box 6.3). It must be an
early solution-because the debt burden
continue to be high ($1.3 trillion in 1989)
and debt service payment are siphoning off
large amounts of financial resources ($170
billion) badly needed for investment and
growth. The olution to the developing COUllBOX 6.1

Sustainable development
Each generation mu t meet today's need
without incurring debts it cannot repayand without compromising the live of
future generations. A society an incur
four kind of debt.
Ft"narlcial-by borrowing heavily
ove!' a long period. externally or domesticaUy.
Social-by neglecting ro inveSt in
human development.
DemographIc-by permitting unchecked growth in population.
Environmental-by exhau ting
nnlU1"al resources or polluting the land,
the water or the air.
The e debts rob our chUdr n. Human development must aUo,\\' each generation 10 balance it own budget in each
of these four area .
The environmental balance j one
that has been increasingly ill turbed. But
the environment should not be consid.
ered ini olation. Ultimately, it is people.
not tree , whose furure option have to
be protected. Indeed. if people are not
protected, the trees will stand very little
chance.
The reason is that poverty and envi·
roomental degradation are bowld closely
together. It is poverty that cau es the
open ewers, the polluted water, the urban slums and the deforestation. For
million of people, the problem is day·today sunrival-and the result is environmental destruction.
The Third World's environmental
prioririe can be different from tho e of
the indu trial countries. Poorer communities will want to protect their water
(who e pollution, or disappearance, is a
threat to human life) and land (whose

degradation will destroy the livelihood
of farmers all over the world).
The e difference have two implications for the international community.
The first is to recognize that the way to
ave the environment is to tackle pov·
erty. Developing countries do not need
lectures on the global common . They
need the resources to finance environmentally sound development.
The econd is that environmental
oundnes depends on the current stage
o[development. While many developing
counule are concerned aboutwater and
land, they are less preo cupied with air
pollution, which is a greater anxiety [or
indu 'trial couDtrie . And when new
projectS are being considered, whether
for power plants or factories, the environmental tandards may have to be
different from those in richer countries.
Those standard should be as high a
possible, to protect the environment for
all, but not so expen ive as to divert
re ources that might, for example, have
saved children dying from malnutrition.
The tandards for Australia might not be
appropriate as minimum standards in
Paraguay or Nigeria.
Most of the resources for tackling
environmental problems should come
from the industrial countries-partly
because they have more funds to do so
but mainly becau e they cause most of
the problems. The mechanisms for ecuring the 'e resources should be one of
the results of the UN Conference on
Environment and Development in 1992.
Environmental concern might even
produce the first international tax- on
pollution or on fuel consumption.
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trie ' debt crisis must be growth-oriented. It
mu t also be linked to improved international trade relations, because the decline in
commodity prices and tenns of trade dUling

BOX 6.2

International migration-poverty on the move

The pres ure for international migralion are building rapidly, and the next
few decades could well see unprecedented m vcments acros international
border -movements that could exceed
the migrations from Europe that ettled
in the U A, Canada and Au tralia. The
pre ure have many .ources.
Population growtb-The world'
demographic balance is changing fa t.
The Soutb' hare of global population is
expected to Ii e to 84% in 2025-c ropared with only 68% in 1960. Of the
babies born last year, 93% were in the
TIllrd World.
IncreasmgskilLs-People in the outh
are acquiring more education and a range
of skill -and are travelling more easily
in a world hrunk by the communication and transportation revolution.
Few opportunities-This larger
number of killed people do not see a
matching increa e in economic opportunities. The outh has 77% oftheworld's
people but earn only 15% of its income.

Migrating money-Money now flows
from outh to North. Net transfers were
$50-60 billion in 1989-compared with
$43 billion in the other direction in 1981.
Trade barders-Protectionism i e timated tocosrd velopingcountrie $100
billion annually in 10 t re\'enue for agricultural product , and a further 50 billion for textile ,
If financial resources and economic
opportunitie do not travel lowards
people, one major result i that people
travel towards opporrunitie. The industrial countrie already have 1-1 million
economic refugees from developing
countrie ,and the ranks are swelling.
A econd result can be the despair of
those left behind. This, too, can travela war, as terrorism, as drugs or a environmental destruction.
The answer is to provide greater
economic opporrunitie in the developing countrie - them -elves-an issue that
Human Development Report 1992 \vill
di cuss at length.

BOX 6.3

From debt to investment in people
One way to switch resources directly
from debt servicing to social priorities is
to swap debt for human inve trnen!.
Creditors can donate pan or all of their
out tanding claim on debtor government to allow those resource to be
u ed to directly improve the welfare of
the poor.
Commercial banks and official
creditor' can effectively donate the debt,
in full or in part, to be used for social
investment. This could be done through.
for example, a special account of the
government or a donor fund, to be used
solely [or financing priority social expenditures. The debtor government effectively "repays" part or aU of the debt .in
local currency into this account, thereby
financing priority expenditure. In doing
thi ,the creditors avoid the high administrative co t as ociated with rescheduling, and gain favourable publicity. The
commercial bank. also gain significant
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tax relief,

Alternatively, donor governments or
agencies could provide the debtor government with the re ources nece sary to
buy back their debt at a discount rate in
the secondary market. The donation is
conditional, though, on the debtor go\'ernment earmarking an agreed amount
of expenditure on social priority
programme.
These cherne directly serve a dual
role: in term of both alleviating the
burden of debt repayment, and promoting priority social expenditures. Both
U lCEF and the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) have embarked
upon such initiative under the "Debt for
Child Development" and the "Social Investment Fund". In 1988, the Midland
Group (UK) became the first bank to
participate, when it donated its totalloan
exposure in the udan to UNICEF.

the 1980 has taken a heavy toll on the developing countries' financial resource . In Africa, the losses from deteriorating terms of
trade in recent years have amounted to about
10% of its GDP. The problem of making up
for income losses and mobilizing resource
for the financial transfer abroad has largely
been a problem of public finance, ince government hold the biggest share of eA1:emal
debt. Debt repayments, as sho\AlJ1, have been
one of the fierce t competitors for spending
on human development, especially for
spending on the basic need of the less privileged, less vocal, Ie s organized and Ie s powerful groups.
Are such is ues as debt and human development, trade and human development or
environment and human development really
at the top of the international agenda? From
time to time, yes. The 1990 Global Summit
for Children is an example. But much more
needs to be done in thi respect. The 1992
United Nation Conference on Environment
and Development provide a good forum for
that. And human development must also be
emphasized in the debate on di armament
and the peace dividend.
The peace dividend
The Gulf crisis has made the peace dividend
more urgent than ever (figure 6.1).
• Arms agreement -di armament and
arms control treaties have been concluded
between NATO and Warsaw Pact countries.
• Global military spending declined from
$1,016 billion in 1987 to $950 billion in
1989-about 6% in two years.
• Third World military spending was reduced from $173 billion in 1987 to $146
billion in 1989-a reduction of 16% in two
years. This was partly due to the end of the
Iran-Iraq war, but there were reductions
elsewhere, too.
• Anns sales stopped increasing during the
1980 -after the dramatic growth of the
1970 . Third World countries now imPOrl
fewer weapons than in 1987.
• Armed conllicts-the number dropped
from 36 in 1986 to 32 in 1989.
The remarkable steps taken at the end of
the 1980s may still continue the hopeful trends
in military spending into the 1990s.
A NE\X' HU~IA. ORDER

The end of the cold war-and the growing cooperation between East and Westpoints to a more peaceful future. AI 0, there
are financial pressures in the USA and the
USSR. Both countries have urgent, and potentially expensive ocial problem to attend
to. And these, on top of existing budgetary
deBcits, will demand defence cuts. At the
same time, a continuing military presence of
the U A and its aIlie in the Gulf will impose
a heavy financial burden. The rising tension
between the Islamic and the non-Islamic
world aggravated by large discrepancies in
wealth, threaten to replace the ten ions of
the cold war, both between and within nations, If the Soviet Union were to reasselt it
military power, this would be another etback to the hopes for peace. In a situation as
fluid as today' , all bets need to be hedged.
Many industrial countrie have already reduced military spending-a shown by the
reductions between 1987 and 1989. In the
U SR, the decline was from $303 billion to
$285 billion, in Eastem Europe, from £364
billion to $306 billion, and in the USA, from
$296 billion to $289 billion. In the other
OEeD nations, however, there was a slight
increase-from $-195 billion to $504 billion.
The key to future pending cut will be
the evolving situation in Emope and the Gulf
area. TI1e legacy of confrontation in Europe
last year absorbed $600 billion of the world's
total of 950 billion for military spending60% of U expenditure and 80% of that for
the USSR These enonnous figures put the
cost of cl1e Gulf war into per pective.
That war reinforces the case for seeking
new peace structures-regional and global
for all countries including the Third World.
And it show that the real peace dividend
may lie in a more distant futme than we
thought. But it mighl be ra h to conclud
that the Gulf crisis drowns out the favourable
d velopment for disarmament in Europe,
or that it clouds forever the chances of reduced militaty spending all over the globe.
For the indu trial counu'ies, it looks as
though military spending could be reduced
by 2% to 4% a year during the 1990s, if the
present understandings between the superpowers come to fruition and if a lasting peace
in the Gulf comes soon. Th would tran late
into avings of $200-300 billion a year by the
\
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year 2000, and aving during the decade of
as much as $2 trillion.
Not all these saving will release funds
for other areas. Deep cuts in armed forces
and in hardware pending would require significant retraining costs for labour diverted
to other sectors, as well a ignificant payments for unemployment benefits. The defence indu trie themselves would have considerable capital investment to write offand would face reduced production along
with falling sales. But all these costs are essentially shortterm-no different from those
incurred in other fonus of adjustment.
Because the idea of a peace dividend is
to divert the savings from demilitarization to
more productive development, the costs of
retraining and alternative investment should
not really be deducted from the savings as
"co ts", They should be regarded a the purpose to which the savings are put.
Two prime candidates for the peace
dividend are the urgent social problem in
many industrial nation, from homelessne
to drug addiction, and the wide range of
development needs in the TIlird World.
The most in1mediate pro pect however,
i that the peace dividend will get oaked up

FIGURE 6.1

The peace dividend
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BOX 6.4

The peace dividend
The reduction in ten ion between the
superpowers offers the opportunity to
relea e funds-a peace dividend that
could be put to con'tructive use. Far
[rom happening automatically, this will
need to be argued and pressured for.
Indu uial countrie could aim at:
Milito/)' spcndmg cuts-of 3% to-l%
pet· year.
Increased social spending-u ing
military avings to deal with urgent ocial
problem at home.
An eamtarki11g for aid-of at lea t
25% of the savings.
This would produce a doubling of
aid in the 1990 toO,7%ofdonors'GNP,
a well a $1 trillion for u e at horne.

In the developing countrie a peace
dividend would involve:
Promotingmoredemocratic regimeswhich need fewer arms to repres theit
people.
Settling regional disputes-with a -

sistance from the UN and other partners, where nece ary.
Freezing military spending-rather
than doubling it by the year 2000.
Increasing social spending-on priorityarea of human devdopment,
The result could be savings of 15
billion a year in pro pective increases.

But p ace is a global arrangement, New
ecurity arrangement mu t include all
countries, developing and indu trial.
The agenda for negotiation and cooperation includes the following:
Dismantling the cold war legacyparticularlymilitary bases and a si ·lance.
Restrictingarmsshipments-&om the
industrial countrie .
StrengthenillgsecUlil)' o"angemenfsglobal and regional, primarily through
the UN.
Taking annsreduct;onsinto aidtalksdonor and recipients hould eli eu s existing military spending.

FIGURE 6.2

The military's changing
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in national accounts a a budget balancing
item that reduces, or prevents, deficit spending. Thi should not raise too much concern,
for the alternative rillght have been cuts in
either domestic social programmes or in foreign assistance budg ts.
To go beyond this, and make a serious
comrrutment to inve ting the peace dividend
as productively a possible, will require much
more positive action. Lobbying group in industrial countries will have to work hard if
they are to see militalY spending diverted to
ocial inve tment, for it will not happen automatically. The savings are large, and the opportuflity is considerable. Needed now i
spirited dialogue to put the e pOLential savings to beneficial uses.
If the indusu-ial nations tart attending to
their neglected hwnan agenda, there is a real
hope that they might also attend to the global
agenda for human development. All effort
hould be made to persuade the lich nations
LO earmark at least 25% of their pea e dividend for increasing their current levels of
e},,'temal assist.IDce.

The prospects for peace in the Third

World
The ituation in the Third World is much les
certain. A peace dividend is some way off
becau e peace there i more elusive.
TIle TIlird World has nor been involved
in the recent East-We t negotiation. or in
disarmament tall<s or in the design of a new
framework for world peace. Nor does the
Third World have any of its own institutionalized forums for a discus ion of militalY expendirure.
Thi exclusion is tragic. TIle recent events
in the Gulf have shown that there can be no
peace for the indu trial counn-ie while conllicts are allowed to build up among the 80%
of people in the rest of the world.
TIlere have been over 120 conflicts in the
111ird World since 19-15, with 20 million
death, more than in the second world war.
In many case -from Korea to Afghani. tanthese have been cold-war struggles between
the superpowers carried out by proll.)' on TIlird
World soil. Yet TIurd World concem hardly
ever figure into the Geneva talks on disarmament-or into superpower sunlmits.
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Few people eem to have noti ed the
speed with which military spending in developing countries has risen-three times faster
than in the indu nial counnies over the last
three decade . Between 1960 and 1987, it
ro e from 24 billion to $173 billion, at 7.5%
per year. Many poor countries of South Asia
and Sub-Saharan Africa now pend two or
three times as much on arm as on education
or health (figure 6.2). Such spending often
comes from unrepre entative regimes that
invoke spwious threats to national security
as a justification for such spending. In reality,
tho e regimes are usually more interested in
u ing the hardware to suppress their own
people.
But a lot of the spending i aI 0 the re ult
of external sales pressure. TIle South's combined GDP is only 15% that of the North's.
Yet it buy 75% of the arms traded every year.
Even if TIlird World military spending
were merely frozen for the next few year ,
rather than ri ing annually at 7.5%, thi. would
relea e $10-15 billion each year for human
development-a peace dividend that would
take care of many e sential items on the human agenda for the 1990s (box 6.4).
The peace proce s in the TI1.ird World
must have a high priority on the global agenda.
The following three lines of action need to be
seriously considered.

Reduce mililmy trans/ers/rom the North
Much of the impul e for TIurd World militarization comes from industrial countries.
Concrete proposal should now be made to
pha e out military bases in th 111ird World
to convel't nUlltary aid into econorillc aid and
to place collective restraints on slupment of
oplu ticated arms to developing count:J.ies.
There should also be a systematic attempt to liberate the South from the con equences of the cold war-all the more urgent
now since arms manufacturers will be
tempted to expolt even more of their hardware to the 111ird World, as marker smink
in indu uial countlie .

Develop new methods ofconflict resolution
The tragedy in the Gulf demon trate the
need for much more effective methods of
A ;-..JE\X' HUiviAN ORDCR

FIGURE 6 3

Military spending and human development performance
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re 'olving Third World conflicts. The UN
machinery will have to be strengthened for
this purpose and regional peace mechanisms,
which in some regions have begun to emerge
need to be developed-more cooperation
between the upetpowers can greatly facilitate this process.

Bring arms reductions into azd diaLogues
If a government chooses to spend more on
its army than on its people, it cannOl be
regarded as conunitted to human development, and this bia should certainly count
again t it in aid negotiation . High military
expenditur should be a legitimate area of
pOlley dialogue in all forum of development
cooperation.
The World Bank and the International
Monetary Fund would also need to ensure
that their adjustment programmes follow
much the ame principle. If the budget need
to be balanced, this should be achieved by
t\ 1\ L\X 1I \1:\' ORD] l\

squeezing military-rather than social expenditures. The experience of the 1980s
hows that it is shOlt-sighted to balance budget by unbalancing the lives of poor people.
TIle size of the potential peace dividend
in the TI1i.rd World can only be a matter of
conjecture. It would be optimi tic to expect
an absolute decLne in military spending. But
if it were &'ozen at its current level, the annual savings could be a much as 150 billion
by the year 2000.
There is no inherent drive yet in the developing countries towards a major reduction in arms expenditure. Establishing a peace
mad1inery and encouraging more active peac
negotiations could provide the necessary impetu . Peace and human development go
together (figure 6.3). Re tructuring budgets
to advance human development as recommended in this Report would call for the
attainment and u e of the peace dividend.
And enhanced human development would
help stabilize peace.
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Peace and human
development
go together

Aglobal compact for human devdopment

Sharing the costs

TIle 1990 could be the decade of the peace
dividend-probably in the indu,trial world,
and po sibly in the Third World. The opportunity must be fully exploited, not just to
tablish the world on a more peaceful path,
but al 0 to pave the way to new levels of
human development.
With these resources at it disposal, the
world commwl.ity could e tabli h a new global compact for human development, designed around fom trategic elements.

A peace dividend could provide many of the
resource needed. Additional funds could
come from the re tructuring of existing budget pliorities. But additional resource would
also have to be mobilized. Developing and
industrial countries could agree on a notional
sharing of the additional co ts-in a ratio of,
ay, two-thirds to one-third.

Pursuing shared goalsfor the year 2000
The goal could arise &'om the national human development strategies suggested earlier. Targets hould include universal primmy
education and primary health care, safe water for all and the eli.nl.ination of serious malnuttition. Achieving these goals would cost
an additional 20-30 billion a year. Another ain1
should be the expansion of employment opportunitie , an obje tive that can only be realisticallycosted country by country.

BOX 6.5

Aid-a mutual commitment
If recipient countries adopt human development a their priority and if donors
commit themselves to the provision of
the neces ary external a sistance upport the way would then be open to a
new and productive era for official development a i tance.
Some of the areas to be considered are:

Country allocations 0/ aid-Donors
should ba e their allocations not just on
income, population and poverty, but also
on progress in human development-as
mea ured by the human development
index or Olher indicators.
Military expenditure-There should be a
cut-off point, a proportion of GNP pent
on the military, beyond which aid is not
given - or if a country spends more on
the military, say, than 011 the education
and health of its people.
Social spending-Donors and recipients
should agree 011 a percentage of GNP to
go to the ocial sectors - for most developing countrie ,thi would need to be

8-1

5% to 7% of GNP. Allocations for human priority concern (the human
expedirure ratiol should, in particular,
be prorected in budget balancing exercises.

Dono1' social allocations-Each donor
hould earmark lit least 20% of aid for
the social sectors, and within thi ,ad ast
40% to priority areas. Donor' should be
prepared to ftnance recumng as well as
capital expenditure, perhaps on a matching basi.
Social refot7tl-Donors hould be prepared to discus \\;th recipient government -and provide assistance for such fundamental ttuCNral i ue a
land reform, income dislribution, credit
sy terns, family planning and participatory patterns of development.
Aid in the 1990 should be di cu sed
much more frankly between both parties. Candid dialogues between donors
and recipients. in aU relevant forums.
could offer many ne\\' opportunitie to
promote human development.

Making a mutual commitment to azd
ew agreements hould be reached on the
use of international assistance for human development (box 6.5). For donor countties,
this will in1ply a reassessment of their aid
priorities-a u'engthened commitment to
improving the lives of all people. And for the
recipients, requests for aid would be accompanied by the national human development
compacts and by budgetary plans, including
plan to cut back militalY and other unproductive expenditures to increase spending on
social priorities. Aid for human developm nt
would then be a shared concern-a mutual
commitment.
A global compact along these lines is a
necessaJy complement of the national human development compacts and indispen able to putting human development into
practice in the next decade. The notion of a
national and global compact may be only an
idea ac thi point in time, only a statement of
principles. But uch an idea can help stimulate the formation of new coalitions and new
commitments-and perhaps eventually lead
to a new political consensus on the future of
humaJl.ity,

Creating afavourable intemationcl!
environment
A favourable international economic and 6nancial envirorunent is critical to enhanced
human development in the South-to resolving the international debt crisis, to restoring adequate capital flow, to creating a more
open world trading ystem, to sustained economic expansion and to enhanced ptivate
and public spending on hwnan development.
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HUMAN DEVELOPMENT PROFILE

PAKISTAN
Population

122.6 million

Land area

77 million ha.

GOP

US$34.1 billion

HDI rank
(among 160 countries)
HDI value (on a scale
from zero to one)

120

Low

Income group

Low

57.7

Life expectancy (years)

1990

Access to health (%)

1986

55

Access to safe water (%)

1987

45

Access to sanitation (%)

1987

20

Daily calorie supply (as % of

0.311

Human development
group
Region

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

req u irements)

1985

97

1985

31

Prim. & sec. enrolment ratio (%) 1987

29

Adult literacy (% 15+)

South Asia

GNP per capita (US$)

1988

350

Real GDP per capita (PPP$)

1988

1,790

LIFE EXPECTANCY AND HEALTH
Life expectancy (years)
Fertility rate
Crude birth rate
Crude death rate
Total population (million)
Annual growth rate
Urban population (%)
Annual growth rate
Dependency ratio
Contraceptive prevalence rate
Infant mortality rate
Maternal mortality rate
Under-five mortality rate
One-year-olds immunized (%)
Access to health services (%)
Access to safe water (%)
Access to sanitation (%)
Births attended by health servo (%)
Population per doctor
Population per nurse

..

Low-birth-weight babies (%)
MalnOUrished children (%)
Daily calorie supply (as % of reqUIrements)
Food import dependency ratio

1960/1990
1990
1960/1990
1960/1990
1960/1990
1960-90
1960/1990
1960-90
1990
1985-87
1960/1989
1980-87
1960/1989
1981/1989
1985-87
1975-80/1985·88
1985-88
1983-88
1984
1984
1988
1980-88
1965/19R')
1970/1987

Earlier year
431
48.6
22.1
50.0
221

163
276
5
25

76
3.6

Latest year
57.7
62
444
116
122 6
3.0
32.0
4.3
94
11.0
106
500
162
72
55
45
20
24
2,910
4,900
25
52
97
137

EDUCATION AND COMMUNICATION
Ad uIt literacy (% 15 + )
Mean years of schooling (25+)
SCientists/technicians (per 1,000)
Primary enrolment ratio

21

31
1.7

1986-88

40

Primary dropout (%)

1985-87

Secondary enrolment ratio
Combined prim. & sec. enrolment ratio

1986-88

51
19

Secondary technical as % of secondary

86

1970/1988
1980
1980-88

1970/1986-88
1986-88

26

29
1.6

Tertiary enrolment ratio

1986-88

5

Radios (per 1,000)

1986-88

86

Televisions (per 1,000)

1986-88

14

PAKISTAN PROFILE

PAKISTAN
International comparisons, latest year
Pakistan

HUMAN DEPRIVATION
1990 (mils)

South Asia

Developing
countries

Industrial
countries

Life expectancy (years)

57.7

58.4

62.8

74.5

Without access to health

54.6

Adult literacy (% 15+)

31.0

42.0

99.0

Without access to safe water
Without access to sanitation

67.5

Years of schooling (25+)

2.2

97.6

Comb. prim. & sec. enrol. ratio

0.7
29

60.0
3.5

0.9
12.0

Under-five mortality (per 1,000)

Malnourished children under five
Illiterate adults

46.0

GNP per capita (US$)

Children out of school

Real GDP per capita (PPP$)

Female children out of school

25.7
14.5

People below poverty line

36.8

Rural people below poverty line

24.2

Deaths of children under five

70

9.1
97

162

60
151

116

18

350
1,790

388
1,086

706
2,167

12,508
14,345

Educ. expend. as % of GNP

2.2

3.4

3.7

Health expend. as % of GNP

1.0
7.2

1.4

5.2
4.7

Mil. expend. as % of GNP

0.2
6.7

5.5

5.4

Ratio mil. expend./ed. & health

279

164

109

38

INCOME

Earlier year
Labour
Labour
Labour
Labour

force
force
force
force

1988·89
1965/1985-88
1965/1985-88
1965/1985-88

(% of population)

In agriculture (%)
in industry (%)
in services (%)

1988
1980-88
1980-88
1980-88
1960/1988
1976/1988
1965·80/1980-88
1980-88

People below poverty line (%)
Lowest 40% households (% share of income)
Lowest 20% households (% share of income)
Top 20% lowest 20% (ratio)
Real GDP per capita (PPP$)
GNP per capita (US$)
Annual growth rate
Annual rate of inflation

560
170
1.8

Education expenditure as % of GNP
Health expenditure as % of GNP
Military expenditure as % of GNP
Ratio of military expenditure to education and health

1960/1986
1960/1986
1960/1986
1960/1986

30
19.0
7.8
5.8
1,790
350
3.0
6.5

1.119

1989
1989
1989
1988
1988
1988
1988

Total aDA (US$ million)
aDA as % of GNP
aDA for SOCial Investment as % of total
Total debt as % of GNP
Debt service as % of exports
Terms of trade (1980= 100)
Current account balance (US$ million)

3

9.0
37
23.5
106
-1,685
1.1
0.3
5.5
393

2.2

0.2
6.7
279

Female-male
Life expecta ncy
Literacy
Years of schooling
Primary enrolment
Secondary enrolment
Tertiary enrolment
Labour force
Parliament

1990
1985
1980
1987
1987
1987
1989
1988

Rural-urban
Access to health
Access to water
Access to sanitation

1986
1987
1987

(F/M)
100 (57.7/57.7)
(18/43)
41
(0.7/2.7)
25
55
(28/51)
(11/26)
42
46 (3 1/6.8)
7 (6.8/93.2)
10
35
33
12

(RlU)
(35/99)
(27/83)
(6/51)

The components of
Pakistan's HOI
HIGH----------

(100 = PARITY)

DISPARITIES

PAKISTAN PROFILE

60
18
22

Latest year
28.8
41
10
49

The human development index (HDI) is a
composite index of three variables: life
expectancy, education and income. All three
components have equal weight. The HDI ranks
160 countries (industrial and developing) on a
scale ranging from 0.000 to 1.000. The
components of Pakistan's HDI are illustrated in
the figure to the right.
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Technical notes

1. The human development index-key components and robustness
Human Development Report 1990 defined human development as the process of increasing people's options. It
stressed that the most critical choices that people should
have include the options to lead a long and healthy life,
to be knowledgeable and to find access to the assets,
employment and income needed for a decent standard
of living.
Development, thus defined, cannot be adequately
measured by income alone. The 1990 Report therefore
proposed a new measure of development, the human
development index (FillI), composed of three indicators: life expectancy, education and income.
For each of these three dimensions, the 1990 Report identified minimum achievements worldwide: the
lowest national life expectancy, the lowest national level
of adult literacy and the lowest national level of income
per capita. It also established a maximum or desirable
adequate level of attainment.
The HDI was constructed in three steps. The first
step was to define a country's measure of deprivation for
each of the three basic variables-life expectancy (Xl),
literacy (X2) and (the log of) per capita GDP (X). A
maximum and a minimum value was identified for the
actual values of each of the three variables. The deprivation measure then placed the country in the 0-1 range
defined by the difference between the maximum and the
minimum. Thus Itj was the deprivation indicator for the
Jth country with respect to the lth variable, defined as:
(m~xX.-X.)

(max X'I - min X.)

The second step was to define an average deprivation
indicator, (Ii), by taking a simple average of the three
indicators.
'
1= -31 I/
J

,,,,I

IJ

The third step was to measure the human development
index (HDI) as one minus the average deprivation index.

(HD1) =(1-1,)
I

The HDI has artracted a lot of attention among policymakers, development professionals, academics, the pres
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and the public. Many questions have been asked, especially about the construction and robustness of the index. The following discussion tries to provide answers to
some of these questions.
Why an unweighted sum of three variables?
Human development cannot take place without human
life and health; people do not ju t want to be alive; they
want to know their way around in life. They want to be
knowledgeable; and they cenainly may want a decent
life, one that is not constantly undermined by extreme
poveny and constant worry about sheer physical survival.
All three of the HDI components thus de erve equal
weight. And that is why the HDI proposes an unweighted
average of a country's rank on the life expectancy, literacyand income scale.
Alternative method of calculating the HDI were
undertaken, and the ranks of the countries according to
these alternative methods were compared with the rank
set by the original HDI. To detennine the significance of
any difference in ranks, a standard method of comparing
ranks was used-the Speannan rank-correlation coefficient, which produces a value between zero and one.
The closer this value i to one, the Ie s the contradiction
between the methods used to rank the data.
One alrernative was to leave the three variables
separate but add up the ranks thal a country has for each
of the three. This is called the BORDA rule.
The ranking of the countries by the BORDA ru Ie is
somewhat similar to that by the HDI. The Spearman
rank-correlation coefficient, R, is 0.996. The maximum
absolute deviation between the twO sets of ranks is for
Australia (8.3). Only 21 of the 130 countries ranked in
the 1990 Report had absolute rank deviations of 5 or
more. Thus the BORDA rule doe not contradict the HDI
ranking.
Another way to check the index is to try a different
weighting. Suppose we take the product of the three
measures and then take the cube root-that is. the geometric rather than the arithmetic mean. This is the same
as the equally weighted sum of the logarithms of all three
variables. Taking the log of life expectancy, the log of
literacy and the log of income (as beforel-and arranging them-gives a new index that also has an extremely
high rank correlation with the original HDI, R = 0.998.
The maximum absolute deviation is 8 (for the United
Arab Emirates), but only five countries have ab olute
deviations exceeding 5.
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Why treat income differently from the orher mree
variables?
By taking the log of in orne and putLing a cap at the
poverty level as the maximum, the HDI a'sumes a
sharply diminishing marginal contribution of income to
human develoflJ11ent, It also asserts that any income
above the poverty line sbould gct a zero weight. Modifying this assumption produ es the foil wing results:
Dropping the logan'thm-If we drop the logarithm of income but keep the cap at poverty level, once again the
rank correlation is very high, R = 0.994, The maximum
absolute deviation is much higher than before. It is 15
( outh Africa and Saudi Arabia), and 13 countries have
absolute deviations of their rank exceeding 5,
Removlilg tbe cap-Keeping income in log form, we find
once again a very high rank correlation, R = 0.997. The
maximum absolute de\-iation is 13 (the USA and Kuwaitl, but only four countries have ab olute deviations
above 5.
Remove the cap and drop the log-'"This variation, the mo 't
interesting, irnp~es that wc drop the a sumption of diminishing returns to in orne in producing human development and take the full value of per capita real GDP.
There are 36 countries with incomes above the poverty
line, and the e show a lot of movement in their ranks.
United Arab Emirate has the maximum absolute deviation, moving up 25 ranks. Other double-digit jumps are
for Kuwait (19), the USA (181, Zaire (18), Singapore
(16) and Tanzania (10l. The U A ranks at the top. Nevertheless, the rank correlation is still extremely high0,994-50 the overall picture does not change. In all, 24
oumries move their rank up or down by more than 5.
Different weights for income above and below
poverty line
10 the HDI, income up to the poverty ~e (y*) has a full
weight, and income abovc it ha a zero weight. 10 the
variations discussed above, all income has the arne
weight. To explore alternatives between the e two extremes, wc tried using a full weight for income up to the
poverty line and a fractional wcight above it. The new
variable (call it \Y'l ""a :

\.\1

= .\'

for y ~ y

W = y+2(y- y')' for)'> y
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(la)
(lb)

The fractional weight assigned to income above the poverty ~e come from a general formula:

\.17 ( y)

lie
= --x
y

I-e

In this formula e = 0 puts full weight on aJJ income,
with no diminishing returns, A e gets clo e to 1, wry)
becomes logy, In (Ia) and (lb), the assumption is that e
= 0 fory <y* and e = 1/2 fory > y*.
Once again, the rank correlation is high, 0.994,
Compared with the variation just above, this variation is
moving closer to the HDl. Saudi Arabia has the maximum absolute deviation of 16, South Africa and Libya
14 each, Zaire 13 and United Arab Emirates 12, In all,
13 countries move more than 5 in their rank.
Varying the assumption about income thus shows
the mo t variation in ranks relative to the HDI, but the
overall pattern remains pretty highly correlated with the
original one, The movement in individual countries'
ranks is interesting. Consider the USA. It rank i 19 in
the HDI, 9 by the tlOWA ranking, 6 if one removes the
cap but keep the log, and I if the cap is removed and
the log is dropped, Once we begin to discount income
above the poverty line, the movements in the USA's rank
are small: it move up only three places in the fractional
weighting discussed above.
What happens if we change weights between variables
and within the income variable?

Remove the cap but log all the variables-Thi is a multiplicati\'e (log additive) rather than additive exerci. e,
which al 0 drop' the assumption about diminishing retums. The rank correlation hardly changes, at 0.994. The
maximum 1110vemem i for United Arab Emirates (20),
but al 0 high for Kuwait (19), the U A (14), ingapore
(13) and audi Arabia (12). 10 all, eight countries move
more than 5 ranks.
FractlolllJl weigbt to illcome above poverty lille, but log all
tbe variables-111e rank correlation is again high, at 0.998,
United Arab Emirates moves up 10 points, the only twOdigit change, In all, 12 countries move 5 points or more.
These experiment show that trying alternative
weighting scheme . and changing the a sumption about
the effect of income on human development, makes
some difference, but Uus difference is small, 'The HDI,
simple as it is, stands lip as a robust device for making
intercountry comparisons,
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2. Improvements in the basic lIDI
The HOI, as originally computed, is rohu~t, a~ is ~l'en
[rom the excrcisc~ desClihed in technical note 1. But Lhis
docs not mean that it c,mnot, or should not, be improvcd.

lIere U"(r) is the utility llr well-being derived Irom income. and the parameter measures the extelll of diminishing r"ttll1's. It is the c1asticity of the m'lrginalutilitv of
income with respectlLl income. If E = 0 there are no diminishing returns. As E approm:hes J, the equation he-

The longevity variable
The original HDI inciudeJ three kev component:: longc:\'iL)', knowledge lind income. Longevity is measured
by lile expectancy. 1m! erfcCl as it is. this is the accepted,
and most readily m·ailahle, measure. Ulllii a simple way
of improving l1l1 lifc expcct:1n y he,omcs available, the
current life expeClanc)' measure has Lo be used.

comt:s:

The knowledge variable
For knowledgc, adult litcrllc)' measures nnly thc most
ba. ic level of educational allainmenL. Although litemc)'
i. no doubt a b'lSic requirement for the capability to
acquire and to use information, there is mlll'C to know.
ledge and communi ation than literacy alone. This fact
neeJs LO be rdlectl'd in the I-IDl.
In this \'ear's Report. the knowkdgl' \'ariahle thus
h'ls rwo aspects' </dull 11I<'I'<lc)' is comhined with 11I,'</1/
yei/I) o/.'·c'!Joo!l1l,g. The data on me,1Il years of schooling
refer to 1980 and Lherefore do not capt ure reCcnt
change. R'markable as this fact IS, it should be seen ,IS
en ouraging-showing the need for urgent action in improI"ing social statistics (a question discussed in greiller
detail in Lechnical notc l.
The r\\'o knowledge \-ariahb-adult literacy Jnd
mean ),ear, of schooling-ha\'c bcen combined LO produce a synthetic measure of educaLional achicvement by
assigning weights to the two componenLs:

E = a, LITERA Y + a, YEARS OF SCT fOOLING

W<:

pUL ",

1-
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E

Y for 0 < 1':5 \'

r + 2( .1'- Y)
=

1'01'

y + 2( \') +3( I' -

y :5

Y<::; 2r

2y ),

for _y :5 y:5

31'

,lJ1d Sll on.
0_ the higher the income rehlli\'<~ to the: pov'en)' le\'eL
the more sharplv the diminishing return affect the contribution of in~ome to human development. Incomc
abo\'e the pawn)' line Ihus has:l marginal effect. but not
a full dollar-for-dollar erfect. This margin'll erfect is
enough, howcver, 10 diA-erentiare significantly among indtn rial countries. The original IlDI formulation, by
comparison, was:

\\"(y) = logy

= 2/3 and ,1, = 1/3

W'(y)=logy

The income va.·jable
The other modifiC<\lion in this yem.' - refined I !Dl is the
treatment of income.
The OIiginal HDI was ba.ed on the premise of diminishing relLlms from income for human de\'e!0p'llenl
(or human wdl-being). LIst ye'lL this fact was rdlected
by using the: Iognrithm of incomc and gi\'ing a zetU weighr
to income above the po\'erty line. A more systematic \\'ay
is LO use an explicit formulation for the: dimini 'hing reLurn. A well-known, and frequently used, I'lli'm i, the
Atkinson formulation for the utility of income:

\V(r)=_I-

w'( 1') =

= 1 and n, = O.

In the original HDl. we havc a,
Inthi, ye'lr's lID!.

TI,e modification adoptcd in this I-ID! is 10 let the value
Ill' E ri'e slowly as income rises. for this purpose. the full
range of income WJ, di\ided into multiples of the 1'01"crt\' line y . 11,us. most countrie arc hetween () nnd y*,
some betwcen y* and 2)'*. even fewer hetween 21" and
3)'* and so on. ow for all countrie [or which \' <)' ,
rhat is, the poor countries, E is set ellualto O. l1,ere are
no diminishing reLurns here. For incomc between .1'" and
2.1' E is set etjuall.O 1/2. For income betwcen 2,," and
3y", E i. set at 2/3. In general. if exy":5 y:5 ((1+ 1) ,,".
then E = CJ. / (a+ I). 11,is giw,:

for 0 < 1':5 y
fury>y

The revision thus docs not wke E = I, but ,lllows it to
\'ary bctween U ,1I1d 1
For example. the Bahamas hilS a real GDP pCI'
capita of ::.10,590. \X'ith the po\'eny line set at· 4.829,
rhere are three terms in the equation to determine the
well-being of the Bahamas:

w( 1')=

Y

+2(.,.)

+3(y-2y)'

4.829 +2(4,829) +3(10,590-9.6-

r

4, .29 + 139 + 29 = . 4.997

Y

1-£
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In calculating the HOI of the Bahamas using the im·
proved variables and applying the steps described at the
beginning of lechnicaJ note 1, the loUowing steps are
taken:

Maximum counlry life expectancy
Minimum country life expectancy
Maximum counu)' edu auonal nltainment
linimum country educational attainment
Maximum 'ountry adjusted real
GOP per capita
Minimum counlrV adju ted real
GOP per capitOl
Bahamas lile expectOlncy
Bahamas educOltionOlI allainmem
BahamOls adjusted G DP per apita

TECH lCAL NOTE

78.6
42.0
70.1
9.1
5.070
350
71.5
68.1
4,997

Bahamas lile expectancy deprivation
= (78.6 - 71.51/(78.6 - 42.0)
BOlhOlmas educational attainment deprivalion
= (70.1- 68.1)/(70.1-9.1)
Bahamas GOP deprivation
= (5,070 - 4.9971/(5,070 - 350)
B'lhama average deprh'mion
= (0.193 + 0.032
0.015)/3
Bahamas human developmem index (I-illl)
= 1-0.080

0.193
0.032
0.015

0.0 0
0.920
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3. Making the overall lIDI sensitive to gender disparity
Of the many inequalities in human development, the
most striking is that along gender lines. Women typically
live longer than men once they have gone beyond the
age when differential treatment of boys and girls makes
life shoner for girls. They work hard-harder and more
hours than men-but they often do work that i unpaid
or underpaid. Women cook, take care of children, the
elderly and the ick, look after the upkeep of the house
and work on the farm or in the ·hop. Only a mall proportion of women find that their work gets paid and
recorded as participation in the labour force. Labour
force participation as a concept and in it measurement
grossly understates women's work even in the productive
(commodity-producing) sphere. It completely leaves out
much work that is usefuJ to the continuing e,ustence of
the household.
Any attempt to measure gender inequalities in human Jevelopmel1l is thu bound to err on the low side.
Even allowing for that, the inequalities are striking. An
attempt is made here to calculate the ratio of female income to male income. We do not have data on income,
but for 30 countries we do have dara on the relative wage
ratios and the relative ratios for lab ur ~ ree participation.
These data reveal a remarkable pattern of cUserimination. The female-male wage ratio range from a low of
51. % Uapan) to a high of 96.6% (Paraguay). In labour
force participation. the lowest ratio is 26% (Paraguay)
and the highest is 87% (Czechoslovakia!. Multiplying
these two ratios gives the female· male wage-income ratio.
This wage-income ratio combines t'Wo identifiable
correlates of gender discrimination. The male wage is
greater than the female wage, and the gap in labour force
participation rate is even wider. When this is translated
into absolute income levels, we see the profound con 'equences. (In order to do this, a basic as umption has to
be made which is dearly gender biased-that the ratio of
non-wage income to wa 'e income is the arne for men
and women. This ratio therefore will understate the inequality.)
In adjusted real GDP per capita, female incomes as
a percentage of male incomes range from a low of J9%
(Cosra Rica) to a high of 67% (Denmark and Finland).
But of the 30 countries for which we have comparable
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data, only nine have a ratio of 50% or above, while eight
are below 30010. 0, even in a statistic that understate' the
inequality, the difference are ;tark.
The female HOI gain from the near equal or better
ratio in life expectancy but 10 es somewhat from unequal
access to education. In education, the developed countries how practically no gender cUfference, though the
values for female achievement, as a proportion of male.
are usually below rather than above 100%. But in poorer
countries, the difference become substantial. Women'
educational attainmel1l in Kenya shows a low ratio of
69% and in Myanmar 78%. On the othcr hand, osta
Rica hows a figure over 100%.
The overa.lJ HOI for men and women calculated
separately reflects thi pattern (technical note table J).
Much of our data-20 of 30 countries-relates to the
indu trial countrie. 0 the table does not capture the
full extent of gender inequality. Evcn then, the female
HDI as a percentage of the male HOI is as low AS 52% in
Kenya, 65% in Singapore and 66% in Myanmar. Of the
30 countries, nine have ratio; below 75%, and only four
counuies-Finland, Sweden. Denmark and Czechoslovakia-h:lvc ratios oi 90% or more. 0 countty attains
fuJI gender equality even in this biased measure, though
Finland comes do e with a ratio of 94%.
How should thi inequality be reflected in thc overalJ HOI for any counu}'? A simple approach is to multiply the overall HOI for any country by the ratio of female-to-male HDI. If a countty has full equaliry, it HOI
is unaffected. Although Iapan has the highe.t ovel'llil HDI
(0.993), it is brought down to being J7th of 30 countries
\\~th a gender-adjusted HDI of 0.764. Finland, by contrast, has a high female-to-male ratio of 900,(, and gains
one rank, from 3 to 2-incUcaring a high O\'erall HDI
with a low degree of gender inequality. Among the ten
less developed countrie', there is both a low HDI and a
high degree of gender di crimination, indicated by the
low ratio of the female-to-male HOI.
These re.ults reinforce ob ervaLions in Human De·

L'e!opmenl Reporl J 990: although gender discrimination is
a worldwide problem, it effects ,Ire particularly harsh in
poorer countries. To quote: "poor rural women in developing countries suffer the gravest deprivation" (p. 33).
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TECHNICAL NOTE TABLE 1

Gender-sensitive HOI

Female as

Finland
Sweden
Denmark
France
Norway
Australia
Austria
Czechoslovakia

Adjusted
real
GDP

Human
development
index

Female
HDI

Male
HOI

99.7
99.7
99.4
99.7
99.5

67.0

93.7

0.789

64.7
67.3
49.5
51.9

90.2
90.8

0.802
0.783
0.774

0.842
0.889
0.863

102.3

99.0

103.1

99.3
99.3
100.0
99.9

53.3
52.3
59.6
41.7
41.8

86.6
86.9
82.7
82.8

0.765

99.8
99.6
99.9
99.8
99.7

39.3
43.9
41.6
41.0
34.5

100.9

99.8
99.7
97.6
99.9

102.8

90.6

Life
expeeta ncy'

Educational
attainment

103.8
101.1
101.2
104.2
102.1

103.9
102.5
103.0

canada
USA
Switzerland
Germany, Fed. Repb
United Kin9dom
New Zealand
Netherlands

101.9

102.1
101.2
101.6
102.1

Belgium
Japan
Italy
Ireland
Portugal

102.3
100.9

Hong Kong
Costa Rica
Korea, Rep. of
Singapore
Paraguay

100.6

84.6

99.8

100.4

102.4
101.1
100.0

91.5
84.5
94.2

99.5
99.5

87.3
98.8

102.1

Sri Lanka
Philippines
EI Salvador
Myanmar
Kenya

% of male

104.1

90.1

99.3

78.1
68.5

100.2

Gendersensitive
HOI

Percentage
difference
between
HOI and
gendersensitive
HOI

0.779

0.902

0.902
0.886
0.878
0.849
0.845

0.773

0.892

0.843

0.750
0.721

0.832
0.830

0.754

0.863
0.800
0.925
0.910

81.0
82.6
81.0
80.9
78.9

0.753

0.930

0.737
0.737
0.726
0.738

0.892
0.910
0.898
0.935

38.0
31.6
37.4
25.6
43.8

80.2
77.0
78.5
72.8
76.6

0.721
0.748

0.899

0.768

-19.8

0.972

0.764
0.750
0.688
0.673

-21.5
-27.2
·23.5

37.2
19.1
27.0
29.7
25.3

70.0

0.643

69.8
67.9
64.6
72.9

0.603
0.574
0.551
0.449

27.6
27.8
28.3
51.5

72.8
77.5
75.4
66.1
51.5

0.470
0.417

54.0

87.5
86.4

90.2

0.709
0.673
0.612

0.315
0.249
0.163

0.885

0.903

0.923
0.800

-6.3
-9.8
-9.1
·12.5
-13.6

0.813
0.809

-13.6
-13.1
-9.9
-17.3
-17.2

0.794
0.792
0.783
0.776
0.770

-19.0
-17.5
-19.1
-19.1
-21.1

-23.0

0.918
0.864
0.845
0.854
0.616

0.654
0.612

-30.0

0.600

-32.1
-35.4
-27.1

0.646
0.539
0.417
0.377
0.317

0.484
0.475

0.568
0.486

0.395
0.289

0.205

-30.2

-27.2
-22.5
-24.6
-33.8
-48.5

a. Adjusted for the natural biological life expectancy advantaje of females.
b. Data for former German DemocratIC Republic not include .
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4. Making the HDI sensitive to income distribution
The HDI is a national average, very much like per capita
income, one of its componenrs. The use of any such
overall average hides the considerable differences in the
distribution of the basic indicators, whether by gender,
race, region, ethnicity or simply among individuals. The
HDI therefore needs to be made sensitive to these distributions.
Although distributional sensitivity is important, the
HDI has the advantage that tWO of its three basic variables-life expectancy and educational attainment-are
naturally distributed much less unequally than is income,
the third variable. Thus, life expectancy in any population is not likely to be distributed more unequally than,
say, three to one. A rich person cannot live a thousand
times longer than a poor person, though their incomes
may be in that ratio. Across countries, the range of life
expectancy is 42 to 79, less than 2:1.
The same is true in educational attainment. The
range of the percentage of adults who are literate varies
from 13% to 99%--a range under 8: I. Mean years of
schooling show a variation from 0.1 to 12.2-more unequal than life expectancy-and hide even greater variations in the within-country di ·tribution.
Apart from per capita income, all the other variables
used in the HDI have an obvious maximum. Life expectancy will rarely go beyond 100, literacy never beyond
100% and mean years of schooling beyond, say, 15. Income, however, ha no upper bound. For GNP per
capita the intercountry range is $100 to $27,500, a range
of 275:1. As for real GDP per capita, the range is $350
to $19,850, or 57:1. Such inequalities in income are reproduced even more sharply within countries.
Thus a high average value for life expectancy or
educational attainment can be obtained only by a reasonably equitable spread among individuals, a result of
the fixed maximum possible. Although it is of great interest to !mow the distributions of those variables, an average is a better statistic for these variables than for income, where it can be very misleading.
As last year's Repol1 showed, countries' ranking by
per capita income could be reversed if per capita income
were multiplied by a factor indicating distributional inequaliry-I minus the Gini coefficient. This method can
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be extended to all the countrie having statistics on distributional inequality. Some 45 countries have data on
the ratio of the income share of the highest 20% to the
lowest 20%. Of these 45 countries, 17 have data on the
Gini coefficient as well, and there was found to be a very
strong association between the two-the logarithm of the
ratio being a good predictor of the Gini coefficient. TIus
regression result was used to inrerpolate the Gini coefficient for rhe remaining 28 coul1lrie . Some countries had
data only on the Gini coefficient. In all, 53 countries \\~th
directly estimated or interpolated Gini coefHcients were
available.
A word of caution is in order. The Gini coefficients
are registered for various years between 1967 and 1985,
and tl1e ratio of the top 20% to the lowest 20%, for years
between 1975 and 1986. This is not a serious problem,
ince these coefficients are unlikely to change quickly.
But the Gini coefficient is not always truly representative
of the entire coumry. It is sometimes only for a subsection, such as the urban population. These cavcats have to
be borne in mind beforc intcrpreting the result .
Adjusted income (see technica.l note 2) was multiplied by (I - G)-with G being the Gini coefficient-to
modify income even further. Because this wa done for
the adjusted income, W(y), rather than for the actual income, the diminishing return effect could be incorporated before the distributional adjustment modifies incomes further. This modified income W'(y I[ 1- G] is then
u ed as the third variable in addition to lifc expectancy
and educational attainment to compute a distributionadjusted HDI (technical note table 2).
For all but two countries the HDI is reduced by
making it sensitive to income distribution, and in over a
third of them, it is reduced by 5% or more. This is particularly marked in Africa, where all four of the countrics
show thi reduction, and in the Americas, where threequarters of the countries show this reduction.
Much better data are needed to pursue the issue of
distribution sensitivity more thoroughly. The analy i·
shows that caution is needed in interpreting a coumry's
HDI value as a measure of achieved well-being for all its
people.
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TECHNICAL NOTE TABLE 2

Distribution-adjusted HOI
Percentage
difference
between
Distribution- HDI and
adjusted distributionHDI
HDI
adjusted
value
value
HDI
Japan
Netherlands
Sweden
Switzerland
Norway

0.993
0.976
0.982
0.981
0.978

0.990
0.972
0.963
0.961
0.956

-0.3
-0.3
-1.9
-2.0
-2.3

Belgium
Canada
United Kingdom
USA
Finland

0.958
0.983
0.967
0.976
0.963

0.951
0.948
0.948
0.944
0.941

-0.7
-3.5
-2.0
-3.3
-2.3

France
Denmark
Australia
Spain
Ireland

0.971
0.967
0.973
0.951
0.945

0.938
0.936
0.935
0.928
0.928

-3.4
-3.1
-3.9
-2.4
-1.8

Italy
Israel
New Zealand
Korea, Rep, of
Hungary

0.955
0.950
0.959
0.884
0.911

0.923
0.923
0.921
0.897
0.896

-3.4
-2.8
-4.0
+1.5
-1,7

Hong Kong
Yugoslavia
Singapore
Costa Rica
Chile

0.934
0.893
0.879
0_876
0.878

0.891
0,868
0.865
0.852
0.831

-4.6
·2,8
-1,5
-2.7
-5.3

Portugal
Argentina
Venezuela
Mauritius
Mexico

0.879
0.854
0.848
0,831
0.838

0.827
0.812
0.793
0.779
0.767

-5.9
-4.9
-6.5
-6,2
-8.4

Malaysia
Colombia
Panama
Thailand
Jamaica

0.802
0.757
0.796
0.713
0.761

0.743
0.720
0,705
0.670
0.665

-7.4
-4.8
-11.4
-6.0
-12.6

Brazil
Sri Lanka
Syrian Arab Rep.
Turkey
Philippines

0.759
0.665
0.681
0.694
0.613

0.652
0.636
0.631
0.629
0.584

-14.1
-4.3
-7.3
-9.4
-4.7

Tunisia
O.5BB
Iran, Islamic Rep. of 0.577
0.524
EI Salvador
0.499
Indonesia
Honduras
0.492

0.572
0.538
0.508
0.503
0.436

-2.7
-6.9
-3,1
+0.8
-11.4

Egypt
Kenya
Zambia
Pakistan
India

0.394
0.399
0.351
0.311
0.308

0.383
0.372
0.325
0.304
0,288

-2.9
-68
-7.2
-2.5
-6,2

Cote d'ivoire
Bangladesh
Nepal

0.311
0.186
0,158

0.268
0.170
0.128

-13.8
-gO
-18.8
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5. Measuring progress in human development
The human development index (I-illn ranks counrries
relative to each other for a particular period. The maximum and minimum values that define the maximum distance to be travelled for each variable are specific to that
year. Over time, the actual achieved values of life e>-1Ject·
ancy, literacy and income change, as will the maximum
and minimum values of these variables across all countries.
For example, Ruritania's life expectancy in year 1
may be 40, halfway between a minimum of 20 and a
maximum of 60. By year 10, Ruritania may have improved irs life expectancy to 50, but the minimum may
now be 30 and the maximum 80. In such a case, the
numerical value of the index indicating Ruritania's life
expectancy will drop in the HDI calculations from
0.5 [ = (40-20) /(60 - 20)][00.4 [ = (50 - 30)/ (80- 30)),
despite the 25% improvement in life expectancy.
Thus improvements in the components of human
development in any country over time may be reflected
as a decline in irs HDI value, if in the meantime its relative po ition has deteriorated. To combine a measure of
progress over time with intercountry comparisons at one
point of time, the HDl has to be modified.
The way to tackle this problem, without changing
the logic of the HDI, is to say that the minimum and
maximum should be defined, not for each point of time,
but over a period of time. Thus if we are measuring
progress between 1960 and 1990, the minimum would
be the minimum of all values of, say, life expecrancy for
all countries over the 30 years. Similarly for the maximum. Thus the distance to be travelled is stretched out
as the maximum over the 30-year period.
In the example of Ruritania, the minimum stays at
20 but the maximum is now 80. In year 1, the life expectancy variable is 0.33

[40- 20 1and in year 10 it is 0.5 (50-20).
M-W
~-m

Wirh this adaptation, the human development in·
dex becomes comparable over time as well as across
countries. The difference in the value of the human de·
velopment index over time can be shown to be a
weighted sum of the growth rares in the three variables:
the weights are given by the ratio of the initial value of a
variable to the maximum range.
To express this algebraically-with XI as life expectancy, ~ as literacy and X, as income-the contribution
of each variable ro the HDI can be wrinen as Zi, where:

In technical note table 3, countries are ranked by
the size of the difference between the 1970 and 1985
values for the MHDI. These differences range from 0.343
for Saudi Arabia to -0.022 for Jamaica. Jamaica is, however, a country where the HDl in 1970 was already quite
high, 0.797, and the lack of change does not reflect absolute deterioration.
A sununary of the differences between the 1970 and
1985 HDI values follows:
HDI
difference

> 0.300
0.200 to 0.299
0.100 to 0.199
0.000 to 0.099
< 0.000
Total

Number of
countries
1
12
69
27
1
110

At the borrom, above Jamaica, are 27 counnies rhat register a change of between 0 and 0.099. Sevenreen of
these countries are from Sub-Saharan Africa, four from
Latin America, five from Asia and one from the Arab
States. These low achievers are only exceptionally countries with a high initial HDI value-only the Philippines
(0.542 in 1970) and Peru (0.595) would qualify as such.
The remainder are poor initially, and 18 of them remained below 0.300 in 1985. Many of these countries
experienced low rates of growth of real GDP per capita
over this period, or even had a negative grO\vtb. Thus
income growth may not be sufficient for achieving a high
HDI, but it cannot be dispensed with.
Sixty-nine counrries show a moderate improvement,
between 0.1 and 0.2. Since the maximum distance to
traverse is 1.0, this shows that starring at different levels,
around two-thirds of the countries covered 10% to 20%
of the maximum distance. Almost all the countries with
high HDls in 1985 are in this group. They have continued to improve despite their already high levels for 1970.

X,.,]'
[ XVI - min
JJ

2", = -'------.::....X"I - mi.1l
[ max
JJ
JI

X",]

In the formula,j denotes country, t the time period. Note
now that the denominator will remain unchanged for all
time periods and for all countries.

MHDIJI =

3'1 I, 2.,

MHDI stands for the modified HDI since we have a new
definition of the maximum and minimum.
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Changes in the HOI over time
HDI

HDI

1970

1985

Difference

Saudi Arabia
Malaysia
Korea. Rep. of
Tunisia
Syrian Arab Rep.

0.386
0.538
0.589
0.335
0.432

0.729
0.828
0.874
0.610
0.698

0.343
0.290
0.285
0.275
0.265

Botswana
Jordan
Brazil
Gabon
Iran. Islamic Rep. of

0.319
0.428
0.569
0.370
0.464

0.569
0677
0.807
0.604
0.695

Turkey
Indonesia
Algeria
Yemen Arab Rep.
Ecuador

0.492
0.316
0.358
0.093
0.542

Portugal
Mexico
HOri9 Kong
Singapore
Mauritius

HDI

HDI

1970

1985

Difference

Sri Lanka
Belgium
Sene9al
Uruguay
United Kingdom

0.573
0.846
0.124
0.799
0.850

0.699
0.971
0.249
0.924
0.974

0.125
0.125
0125
0.124
0.124

0.250
0.249
0.237
0.235
0.231

Para 9uay
New Zealand
Netherlands
Norway
Romania

0.607
0.848
0.866
0.870
0.798

0.729
0.970
0.988
0.991
0.918

0.122
0.122
0.122
0.120
0.120

0.712
0.531
0.572
0.292
0.737

0.220
0.215
0.214
0.199
0.195

Ireland
Sweden
Zaire
Denmark
Togo

0.840
0.873
0.232
0.864
0.170

0.959
0.991
0.347
0.979
0284

0.119
0.118
0.116
0.114
0.114

0710
0.675
0.762
0730
0.525

0.900
0.864
0.947
0914
0.707

0.189
0.189
0.185
0.184
0.182

India
Nicaragua
Burundi
Bulgaria
Czechoslovakia

0.258
0.549
0.135
0.815
0.836

0.370
0.660
0.244
0.923
0.944

0.112
0.111
0.108
0.108
0.107

Kenya
Chile
Iraq
Thailand
Colombia

0.253
0.736
0.489
0.535
0.617

0.432
0.912
0.661
0.706
0.786

0.179
0176
0.172
0.170
0.169

Poland
Costa Rica
Nigeria
Niger
USSR

0.829
0.759
0.189
0.054
0.821

0.936
0.865
0.293
0.158
0.925

0.107
0.106
0.104
0.104
0.104

Morocco
Yugoslavia
Venezuela
Greece
Israel

0.268
0.757
0.715
0.793
0.806

0.432
0.917
0.874
0.949
0.958

0.164
0.161
0.159
0.156
0.152

Hungary
Myanmar
Guatemala
Mali
Malawi

0.831
0.384
0.416
0.054
0.149

0.932
0.484
0.515
0.151
0.243

0.101
0.100
0.099
0.097
0.094

C/lle d'ivoire
Panama
Dominican Rep.
Cameroon
Spain

0.212
0.703
0.513
0.228
0.819

0.363
0.853
0.663
0.378
0.968

0.151
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.149

Philippines
Zimbabwe
Nepal
Bangladesh
Central African Rep.

0.542
0.365
0.126
0.174
0.138

0.634
0.457
0.217
0.265
0.224

0.092
0.092
0092
0.091
0.086

Haiti
0.200
Trinidad and Tobago 0.784
Japan
0.853
Congo
0.278
0.317
Lesotho

0.349
0.928
0.997
0.419
0.457

0.149
0.144
0.144
0.141
0.140

Ghana
Bolivia
Afghanistan
Zambia
Rwanda

0.246
0.383
0.083
0.320
0.184

0.331
0.468
0.166
0.402
0.263

0.086
0.085
0.083
0.081
0.078

Egypt
Italy
Finland
Madagascar
Honduras

0.286
0.830
0.838
0.292
0.385

0.426
0.969
0.973
0.426
0.518

0.140
0.139
0.135
0.134
0.133

Angola
Somalia
Burkina Faso
liberia
Papua New Guinea

0.147
0.061
0.073
0.194
0.342

0.224
0.138
0.149
0.269
0.415

0.077
0.077
0.076
0.Q75
0.073

Australia
USA
Canada
Pakistan
Luxembourg

0.849
0.848
0.860
0.226
0.841

0.982
0.980
0.990
0.355
0.970

0.133
0.132.
0.130
0.130
0.129

Peru
Chad
Sudan
Guinea
8enin

0.595
0.083
0.155
0.074
0.117

0.668
0.151
0.220
0.128
0.169

0.072
0.068
0.065
0.055
0.053

Switzerland
Austria
Argentina
France
Iceland

0.863
0.838
0.784
0.854
0.866

0.992
0.967
0.912
0.981
0993

0.129
0.129
0.128
0.127
0.127

Sierra Leone
EI Salvador
Uganda
Mozambique
Jamaica

0.060
0.483
0.241
0.205
0.797

0.104
0.524
0.273
0.205
0.775

0.044
0.041
0.033
0.000
-0.022
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6. The human freedom index measurements and estimation
The importance allamed to issues of human lighlS and
poLitical freedom by many individuals, coumrie', national
and international organ.izations, governmental and nongovernmental entilies is com,iderabI.:. That makes il -urprising to find that the availabilitv of dma is a problem in
lhis field-and thaI only a limited number or studie
have 0 far tried to address the i sue of measuring human rights and political freedom in a systematic way.
uch journals ,lS lhe HUJlIdfl RIg).1/J Quarterly (1986)
and Siudies Ifl Com[1""alll'e Ifl!t'molloflol DeL'eloplllefll
(l990) have devoled attention to this question. These
attemplS differ in philosophy, defmirion , coverage and
dates-as well as in concepL and qu,mtifiers. No one
attempt has gained universal, or even common, approval
The major indices are:
1. Freedom House, in New York, produces an annual
sUlvey of Freedom in the World, based on two se"en-poilll
ranking scales ror political freedoms ,md civil Iiherties.
2. The World l-ltJlldbook of EcoJlomic and SUClal II/dicolars, by Charles Taylor and David Jodiee. includes one
selies un guvernment am:uuns un political disM~nt and
another on state coercive behavior.
3. Da"id Cingrandli and Thomas PasquereUo produced
an index of human right practice based on ClJntent
analy is of the U - tate Department's CouJlII)' Reporls 011
RIghls Prot/Ices. The lype - of violations to which the content analysi was applied were chosen by use of principal
components techlliques. But they covered only Latin
America and only the years 1979 and 1980.
4. The Wlorld Gil/de to HUIllOJl Rlgh/s, by Charles
Humana, evaluate the human right. performance of 88
countries according to -10 subindices based on international human tights document., such as the Uni"ersal
Declaration on Human Rights and the two associated
covenants-the fmernational Covenant on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights and the lmermnional Cm'enant on Civil and Political Rights.
This laSt index. the H umana index, provides the
slarting point 1'01" the human freedom index (H.Fll.
The subindices of the Humana index are arranged
imo five groups of rights or ireedoms: (1) six ljuestions
on right, or "freedoms to"; (2) 12 on "freedoms from";
(3) ten on "ireedoms for"; (-I) se"en on legal rights; and
(5) five on personal rights. The perfomlance of each
country is on a cale from zero (no rightslLO mree (guaranteed right ). These score are then aggregated. The
evaluation is that of the author, however.
Seven "freedoms from." relating ro respect 1'01' the
personal integrity of the individual, are weighted at three
tinte those of the rest. Thus. the maximum possible
score a country can receive is 162 (33x.3 + 7x3x3). Each
coumry,S score out of 162 is converted to a percentage.
to give its final human right score.
Starting with the Humana index
111e strengths of the Humana index are threefold. Each
question i, based on an internationally recognized human right. It has clear and reproducible computational
rocedures. And the final scale has good discrimimllion
111e ranked coul1ll'ies are fairly e\"t~nly distributed aU the
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way along the scalc fl'llm 0% tU 100%. and not simply
grouped into "good" at one end and "bad" at the uther.
The disad"antages or the Hum'lIla procedure lie in
its subjecti"ity and it data intensity. Any raring' scale.
including thi' one. i· ine,'itably subjective. Although lh"
marupulations or data are clear and reproducibk the
e\-aLuations of data are less so-at what poim, for exampLe. du "some dolation or infringements" become
"sub tamial oppression"? furthL:r. a -lO-question, fourscale index requires a wnsiderable amount of data. which
is very difficult to compile con istently ior all 160 countries covered by the III/mall Dl'/.'e!oplllelll Reporl, 111e
World Gllicle- cover' only 88 countrie plu Taiwan, the
Prm'ince of China.
TIle weighting of the first seven "freedoms from"
difkrenu,nes between these countries' human rights
performances more precisdy but not necessarily more
accurately. The decisiun to weight certain lJuestions begs
a number uf questiuns. first. are not the weightings inevitably arbitl'llry, even if changing the weightings does
not affect the final mnk Outcomes very much? Second,
why Stop at a different weighting or only seven que tions? Why not have a difrerenl weight ior every question' On the other hand, it' the weightings do not affect
the rankings very much. why weight ,Il all)
Adjusting the Humana index
Chapter 1 of tile Report preselllS a revised human freedom index. based on the Humana index but eliminating
tile weights assigned to certain questiun and reducing
Humana's (our-point cale of obsen'alion to a two-point
scale. or simple "ye." (= 11 and "no" (=0) scale. The
resultant ranking of the 88 countries covered by tile Humana index is shown in table 1.5 in Chapter 1. It is a
re\'i,ed 1985 ranking of countries.
During tile pa·t five years, however, lhe human
rights and political Ireedom situation in many countries
has changed. Clearly, an update of the 19 5 human freedom index is ml)re than urgent. Nevel1heless, hick of
data did not permit tllis at present. There can be marked
de,-iations from one suurce of inrormation to the Olher.
Given lhis situation, it was (ell that for the time
being it might tllerefore be best not to give the impression 01, precision where precision cannot exist, to make
quantitative assessmelll where even qualitali"e judgements are hampered by lack of reliable information. Accordingly, the 1985 human (reedom index has been updated in a cautious way: based on information available
(rom a variety of country reports_ a triangle ha been
placed against coulllries that are known lo have held
multiparty elections since 1985 and continue to follow a
democratic sy tem of government.
Clearly, there is om urgent need ior more. ystematic
work on human freedom: the issue of data aVllilability
needs to be addre 'sed; the concept of human freedom
needs clarification-especially its hi,torical and ociocultural traditions and implicalions; and mcthods of
measuring various human freedoms have to be designed.
We are till very much at the beginning of a systematic
anaLysis alld debate of human freedom.
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7. The construction of the expenditure ratios
In presenting e"pendirure rauos for the fir·t time in this
Repon. our ohjeetiw is to provide a method for e"amin·
ing current pattern of public spending on human devel·
opment priori tie . Logically. this analysis can be applied
both to national govemmenrs' spending on their own
people. and that of donor coumry governmems' on the
people of recipiel1l countrie .
uch pioneering effon> ine\'irably face problems.
however Our foremost COnCern has been to develop a
useful methodology. and to the e"tem Ihat the required
information was not aV'lilable, the figure deri\'ed ,hould
he regarded Hs illusLrati\'C rather than complete. This note
highlight;, the daw limitations fHced in the construction
of the I'm ios.
in the domestic context, the following qualific:ltions
must be borne in mind:
r:igurcs on lUtal governmem spending are sometimes
aVHilHhle only for central go,·crnment. 111(' omission 01
provincial and local expenditures results in ratim lhlltllrc
undetestimates [or redemlly structured states (such as
india) or where expenditure is decentralized to a signifj.
cam extent (a, in indonesia).
Again. for data reasons. the priority item, considered
are limited to basic edltcation and prinMl')' health care.
TI1is therehy excludes cenain expenditure' that could be
regarded as priority-such as family planning. food suh·
sidies for the poor and ruml ,,'ater supply ,md s,miwt ion.
Using a standard definition of prioritv neglect· the
tmponam point that priority needs vary according to the
levels of development and existing hum,m de\'e1opmem
achie\emems. For m'lIly Latin American coumrks and
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Philippines. for ex'tmple, high literacy rates justify
the extension o[ education priorities to teniary levels.
In the analysis of aid allocations. the data constraims
differ.
TIle aid expenditure mtio lI1c1ude total donor commitmel1ls to o\'ersea. devc10pmem assistance and doe
not distinguish berween comributions to multilatentl institutions and bilateral as ·istance.
Using the OECD d,lla ba-e. it wa' pos ible to in·
dud" iunher item, 111 the aid priority rano- peci/lcally,
rurallVater and. anitation and family planning.
Only countrie for which a uillcicl1t breakdowll is
'l\'<lilahle from the aCED are included. Japan and Nor·
way had to be dropped.
The limitations of the only dat<l available-the
OCCD Credit Reponing System-necessitated twO rur·
ther assumptiolls in th" construction of the aid ratios in
figure 3.~ 'lIld lable 3.13.
1 in the absence of detailed infonn"lion, it is <IS umed
Ihm the allocations f lllultilateral agencies have a breakdown of priority expenditures that i, Similar to that of
bilateral assistance. TI1e literalllre suggests that this as·
sumption may well O\'erc,timatc multilateral priority allo·
cations.
2. A detailed breakdown of aid all cations i' avnilable
only with re,pect to loans. not grams. These figures
would b" seriouly lI1isleading, insofar as grants are likely
to he more ignificanr In area, regarded ,1' priori tv. As a
corrective measure, therefore, it is a,sumed that the pri.
orit\' allocation in the gram e1t:lllem is rwice a high as
th<lt of the loan dement recorded in the CRS.
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8. Improving human development statistics
Human DL'lJelopment Report 1990 relied on readily available data, ,md this limited the scope and depth of its
analysis. Many concerns were not adequately reflected
through exi ting statistics. And the coverage of coumries
wa often very inadequate, with many data seriously
lacking in timeline.~.
Last year's Report also made a plea [or improving
social statistics-for invesLing at least as much in the
production of social data as has been invested in the
production of economic stati tics. Othef\\~se, planning
and programming for human developmem would never
be as sy tematic as thar for economic growth. And that
would mean that it would continue lO be extremely difficult to truly integrate economic and social concerns in
the design, monilOring and review of developmem effons, policies and programmes.
The strengthening of national statistical capacities
cannot be completed in one year. This year's Repon,
the.refore, faced many of the same problems thm confronted the 1990 Report. This is particularly true for the
special focus lOpic of the Repon-the tinancing of human developmem. Very linlc infonnation i readily avail-
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able on the total picture 0 pending on human devdopment. To overcome thi' problem, pecial country C,lSC
studies were launched in over 30 counrries lO coUect data
that would provide the necessary information.
National authoritie in charge of development planning, finance and budgets may find it useful to complete
these table for their re 'pectivc countries for their own
purposes. Many of the data for these table may not be
readily amilable internationally. But rultionaUy, there often are more data than one expects. And even today.
with the currently available data, it is possible to prepare
a much better overview of pending on human development than is nonnally done.
In some countries, it may be desirable to shonen or
to expand the list of tables annexed here. For example,
some governments may want to include expenditures on
multisectoral poverty eradication programmes. expenditures on initiatives intended to support women in developmel1l or expenditure on employment crealion_
Whether doing thi. makes sense depend on the
country's ('ircumstance and de\'elopment priorities.
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Total spending on human development: Design for data collection
Table 1: Basic financial table
GNP (U5$ mils)
GNP per capita (U5$)
Tax revenue (as % of GNP)
Government expenditure (as % of GNP)
Overall deficit/surplus (as % of GNP)
Table 2: Tax summary
Direct tax (as % of GNP)
Indirect tax (as % of GNP)
Domestic production tax (as % of GNP)
lmron tax (as % of GNP)
Total tax revenue (as % of GNP)
Table 3: Decentralization of revenue/total autonomy
Central tevenue (as % of GNP)
Provincial revenue (as % of GNP)
Local revenue (as % of GNP)
Central expenditure (as 0,(, of central revenue)
Provincial expenditure (as % of provincial revenue)
Local expenditure (as % of local revenue)
Table 4: Subsidies budget
TOlal subsidies (as % of GNP)
Social subsidies (as % of GNP)
Education subsidies (as % of social subsidies)
Health subsidies (as % of social subsidies)
Food subsidies (as % of social subsidies)
Housing subsidies (as % of social subsidies)
Other subsidies (as % of social subsidies)
Table 5: Government expenditure
Government expenditure on combined military/
internal security (as % of GNP)
Government expenditure on debt (as % of GNP)
Government expenditure on administration
(as%ofGNP)
Government expenditure on social sectors
(as%ofGNP)
Government expenditure on economic sector
(as%ofGNP)
Table 6: Government expenditure in the social sectors
Total government expenditure (U5$ mils)
Total government social expenditure (US$ mils)
Total government social expenditure (as % of GNP)
Government expenditure on education (as % of GNP)
Government expenditure on health and nutrition
(as % of GNP)
Government expenditure on housing, water, sanitation
and other amenities (as % of GNP)
Government expenditure on social security, welfare, etc.
(as%ofGNP)
Table 7: Total social sector expenditure by level
Toral social sector expenditure (as % of GNP)
Expenditure by central government (as % of GNP)
Expenditure by provincial and local governments
(as%ofGNP)
Expenditure by total public sector (as % of GNP)
Expenditure by private sector (as % of GNP)
Table 8: Total social sector expenditures by major areas
Total expeoditure on education (as % of GNP)
Total expenditure on health and nutrition
(as % of GNP)
Total expenditure on housing, water, sanitation and
other amenities (as % of GNP)
Total expenditure on social security, welfare, etc.
(as%ofGNP)
Total social sector expenditure (as % of GNP)
Table 9: Expenditure on education
Expenditure on primary education (as % of total
education expenditure)
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Expenditure on secondary education (as % of total
education expenditure)
Expenditure on tertiary education (as % of total
education expenditure)
Expenditure on general education (as % of total
education expenditure)
Expenditure on technical education (as % of rotal
education expenditure)
Expenditure on public education (as % of total
education expenditure)
Expenditure on private education (as % of total
education expenditure)
Table 10: Expenditure on health, housing and other
amenities
Expenditure on primary health care (as % of total
health expenditure)
Expenditure on curative and other services (as % of
total health expenditure)
Expenditure on public health (as % of total health
expenditure)
Expenditure on private health (as % of total health
expenditure)
Expenditure on public housing (as % of total housing
expenditure)
Expenditure on private housing (as % of total housing
expenditure)
Expenditure on urban water and sanitation (as % of
total water and sanitation expenditure)
Expenditure on rural water and sanitation (as % of
total water and sanitation expenditure)
Table 11: Distribution of household expenditure
Percentage share of household expenditure on food
Percentage share of household expenditure on rent
Percentage share of household expenditure on health,
including phamlaceuticals
Percentage share of household expenditure on
education, including books
Percentage share of household expenditure on clothing
Percentage share of household expenditure on fuel
Percentage share of household expenditure on
transport
Percentage share of household expenditure on other
items
Table 12: Total debt
Total debt (as % of GNP)
Domestic debt (as % of total debt)
External debt (as % of total debt)
Total debt service (as % of GNP)
Total debt service (as % of government expenditure)
Domestic debt service (as % of total debt service)
External debt service (as % of total debt service)
Table 13: Total ODA
Total aDA received (US$ mils)
aDA received per capita (US$)
aDA received (as % of GNP)
Table 14: ODA for social sectors
aDA for education (as % of total aDA)
aDA for health and nutrition (as % of total aDA)
aDA for population and family planning (as % of rotal
aDA)
aDA for education (as % of total education
expenditure)
aDA for health and nutrition (as % of total health and
nutrition expenditure)
aDA for population and family planning (as % of total
population and family planning expenditure)
aDA for housing, water, sanitation, etc. (as % of total
housing, water and sanitation expenditure)
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Selected definitions
Births attended The percentage of births
attended by physicians, nurses, midwive
trained primary health care workers or trained
traditional bitth attendants.
Budget surplus/deficit Current and capital revenue and grants received less total expenditure and lending, minus repayments.
Colone supply See Daily calone supply.
Child malnutrition See Undelweight.
Child mortality See Under-five mortality.
Contraceptive prevalence rate The percentage of married women of childbearing
age who are using, or whose husbands are
using, any form of contraception: that is,
modern or traditional methods.
Current account balance The difference
between (a) exports of goods and ervices
(factor and non-factor) as well as inflows of
unrequited private transfers but before official transfer and (b) imports of goods and
ervices a well as all unrequited transfers to
the rest of the world.
Daily calorie requirement per capita TIle
average number of calories needed to sustain
a person at normal levels of activity and health,
taking into account the di tribution by age,
sex, body weight and envU'onmental temperature.
Daily calorie supply per capita TIle calolie equivalent of the net food supplies in a
COWltry, divided by the population, per day.
De ltb rate (mtde) The annual number
of deaths per 1,000 population,
Debt service The sum of repayment of
principal (amortization) and payments of intere t made ill foreign currencie , goods or
services on external public, publicly guaranteed and private non-guaranteed debt.
Dependency ratio The ratio of the
population defined a dependent, under 15
and O\'er 64 years, to the working-age population, aged 15-64,
Direct tax Taxes levied on the actual or
presumptive net illcome of illdividuals, on
the profits of enterprises and on capital gains,
whether realized on land sales, securitie or
other as ets.
Disability days Average number of days
ill a year it, which LlSUal activities had to be
IILJ.\l:\, . DI \,[LOI'.\\[:-\T \:-\DlLATD!{S

restricted by illness or injury.

Domestic investment (gross) Outiay in
addition to the fixed asset of the economy
plus net changes in the level of inventorie .
Domestic savings (gross) The gros dome tic product less government and private
can urnption.
Drop-out The proportion of the children
entering the first grade of prim~uy school who
do not successfully complete ti,at level in due
course.
Earnings per employee Earnings in constant prices derived by deflatillg nominal
earnmgs per employee by the country's consumer price illdex.
Education expenditures Expenditures on
the provision, management, inspection and
support of pre-primary, primary and secondary chools; universities and colleges; vocational, technical and other training illstitution ; and general administration and subsid.
.
lary setvlces.
Employees Regular employees, working
proprietors active busine s partners and unpaid family workers, but excluding
homeworkers.
Enrolment ratio (gross and net) The gross
enrolment ratio is the number enrolled in a
level of education, whether or not they belong in tile relevant age group for that level
expressed as a percentage of the population
in the relevant age group for that level. The
net enrolment ratio is the number enrolled in
a level of education who belong in tile relevant age group, expre sed a a percentage
of the population in tilat age group.
Expenditures See Govel71ment expenditures.
Exports ofgoods and services The value of
all goods and non-factor selvices provided to
the rest of the world, including merchandise,
freight, insurance, travel and other non-factor services.
Female-male gap A set of national, regional and other estimate ill which all the
figures for females are expressed in relation
to the corresponding figw-es for males which
are indexed to equal 100.
Fertility rate (total) The average number
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of children that would be born aLve to a
woman during her lifetime. if he were to
bear children at each age in accord with pre\"ailing age-specific fertility rate .
Food aid IiI cereals Cereal provided by
clonal' countries and international organizations, including the World Food Programme
and the International Wheat Council, a repOlted for that particular crop year. Cereals
include wheat, flour, bulgur, rice, coarse grain
and the cereal component of blended foods.
Food imporl dependency ratio The ratio of
food impOIts to the food available for internal di tribution: that is, the sum of food production plus food imports, minus food expOltS.
Food prodflction per capita index The
average annual quantity of food produced
per capita in relation to that produced in the
indexed year. Food i defined as comprising
nuts, pul es, fruit, cereal', vegetables, sugarcane, sugar beet, starchy roots, edible oil ,
livestock and livestock product.

Futllre labollr force replacement
ratio Population under 15 divided by onethjTd of the population age 15 to 59.
GigajoZlle See JouLe.
Glili coefficient A mea ure that shows
how clo.e a given distribution of income is to
absolute equality or inequality. Named for
COlTado Ginj the Gini coefficient is a ratio
of the area between the 45 0 line and the
Lorenz ur\.'e and the area of the entire triangle. As the coefficient approaches zero, the
distribution of income approaches absolute
equality. Conversely, as the coefficient approache one, the distribution of income approaches absolute inequality.
Govemmellt e,\pellditures Expenditures
by all central govemment offices, department , establi hments and other badie that
are agencies or instruments of the central authority of a country. It includes both CUlTenr
and capital or developmental expenditure
but exclude provincial local and private expenditures.
Greenhouse lilde.;.: Net emi sions of three
major greenhou e gases (carbon dioxide,
methane and chlorofluorocarbon ), weighting each ga according to its heat-trapping
quality, in carbon diox.ide equivalent and
expres ed in metric tons of carbon per capita.
Grossdo1l7esticproduct (GDP) The total
for final use of output of goods and service
produced by an economy, by both re idents
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and non-residents, reg~u'dle of the allocation to domestic and foreign claims.
Gross nationaL prodllct (G P) The total
domesti and foreign value added claimed
by residents, calculated without making deductions for depreciation. It comprises GDP
plu net factor income from abroad, which is
the income residents receive from abroad for
factOr elvice' (labour and capital), Ie s similar payments made to non-resident who
contribute to the domestic economy.
GNP Pel' capita lilld growth rates TI1e
gross national produ t d.ivided by the population. AIIDual G P per capita are expre ed
in current US dollars. GNP per capita growth
rates are alIDual average growth rate that
have been computed by fitting trend lines to
the logarithmic values of GNP per capita at
constant market prices for each year of the
time period.
Gmss enroLment ratio See EnmLment ratio.
Habitable room See Personsper habitable

roOIl1.
Health expellditures Expenditures on
hospital , health centres and cJinjcs, health
insurance. chemes and family planning.
HeaLth services access The percentage of
the population that can reach appropriate local
health selVices on foot or by the local means
of transpOLt in no more than one hour.
Immunized The average of the vaccination coverages of chilillen under one year of
age for the four antigen u ed in the Univeral Child Immunization Programme (OCI).
lncollle share The income both in ash
and kind accruing to percentile groups of
households ranked by total household income.
Infant mortality rate The annual number
of deaths of infants under one year of age per
1,000 live binhs. More specifically, the probability of dying between birth and exactly one
year of age.
Inflatioll rate The average annual rate of
inflation measmed by tl1e growth ofthe GDP
implicit deflator for each of the periods hown.
Internal renewable water resources
ee

Water sources.
international resert'es (gross)

Holdings of
monetary gold, special drawing right (SDRs),
the reselVe po itions of members in the IMP,
and holding. of foreign exchange under the
control of monetary autl10rities expressed in
terms of the number of month of imports of
goods and services the e could pay for at the
I IUIvlAN DEVELOPMENT INDICATORS

current level of imports.
Joule Aba ic unit of energy in the metric system: a megajoule is a million joules,
and a gigajoule is a billion joules.
Labour force The economically active
population, including the armed forces and
the unemployed, but excluding homemakers
and other w1paid caregiver .
Least developed counllies A group of developing counuies established by the United
ation General Assembly. Mo t of these
countries uEfer from one or more of the following constraint: a GNP per capita of
around $300 or less, land-locked, remote insularity, desertiEcation and exposure to natural disasters.
Life expectancy at bti"th The number of
years a newbom infant would live if prevailing
pattems of mortality at the time of its birth
were to Slay the same throughout its life.
Literacy rate (adult) 11,e percentage of
persons aged 15 and over who can, with understanding, both read and write a hort
simple statement on everyday life.
Low birth weight The percentage of babies born weighing Ie s than 2 500 gran1lTIe .
Malnutl7tioll See Underweight, Wc/sting
and Stunting.
Maternal mortality rate The annual
number of deaths of women from pregnancyrelated cau es per 100,000 live birth .
Mean years of schooling Average nwnber of years of schooling received per person
aged 25 and over.
Megajoule See Joule.
Military expenditures Expenditure,
whether by defence or other deparunents,
on the maintenance of militat)' forces, including the purchase of milital)' suppLie and
equipment, consuuction, recruiting, training
and militat)' aid progran1ffies.
Net enrolment ratio
ee Enrolment rettio.
Qfficial development a.smtance (aDA) The
net di bur ements of loans and grants made
on concessional financial terms by official
agencie of the member of the De elopment
Assistance Committee (DAC), the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD), the Organization of
Peu'oleum Exporting Countrie (OPEC) and
o on, to promote economic development ~md
welfare including technical cooperation and
assistat1Ce.
aDA for social investmell[ Official development assistance for the combined areas
[[Ui\l,\N Dl VI:I 01'i\IEi\"' [\,'DICA roR~

of health, education, social setvices, rural and
urban development and water and anitation.
Persons per habitable room The nwnber
of persons in hou ing unit divided by the
number of habitable rooms in those housing
units. A habitable room is a space in a housing unit, or other living quarters enclosed by
wall reaching from the floor to the ceiling or
roof covering, at least to a height of two
metres, of a size large enough to hold a bed
for an adult.
Population density 11,e total number of
inhabitants divided by the surface area.
Population growth rate The annual
growth rate of the population calculated from
mid-year.
Poverty line That income level below
which a minimum nutritionally adequate diet
plus essential non-food requirements al'e not
affordable.
Przintllyeducation Education at the first
level (International tandard Classification of
Education [ISCED] level 1) the main function of which i to provide the basic element
of education such as elemental)' chools and
primary school .
Purchasing powerparities (PPP) See Real

GDP per captia.
Real GDP per capita (purchasing power
pantie [PPPJ) The u e of official exchange
rates to convert the national cun'ency Egures
to US dollars doe not attempt to measure
the relative dome ti purchasing powers of
cWTencie . The United Nations Intemational
Comparison Project (TCP) has developed
measmes of real GDP on an internationally
comparable scale using purcha ing power
parities (PPP) in tead of exchange rates as
conversion factors, and expressed in international dollal"s.
Real per capita e>..pendztures The expenditures for each item in each couna)' expressed in relation to those in the United
States, based on the national cWTency total
for each item converted to international dollar by the purchasing power for that item.
This compali on of quantities for each item
is based on the common set of international
prices applied acro all the coootJie that is
used in the International Price Comparison
Project. (See Real GDP per capita.) The e
expenditures are then expressed in relation
to the corresponding average expenditures
of the industrial countrie which are indexed
to equal 100.
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Rural population The percentage of the
population living in rural area as defined according to the national definition used in the
most recent population census.
Rural-urban disparity A set of national,
regional and otller e timate in which aU the
rural figures are expres ed in relation to the
corresponding urban figures, whidl are indexed to equal 100.
Safe water access The percentage of tlle
population wiili reasonable access to safe water supply including treated smface waters,
or untreated but uncontaminated water such
as that from springs, sanitary well and protected boreholes.
Sanitation access The percentage of the
population wiili access to sanitary means of
excreta and waste disposal, including outdoor
latrines and composting.
Scientists Persons with scientific or
tedmological training-usually completion of
third-level education in any field of ciencewho are engaged in professional work on research and development activiti.es, including
administrators and directors of such activities.
Science graduates Tertiary education
graduates in the natmal and applied sciences.
SecondalY education Education at the
second level (ISCED levels 2 and 3) ba ed
upon at least fom years' previous instruction
at the first level, and providing general or
specialized instruction or both such as
middle schools, secondary schools, high
schools, teacher-training school at thi level
and schools of a vocational or technical naMe.

Second.clIY technical education Education
provided in those second-level smools that
aim at preparing ili.e pupils directly for a trade
or occupation other than teaching.
SocialsecUlity benefits Compensation for
loss of income for tlle sick and temporarily
disabled; payments to the elderly, tlle permanently disabled and the unemployed; family,
maternity and child allowances and tlle co t
of welfare services.
South-North gap A et of national, regional and oilier estimates in whim all me
figures are expressed in relation to the corresponding average figmes for all me industrial
countries, which are indexed to equal 100.
StationalY population A population in
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which the birth rate is constant and equal to
the deam rate, the age structure is constant
and the growili rate is zero.
Stunting The percentage of children,
between 24 and 59 months, below minus two
standard deviations from ilie median heightfor-age of the reference population.
Technicians Persons engaged in scientific researcll and development activities who
have received vocational or technical training
for at least three years after me first stage of
. econd-Ieve1 education.
Terms oftrade TIle ratio of a countly's
index of average export prices to its average
imPOlt price index.
TertialY education Education at me third
level (ISCED levels 5,6 and 7), such a universities teachers' colleges and higher profe ional choals-requiring as a minimum
condition of admission the successful
completion of education at the second level
or evidence of me attainment of an equivalent level of knowledge.
Trade dependency EXPOlts plus imports
as a percentage of GDP.
Underjive mortality rate The annual
number of deaths of dllidren under five years
of age per 1,000 live births. More specifically,
me probability of dying between birili and
exactly five years of age.

Underweig/?f (moderate and severe child
malnutrition) TIle percentage of children,
under me age of five, below minus two standard deviations from tile median weight-forage of me reference popluation.
Unemployment The unemployed comprise all persons, above a specified age, who
are not in paid employment or self-employed,
are available for paid employment or selfemployment and have tal,en specific steps to
seek paid employment or self-employment.
Urban populcltion TI1e percentage of me
population living in urban areas as defined
according to tile national definition used in
the most recent population census.
Wasting The percentage of children,
between 12 and 23 months, below minus two
standard deviations from the median weightfor-height of the reference population.
Water access See Safe water.
Water sources> internal renewable The
average annual flow of rivers and aquifers
generated from endogenous precipitation.
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Classification of countries
Countries in the human development aggregates

High human development
(HDI 0.800 al1d above)
Albania
Antigua and Barhuda
AI'gcntina
Austmlia
Austria
Bahamas
Bahrain
Barbados
Belgium
Bl1Jnei Darussalam
Bulgm'ia
anada
Chile
Costa Rica
Cyprus
Czechoslovakia
Denmark
Dominica
Fi"land
France
Germany
Greece
Hong Kong
Hungal')
Iceland
Ireland
brad
haly
Japan
Korea. Rep. of
Kuwail

Luxcmbourg
Malaysia
Malta
Mauritius
Mexico
ctherhmds
New Zealand
Norway
Poland
Ponugal
Q'ltar
Singapore
Spain
\\'cdcn
witzerland
Trinidad and Tobago
U"ited Kingdom
Ul1JgU,ly
U'A
US R
Venezuela
Yugoslavia

Medium humall development
(HDI 0.500 to 0799)

Low human development
(HDI below 0.500)

Belize
Botswana
Brazil
China
Colombia
uba
Dominican Rep.
Ecuador
EI alvador
Fiji
Gabon
Grenada
Guyana
Iran, Islamic Rep of
Iraq
Jamaica
Jordan
Korea. Dem. Rep. of
Lebanon
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya
Maldives
Mongolia
Nicaragua
Oman
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
Philippine
Romania
Saint Kitts and Nevis
aint Lucia
aim Vincent
Samoa
Saudi Arabia
eycheUes
olamon Islands
South Africa
Sri Lanka
uriname
yriun AI'ab Rep.
111ailand
Tunisia
Turkey
United Ar'lb Emirates

waziland
Afghanistan
Tanzania, U. Rep. of
Algeria
Togo
Angola
Uganda
Bangladesh
Vanuatu
Benin
Viet Nam
Bhutan
Yemen
Bolivia
Zaire
Burkina Faso
Zambia
Burundi
Zimbabwe
Cambodia
Cameroon
Capc Verde
Central African Rep.
Chad
Comoros
Congo
Cote d'Ivoire
Djibouti
Egypt
Equatorial Guinea
Ethiopia
ambia
Ghana
GU'ltemala
Guinea
Guinea-Bis au
Haiti
Honduras
India
lJldonesia
Kenya
Lao People's Democratic Rei ublic
Lesotho
Libct'ia
Madagascar
J\hlawi
Mali
Mauritania
Morocco
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Mozambi4u~

j\lyanmar
'amibia
Nepal
iger
Nigcria
Pakistan
Papua I ew Guinea
Rwanda
Sao Tome and Principe
el1t,gal
.ielTa Leone

amalia
Sudan
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Countries in the income aggregates

High-income
(GNP per captla
$6,000 and above)

Middle-income
(GNP per captfa
$500 to $5,999)

Antigua and Barbuda
Australia
Austria
Bahamas
Bahrain
Barbados
Belgium
Brunei Daru salam
Canada
Cypru
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Hong Kong
Iceland
Ireland
1 rael
hall'
Japan
Kuwait
Luxembourg
Malra
etherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
eychelle
Singapore
Spain
Suriname
weden
Switzerland
Unired Arab Emirates
United Kingdom

Albania
Algeria
Angola
Argentina
Belize
BoUvia
Botswana
Brazil
Bulgaria
Cameroon
Cape Verde
Chile
Colombia
Congo
Costa Rica
C6te d '1 voire
Cuba
Czechoslovakia
Djibouti
Dominica
Dominican Rcp.
Ecuador
Egypt
EI Sal\'ador
Fiji
Gabon
Greece
Grenada
Guatemala
Hondlll'ds
Hungary
Iran, I lamic Rep. of
Iraq
Jamaica
Jordan
Korea, Oem. Rep. of
Korea, Rep.of

UA

]98

Low-income
(G P per capita
below S500)
Lebanon
Libyan Arab JamahiriY'1
MalaY'ia
Mauritiu
Mexi 0
Mongolia
Morocco
Namibia
Nicaragua
Oman
Panama
Papua ew Guinea
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Romania
aim KillS and Ne\-is
aim Lucia
aim Vincent
amoa
.enegal
outh Africa
waziland
Syrian Arab Rcp.
Thailand
Trinidad and Tobago
Tunisia
Turkey
Uruguay
US R
Vanuatu
Venezuela
Yemen
Yugoslavia
Zimb'lbwc

Ill'\]
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Afghanistan
Bangladesh
Benin
Bhulan
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Camhodia
Central African Rep.
Chad
Cllina
Comoros
Eyulllorial Guinea
Ethiopia
Gambia
Ghann
Guinea
Guinea-Bissau
uyana
Haiti
India
Indonesia
Kenya
Lao PDR
Lesotho
Liheriu
Madagascar
MlIlawi
Maldivcs
Mali
Maulitania
Mozambique
Myanmar
epal
Niger
igeria
Pakistan
Rwanda
Sao Tome and Principe
Sierra Leone
Solomon Islands
omalia
Sri Lanka
Sudan
Tanzania. U. Rep. uf
Togo
Uganda
Viet Nam
Zaire
Zambia
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Countries in the major world aggregates

Least developed
cOlintries

All developing
countries

Afghani tan
Bangladesh
Benin
Bhutan
Botswana
Burkina Fas
Burundi
Cape Verde
Cel1Lral Afric'ln Rep.
had
'omoro5
Djib uti
Equatorial Guinea
Ethiopia
Gambia
Guin"a
Guinea-Bissau
Haiti
Lao PDR
Lesotho
Malawi
Maldi\'es
Mali
l\lauritania
Mozambique
Myanmar
epal
Niger
Rwanda
amaa
Sao Tome and Pnncipe
ierra Leone
omalia
udan
T:1I1zania, U. Rep, of
Tog,)
Uganda
Vanuatu
Yemen

Afghanistan
Algeria
Angola
Antigua and Barbuda
Argentina
Bah'lma
Bahrain
Bangladesh
Barbados
Belize
Benin
Bhutan
Bolivia
Bots\\'ana
Brazil
Brun"j D'lruS alam
Burkina Fa5
Burundi
Cambodia
Cameroon
Cape Vcrde
Central African Rep.
Chad
Chile
China
Colombia
Comoros
Congo
Costa Rica
Cote d'll'oire
Cuba
Cyprus
Djibouti
Dominica
Dominican Rep,
EcuHdor
Egypt
El Sall'ador
Equatorial Guinea
Ethiopia
Fiji
Gabon
Gambia
Ghana
Gren'lda
uatem'lb
Guinea
Guinea-Bi sau
Guyana
Haiti
Hondur<ls
Hong Kong
India
Indone 'ia
Iran, Islamic Rep. of
Iraq
Jamaica
Jordan
Kenya
Korea, Dem. Rep. of
Korea, Rep. of
Kuwait
Lao PDR

Industrial
countries
Lebanon
Lesotho
Liberia
Libyan Ar'lb Jamahiriya
Madagascar
Malawi
Malaysia
Maldives
Mali
Mauritania
Mauritiu'
Mexico
Mongolia
Morocco
Mozambique
Myanmar
Namibia
Nepal
Nicaragua
Niger
Nigeria
Oman
Pakistan
Panama
Papua ew Guinea
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
Qatar
Rwanda
aint Kitts and Nel'is
"lim Lucia
SaiJll Vincent
amoa
ao Tome and Principe
audi Arabia
enega]
Seychelles
Sierra Leone
Singapore
olomon lslands
Somalia
Somh Africa
Sri Lanka
udan
Suriname
Swaziland
Syrian Arab Rep.
Tanzania, U. Rep, of
Thaibnd
Togo
Trinidad and Tobago
Tunisia
Turkey
Uganda
United Arab Emirates
Uruguay
Vanuatu
Venezuela
Viet am
Yemen
Zaire
Zambia

Albania
Australia
Au. tria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Canada
Czechoslovakia
Denmark
Finland
France
Gennany
Greece
Hungary
Iceland
treland
israel
Italy
Japan
Luxembourg
Malta
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Poland
Ponugal
Romania
Spain
Sweden
wilzer/and
United Kingdom
USA
U SR
Yugoslal'ia

Zimbabw~
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Countries in the developing aggregates

Africa Soutb oftbe Sahara

Arab States

Angola
Benin
Botswana
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cameroon
Cape Verde
Central African Rep.
Chad
Comoro'
Congo
Cote d'Ivoire
Djibouti
Equatorial Guinea
Ethiopia
Gabon
Gambia
Ghana
Guinea
Guinea·Bissau
Kenya
L""OIho
Liberia
l\1adagascar
Malawi
Mali
Mauritania
Mauritiu
Mozambique
Namibia
Niger
Nigeria
Rwanda
ao Tome and Principe
enegal
eycheUes
Sierra Leona
'omalia
South Africa
Swaziland
Tanzania, U. Rep. of
Togo
Uganda
Zaire
Zambia
Zimbahwe

Algeria
Bahrain
Cypnls
Egypt
Iraq
Jordan
Kuwait
Leb,mon
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya
Morocco
Oman
Qatar
audi Arabia
Sudan
, yrian Arab Rep.
Tunisia
United Arab Eminttes
Yemen

Latlil America
and the Caribbean
Antigua and Barbuda
Argentina
Bahamas
Barbados
Belize
Boli,'ia
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Costa Rica
uba
Dominiea
Dominiclln Rep.
Ecuador
EI Sah-ador
Grenada
Guatemab
Guyana
Haiti
Honduras
Jamaica
Mex.ico
Nicaragua
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
aint Kilts and e",s
aint Lucia
aint Vincent

East Asia, South-East Awtl
and Oceania
Brunei Danlssalam
ambodia
China
Fiji
Hong Kong
Indonesia
Korea. Oem. Rep. of
Korea. Rep. of
Lao pDR
IalaY'i"
Mongolia
Myanmar
Papua New Guinea
Philippines
amoa

ingapore
olomon Islands
Thailand
Vanuatu
Viet Nam

SOlithArla
Afghanistan
Bangladesh
Bhutan
India
Iran. Islamic Rep. of
Jvlaldi"es
epal
Pakistan
Sri Lanka

urinamc

Trinidad and Tobago
Uruguay
Venezuela
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Countries in the industrial aggregates

OECD
Australia
Austria
Belgium
anada
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Luxembourg
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Portugal
Spain
weden
wilzerhmd
United Kingdom
U A

Eastern Europe and USSR
AJbania
Bulgaria
zedloslovakia
Hung3l)'
Poland
Romania

U'R
Yugoshlvia
I

onlic Countries

outhem Europe
AJbania
Greece
Ilaly
Malta
Porrugal
pain
Yugoslavia

European Community
Belgium
Denmark
France
Germany
Greece
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Ponugal
pain
United Kingdom

ol1-EUt'Opean Countries
Australia
anada
Israel
Japan
New Zealand
U t\

North America
Cmada
UA

Denm.lrk
finland
Iceland
Norway
Sweden
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Primary sources of data

Data for the topics in ltaLcs have been taken from
more than one major source.
Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations (FAO)
AgricuJtLu'al production. Arable land. Calorie supply.
Cereal imports. De/orestatioJl. Food import.. Food
production. Fuelwood. Land area. Livestock.
Habitat

Persons per habitable room.
Institute for Resource Development

Brea.it/eeding. Child lIIalNutritioll.
International Centre for Urban Studies
City population density.
Imernational Labour Organisation (ILO)
Employment. Labour for ·e. Unemployment. Wages.
International Monetary Fund (IMF)
Budget surplus/defic.ll. Current account balance.
Inflation. International reserves. Mt/ita!)'. healtb (Ind

education expenditures. Stllte alld local expenditures 011
social se/vlces. Taxes. Worker' remittances.

United Nations Educational Scientific and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO)
Book titles. Cinemas. CompulsOlY education. Educatioll expenditure. Graduates. LibraIy books. Literacy. Mu eLmlS, Newspapers. Radios. Repeaters,
school, college and university enrolmem. School
drop-out. Scientists and technicians. Teache.rs.
Televi ion.
United Nations Industrial Development
Organization (UNIDO)
Earnings.
United Nations Population Division
Death rates. Dependency ratio. FertlLty. Infant and
under-five mortality. Llfe expectancy. Population: total, urban and rural. Population den ity.
United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA)
Contraceptive prevalence.
United Nations Statistical Office
Expolts and imports. GOP. Housing. Infimt mortality. Pas engel' cars. Pen'OllS per habitable 1'00111. Rea!
GOP per capita. Real GDP per capita eA'j)endjtures.
Telms of trade. Trade dependency. Total popu!a-

IllterparJjamentary Union
Wome.n in parliament.

tion.

Luxembomg Income Study Database (LIS)
Real GDP per capita po erty line.

Real GOP per capi"ta _

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD)
Debt serliice. ODA, given and received. ODA/or so-

cia! sectOl:" and a broad range a/indicators/or OECD
countries.

Univel'sity of Pennsylvania

World Bank

Debt selVice and interest payments. Domestic investment. Domestic savings. GOP, GNP and real GOP
per capitel. Household income. Militmy, health and
educatioll I."..pendl"tzm:s. Population below poverty line.
Social security benefits. State and local expenditures
all soclalse/vices. Stationary popuJation.

StatisricaJOfficeofthe European Communities (Ee)

A broad range 0/ indicato/:, jor EC coimt/ies.

World Fertility Survey

Breastfeedlizg.
United Nations Centre for Social Development
and Humanitarian Affairs
Divorces. Drug crimes. Homicides. Prisoners.
United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF)

Breastfeeding Child malnuM"tion. Immullization, Underfive mortall"ty.
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
Human Development Index (l-IDI). Mean years of
chooling. Selected Lteracy estimates. elected real
GDP per capita estimates.

World Food Pl'ogramme (WFP)
Food aid.
World Health Organization (WHO)
Access to health -elvices, afe WaleI' and sanitation.
AlcohoL Attendance ar binh. Child malnutrz"tion.
Doctors and nurses. [mltlunizatiol1, Low birthweight.
Maternal mortality. Smoking.
World Priorities, Inc,
Atll1ed forces. Arms exports. Atll1S Imports. Miltim)',

health and education expenditures.
United Nations Economic Commission for
Europe (ECE)

Deforestation, and a broad range ofindicellors/or countries in the EeE.
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World Resow'ces Institute
Greenhou e lnJex. Internal renewable water resource.
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